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INTRODUCTION
Over the past 15 years, the field of entrepreneurship
has been on a relentless pursuit for theories that enable
researchers to study entrepreneurial phenomena.
Indeed, Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal has
played a significant role in this pursuit and theoretical
development since its introduction in 2007. The lead
article on theories of opportunities in the inaugural
issue and later the two special issues devoted to theory
development in entrepreneurship established Strategic
Entrepreneurship Journal as an outlet where
entrepreneurship theories could be advanced. It is in
that spirit that this special issue has developed.
The hunger for theories of entrepreneurship is a
reflection of the desire in the field of entrepreneurship
to provide more meaningful, predictive, and relevant
theoretical frameworks for researchers, teachers,
entrepreneurs, and students. As a result of this
theoretical pursuit, theories have emerged that are
rooted in the disciplines but have been shaped to are
unique to the study of entrepreneurship. Theories such
as bricolage, creation and discovery theories of
opportunities, and effectuation have all emerged since
2000. These theories, while still relatively young and
certainly in need of further development, are
nonetheless the dominant theories in entrepreneurship
today. The articles in this special issue either promote
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provocative and critical work that directly addresses
these nascent theories of entrepreneurship or have
implications for the development of these theories.
The first article in this special issue, ’Bridging
behavioral models and theoretical concepts:
effectuation and bricolage in the opportunity creation
framework’ by Welter, Mauer, and Wuebker (2016,
this issue) addresses questions that have surfaced with
the new theoretical work in the entrepreneurship
domain: (1) are bricolage, the creation view of
opportunities, and effectuation concepts interrelated
or are they the same?; (2) precisely how do they relate
to and complement one another; and (3) where do they
diverge? This article examines the roots of each of
these concepts and their underlying assumptions,
organizing them within a unifying conceptual frame.
The next article by Pryor et al. (2016, this issue),
’Toward an integration of the behavioral and cognitive
influences on the entrepreneurship process,’ also
addresses the theory of opportunities by examining
the cognitive processes for why entrepreneurs may
pursue activities seemingly at random. The authors
present a framework that integrates sensemaking and
structuration perspectives to specify the cognitive
and behavioral influences on the entrepreneurship
process.
The article by Kuechle, Boulu-Reshef, and Carr
(2016, this issue), ’Prediction- and control-based
strategies in entrepreneurship: the role of information’
suggests that prediction and control strategies underlie
the two main hypotheses of how entrepreneurs deal
with uncertainty in theories of entrepreneurship.
Prediction-based strategies focus on estimating
unknowns via sampling methods, whereas control-
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based strategies focus on shaping unknowns via
proactive behavior. These strategies may lead to
different propensities to undertake uncertain
prospects, as they differ in terms of cognition and
involvement. In an experimental test, the article
examines the conditions under which prediction- and
control-based strategies lead subjects to accept bets
in ambiguous environments. Individuals who use
control methods to mitigate uncertainty are more
likely to accept the bet after a favorable outcome
compared to those who use predictive methods.
The article by Keyhani and Lévesque (2016, this
issue), ’The equilibrating and disequilibrating effects
of entrepreneurship: revisiting the central premises’
reviews existing theoretical propositions on the
equilibrating and disequilibrating effects of
entrepreneurship in the market process. The article
introduces a game theoretical model of the market
process and employs a computer simulation to
analyze it through time. The formal analysis suggests
that entrepreneurship as the creation of new
opportunities may not always be disequilibrating,
and entrepreneurship as the discovery of existing
opportunities may not always be equilibrating. The
article identifies specific conditions that produce
counterexamples to the generic equilibration and
disequilibration propositions previously considered
to be the central premises of entrepreneurship research.
The article by Van Ness and Seifert (2016, this
issue), ’A theoretical analysis of the role of
characteristics in entrepreneurial propensity’
examines the body of knowledge associated with
entrepreneurial characteristics. Existing theories
and observations regarding affect and personality
as characteristics of entrepreneurs are reviewed,
and a new three-dimensional taxonomy of personal
characteristics for predicting entrepreneurial propensity
is introduced.
The article by Burns, Barney, Angus, and Herrick
(2016, this issue), ’Enrolling stakeholders under
conditions of risk and uncertainty’ addresses the need
of entrepreneurs to acquire resources controlled by
other stakeholders to form and exploit opportunities.
While many of these resources can be acquired
through simple contracts, the acquisition of some
may require efforts on the part of stakeholders that
go beyond what can be specified contractually. Such
efforts—extra-role behaviors—generally involve the
formation of deep psychological bonds between
stakeholders and entrepreneurial endeavors.
The final article by Saxton and Saxton (2016, this
issue), ’Venture advocate behaviors and the emerging

enterprise’ takes up an issue related to the enrollment
of stakeholders by examining the process new
ventures must engage in within their community to
move their emerging enterprises forward. Saxton and
Saxton (2016, this issue) suggest that these helping
behaviors, called venture advocate behaviors (VABs),
are critical for founders with limited resources, but
they have received little theoretical or empirical
attention. Using social exchange theory, they examine
how reciprocity among different actors, including
paying back and paying forward, and other factors
promote VABs.
We hope that the articles in this special issue
support the sustained effort those in the field of
entrepreneurship are taking to develop theory. The
goal was to foster discussions and debates that expand
the transformational potential of entrepreneurship
while developing theory that helps the field move
forward. We believe the articles in this issue will open
up discussion and stimulate further work that supports
the development of the field of entrepreneurship
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Research summary: Opportunity creation, effectuation, and bricolage are three concepts

that describe value creation and the central role of entrepreneurial action in that process.
Although research often conceptualizes these concepts as interrelated, precisely how they
relate to and complement one another and where they diverge remains unclear. This
article examines the roots of each of these concepts and their underlying assumptions,
organizing them within a unifying conceptual frame. Our analysis reveals a set of
entailing implications that can guide future conceptual and empirical work in
entrepreneurship, and it advances our understanding of value creation and capture in
strategy, organization theory, management, and related fields.
Managerial summary: What are entrepreneurs doing? At the highest level of abstraction,
entrepreneurs are identifying and exploiting opportunities. Recently, several lines of research
have examined how certain types of entrepreneurial action can result in forming, rather than
merely encountering, opportunities. Scholars engaged in this work have used both deductive
and observational approaches, which have been rarely examined jointly or integrated into a
comprehensive framework. This article focuses on the literature on opportunity creation,
effectuation, and bricolage, examining each of the approaches and their underlying
assumptions, and it organizes them within a unifying conceptual frame. Doing so reveals
avenues for future work, in particular the development of new theories of opportunity
formation, and implications for research in related fields such as strategic management,
organization theory, and economics. Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society.

INTRODUCTION
As a relatively young field, entrepreneurship has
borrowed many theoretical frameworks from existing
fields such as strategy (Alvarez and Busenitz, 2001;
Alvarez and Barney, 2004; Azoulay and Shane, 2001;
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Kistruck et al., 2013), psychology, cognitive science
(Busenitz and Barney, 1997; Baron, 1998; Gaglio and
Katz, 2001), and sociology (Ruef, Aldrich, and Carter,
2003; Ruef, 2010). Theories drawn from these and
other domains have been used to illuminate
questions of interest to the field. Short of distinctive
theory of its own, entrepreneurship research has
focused on a potential distinctive domain: opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000).
While initial work exploring opportunity in entrepreneurship took the existence of opportunity as
a given, focusing most often on identification and
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subsequent exploitation (Shane and Venkataraman,
2000), these insights do not provide a direct
explanation of how opportunities are formed (Alvarez
and Barney, 2007, 2010; Klein, 2008). In recent years,
complementary frameworks focused on the formation
of opportunity have been developed. Opportunity
creation (Alvarez and Barney, 2007) focuses on the
nature of opportunity, deriving implications for
entrepreneurial action deductively from this underlying ontology. Effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2001) and
bricolage (Baker and Nelson, 2005) focus on the
actions of entrepreneurs, producing behavioral models
reflecting what entrepreneurs do in practice and
inductively deriving implications for opportunity.
Although both the deductive and inductive approaches
focus on similar questions, each literature has largely
followed its own developmental arc, with little
integration (Wood and McKinley, 2010; Arend,
Sarooghi, and Burkemper, 2015). While seemingly
tackling the same research question and often cited
together, these three frameworks are rarely, if ever,
analyzed jointly (Archer, Baker, and Mauer, 2009;
Fisher, 2012).
With that in mind, the purpose of this article is to
clarify these three theoretical frameworks, highlighting their overlaps and divergences, and present
an empirically tractable perspective on the formation
of opportunities that offers guidance to future entrepreneurship research. A joint consideration of these
literatures has potential to inform our understanding of
each and advance entrepreneurship research as a whole.
To achieve our aim, we first describe the questions
and core assumptions each framework aims to address.
Then, we illustrate how bricolage and effectuation
offer different perspectives on how to operationalize
opportunity creation and provide a framework that
integrates these perspectives. This integration provides a common ground on which to further develop
theory on the formation of opportunities and behavioral models of entrepreneurial action, while
clarifying these frameworks for those outside the
field of entrepreneurship.

THE ANALYTICAL FRAME:
OPPORTUNITY, CONTEXT, AND
INDIVIDUAL
Since Shane and Venkataraman’s (2000) description
of entrepreneurship as action in the individualopportunity nexus, the opportunity construct has
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

assumed primacy in the entrepreneurship literature.
For the purposes of this article, we build on the
definition of opportunity as a competitive imperfection
in product or factor markets (Shane, 2003; Alvarez
and Barney, 2010). As both opportunity creation and
behavioral models in entrepreneurship are preoccupied
with opportunities, we add two other components to
our analytical framework: the context in which the
action occurs and the entrepreneur as actor in that
context. We will present opportunity creation, effectuation, and bricolage and their assumptions with
regard to these three dimensions, in order to subsequently derive boundary conditions and overlaps.
Opportunity creation
Historical conceptions of entrepreneurial action in
entrepreneurship have often been bounded by a
simplifying assumption: they take the existence of the
opportunity, conceptualized as a market imperfection
generated by an exogenous shock, as a given (Shane
and Venkataraman, 2000). Traditional research on entrepreneurial action spanning several literatures, such as
cognition, teams, and the entrepreneurial process, adopts
this simplifying assumption to advance our understanding of two questions: why do some people and not
others discover opportunities? And, why do some people
and not others act to exploit them (Shane, 2003)?
Alvarez and Barney (2007) distinguish two
approaches to entrepreneurial action. In one approach,
called discovery, the product or factor market imperfection is taken as a given, and the mechanism that
generates that imperfection is exogenous to the process.
In the second approach, called creation, how the market
imperfection is generated is the question at hand, and
the mechanism, human action, is endogenous to the
process (Wood and McKinley, 2010).
Recent work in the opportunity formation stream
has considered how opportunities come to be (Alvarez
and Barney, 2007; Suddaby, Bruton, and Si, 2014),
how they are exploited, and by whom (Alvarez and
Barney, 2008; Haynie, Shepherd, and McMullen,
2009), the influence of resource constraints on their
formation (Alvarez, Young, and Woolley, 2015), and
how individuals and teams organize to capture the rents
they have created (Alvarez and Barney, 2004, 2005).
Assumptions about the opportunity, context, and actor
in opportunity creation

In opportunity creation, opportunities for entrepreneurial profit are formed endogenously through
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
DOI: 10.1002/sej
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action. In this view, opportunities cannot exist apart
from the actions that form them and the human
social institutions in which they are embedded.
They are, necessarily, human social institutions
requiring human action for their generation and
social agreement for their persistence (Alvarez
et al., 2014).
The decision-making context in opportunity
creation is that of Knightian uncertainty (Knight,
1921; Alvarez and Barney, 2007). Knightian uncertainty is the condition where neither outcomes nor
their probabilities can be estimated ex ante. The
alternative context is that of Knightian risk, where
outcomes probabilities can be estimated ex ante
(Knight, 1921).1
Another assumption in the literature about
opportunity creation is the role of the actor in
opportunity formation. Although this perspective
ascribes a central role for individual action as a
necessary condition for opportunity formation, opportunity creation offers few explicit assumptions about
their cognitive or behavioral aspects and most often is
invoked as an abstraction to contrast the difference
between entrepreneur-as-generator of market imperfections with its counterpart, the traditional entrepreneuras-discoverer. While it is possible that the process of
forming an entrepreneurial opportunity may alter the
actors engaged in the process and reveal differences
ex post (Alvarez and Barney, 2010), empirical work
testing this conjecture has not yet emerged.

7

end point, but focus on what can be done (given
the capacity to influence and means at hand) to
move toward a yet-to-be-determined near-term
future end point.
Sarasvathy (2001) details how effectuation processes begin by focusing on the means entrepreneurs
have at their disposal, decomposing the means
through which an actor can exert control over the
world into three categories: who they are, what they
know, and whom they know. Beginning with these
highly individual means, effectual thinking diverges
from causal logic by promoting actions that take into
account affordable loss rather than expected returns,
the commitments of local stakeholders rather than
competitive analysis, and exploiting contingencies
rather than preexisting knowledge (Sarasvathy, 2008).
Recent work on effectuation has made steps
toward quantitative measuring, starting with Read,
Song, and Smit (2009), who conducted a metaanalysis, finding significant results for the use of
effectual logic on firm performance, and continued
by Chandler et al. (2011) and Brettel et al. (2012),
who have developed survey constructs to test
differences between effectual and causal reasoning. In
addition, recent qualitative studies continue to address
more detailed mechanisms behind the identified
heuristics, for example dynamic patterns of effectuation in combination with causation (e.g., Berends
et al., 2014; Reymen et al., 2015). This recent work
has also noted the need for a more clearly defined
theoretical model of effectuation (Perry, Chandler,
and Markova, 2012; Mauer, 2015; Arend et al., 2015).

Effectuation
Effectuation captures the decision-making heuristics
of expert entrepreneurs, empirically derived through
quasi-experimental interviews with serial entrepreneurs (Sarasvathy, 2001; Dew et al., 2009a). These
heuristics are contrasted against another decisionmaking archetype called causation, contextualized in
entrepreneurship as traditional business planning
processes. A core claim of effectual reasoning is that
actors can create a variety of effects when they attempt
to exert influence over the things they can control,
e.g., their current means, and ‘focus on selecting
between possible effects that can be created with that
set of means’ (Sarasvathy, 2001: 245). Said another
way, effectuation processes do not set a specified
Throughout this manuscript we use the term ‘uncertainty’ to
refer to Knightian uncertainty and the term ‘risk’ to refer to
Knightian risk.

1
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Assumptions about the opportunity, context, and actor
in effectuation

As effectuation keeps goals flexible and builds on
mean-based action, it describes a process through
which opportunities may be created (Sarasvathy
et al., 2003). The literature suggests that control is
the essence of this entrepreneurial expertise and a
viable alternative in light of the difficulties that
prediction faces in uncertain situations (Sarasvathy,
2001; Wiltbank et al., 2006). Control can be understood as a preference for directly and immediately
executable actions toward an unknown future state.
In essence, decisions are made that permit future
actions and, ideally, expand the actor’s ability to
create (or cocreate) one of many possible futures.
Effectuation assumes that an opportunity may result
via these control-based strategies (Wiltbank et al.,
2006). As the framework evolved, conceptual studies
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
DOI: 10.1002/sej
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considered the implications of the effectuation process
within the context of an emerging dialogue about the
nature of opportunity (Sarasvathy et al., 2003;
Sarasvathy, 2004; Sarasvathy et al., 2014), concluding
that ‘opportunities were often endogenous to and
artifacts of the effectual process’ (Sarasvathy, 2012: 3).
For the context, it is important to remember that
effectuation was developed through entrepreneurshiprelated think-aloud experiments with expert entrepreneurs (Sarasvathy, 2001, 2008). As such, the
literature on effectuation is rooted in the entrepreneurial phenomenon, suggesting that it applies to
uncertain contexts and to the creation of economic
artifacts. In risky contexts, prediction and planning
are potential decision models, but entrepreneurial
decisions are rarely made in predictable contexts
(Wiltbank et al., 2006). Furthermore, the future state
of an uncertain context does not arise exogenously,
but is affected by the actions of the effectuating
entrepreneur (Read et al., 2009; Sarasvathy, 2008).
Thus, it is assumed that a context with an uncertain
future that can be sculpted through action is the
backdrop against which effectuation is set. In fact, the
entrepreneurial problem space has been described as
being characterized by Knightian uncertainty, goal
ambiguity, and information isotropy (Sarasvathy, 2008).
Finally, effectuation does not address the motivations of entrepreneurial actors directly, but the
means-based principle includes answers to the question
of who I am. Thus, the actor in effectuation influences
his/her environment through his/her means and iterates
based on the response from the environment. While
effectuation initially focused on expert entrepreneurs,
more recent work (e.g., Chandler et al., 2011, Reymen
et al., 2015) has relaxed this restriction.

Bricolage
Underpinning entrepreneurship’s traditional focus on
opportunity discovery is a description of man as a
calculator. In this view, the core challenge for
entrepreneurs is search and running the search
calculations involved in opportunity discovery and
subsequent exploitation.2 Bricolage emerged as a

2

Shane and Venkataraman (2000) argue that opportunity
discovery ‘requires that he or she recognizes the opportunity
exists, and has value…’ (2000: 222) and that the decision to act
involves ‘weighing the value of the opportunity against the costs
to generate the value and the costs to generate that value in other
ways…’ (2000: 223).

Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

description of a unique form of entrepreneurial
behavior, and it has evolved to become a catalog of
entrepreneurial activities that do not seem to fit a model
of man as rational calculator and profit-maximizing
engine (Baker and Nelson, 2005; Di Domenico,
Haugh, and Tracey, 2010; Desa and Basu, 2013).
In anthropology, Levi-Strauss (1967) initially
described bricolage as ‘making do with what’s on
hand.’ Baker and Nelson (2005) extended this original
description and applied it to the process of value
creation,3 observing that some entrepreneurs prefer
to engage in a process of ‘making do by applying
combinations of the resources at hand to new
problems and opportunities’ (Baker and Nelson
2005: 333). ‘Making do’ describes a state of action
where bricoleurs—that is, those who utilize
bricolage—view resource limitations as both a
problem and an opportunity. Rather than focusing
on activities that enable them to obtain an advantaged
resource position (as perspectives on entrepreneurial
action infused by strategy and organization theory
suggest) or acting in ways to shape near-term reality
(as the logic of effectuation suggests), bricoleurs
engage in a different activity entirely. They use
resources on hand to solve the problem in a new
way or combine existing resources to potentially
unlock a new source of value. The combinations that
result from bricolage may come from an individual
actor (Baker, 2007) or a collective group of actors
(Garud and Karnøe, 2003).
In recent years, conceptual work has applied the
concepts of bricolage as the theoretical underpinnings
for entrepreneurial phenomena that resist the model of
man as rational calculator (Di Domenico et al., 2010;
Desa and Basu, 2013; Phillips and Tracey, 2007) and
extended to inform research on economic organization
and entrepreneurial founding teams (Duymedjian and
Rüling, 2010; Baker et al., 2003). Empirically, the
work to support bricolage has typically utilized the case
study (Mair and Marti, 2009) or multiple case study
approach, although recent research has developed a

3

Levi-Strauss (1967) initially described two types of bricolage:
ideational and material. Ideational bricolage describes the process
of recombining earlier myths to create new myths serving new
functions; whereas, material bricolage represents the combination
of resources at hand to find novel and workable approaches to
overcome problems and exploit opportunities (Baker and Nelson,
2005). Although ideational bricolage has received some attention
in the entrepreneurship literature (Mair and Marti, 2009), the
majority of research has focused on material bricolage (Baker,
Miner, and Eesley, 2003; Garud and Karnøe, 2003; Baker and
Nelson, 2005; Baker, 2007).
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
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measure for bricolage (Senyard et al., 2014). Although
narrative (Baker, 2007) has been employed to further
clarify the points of bricolage, there have been frequent
calls for scholars working in the bricolage stream to
engage in both experiments and systematic empirical
testing (Senyard, Baker, and Davidsson, 2009) to
provide a clear delineation between bricolage and other
related entrepreneurial concepts (Stinchfield, Nelson,
and Wood, 2013).
Assumptions about the opportunity, context, and actor
in bricolage

Existing research employing the bricolage framework
makes no explicit claims about the underlying
ontology of entrepreneurial opportunity. However,
its intellectual roots (Levi-Strauss, 1967; Weick,
1979; Baker and Nelson, 2005) reinforce its core
conclusion that ‘many or most entrepreneurial opportunities are more enacted than they are discovered’
(Baker and Nelson, 2005: 359). It would seem that
theories of bricolage, along with adjacent work in
entrepreneurial improvisation and planning (Hmieleski
and Corbett, 2006; Miner, Bassof, and Moorman,
2001) may most readily apply in a world of formed,
rather than encountered, opportunities.
The most crucial assumption in the bricolage
framework is the backdrop upon which entrepreneurial action occurs—a world of scarce resources
in which the main challenge entrepreneurs face is
‘making something from nothing’ (Baker and Nelson,
2005: 340). Because bricoleurs often draw from
unrelated or underdeveloped resources during the
opportunity-formation process, it ‘represents a form
of value creation that does not depend on the
Schumpeterian assumption that assets are withdrawn
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from one activity for application in another’ (Baker
and Nelson, 2005: 362).
The actor figures prominently in bricolage as the
catalyst that ‘generates heterogeneous value from
ostensibly identical resources’ (Baker and Nelson,
2005: 330). Although the entrepreneurial actor has
not received significant elaboration or attention in
the literature on bricolage to date, the entailing
implications of bricolage, the intellectual heritage of
the framework, and its connections to adjacent
literatures strongly suggest a view of the bricoleur
as a creator. Value-creating bricoleurs operate in
resource-constrained environments and may select
these environments characterized by extreme resource scarcity as a value-creating strategy (Baker,
2007; Duymedjian and Rüling, 2010). The tendency
of bricoleurs to eschew socially constructed constraints for how resources ‘ought’ to be used (Baker
and Nelson, 2005) and a tendency to self-identify
and take pride in doing things differently (Gioia,
Schultz, and Corley, 2000; Rao, Davis, and Ward,
2000) suggests a perspective on the actor (or actors)
as creative, improvisational, and novelty seeking.
Table 1 summarizes the existing assumptions
regarding the opportunity, context, and actor for each
of these theoretical frameworks. With an understanding
of each of these frameworks in place, we turn to
discussing the boundary conditions and conceptual
overlaps for these three frameworks.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Boundary conditions can be understood by examining
what values the units of the three assumptions—
opportunity, context, actor—could take (Dubin, 1978).

Table 1. Assumptions about the nature of the opportunity, context, and actor in opportunity creation, effectuation, and
bricolage
Opportunity
Opportunity creation

Market imperfection

Effectuation

Unspecified possible
(near-term) future

Bricolage

Unspecified (known or
unknown problem)

Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

Context

Actor

Objective state of Knightian
uncertainty
Bounded rationality stemming
from perceptions of uncertainty

Interacts with environment to
form a market imperfection
Employs means-based heuristics
to interact with the environment,
potentially forming a market
imperfection
Uses resources on hand to solve
an existing problem in a new way
or create a new means-ends
relationship

Perception of resource scarcity
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The boundary conditions of opportunity creation are the
most straightforward of the three frameworks because
opportunity creation began as a deductive exercise, with
its assumption states as priors. For effectuation and
bricolage, the boundary conditions have to be implied
due to the fact that they were inductively derived.
Opportunity creation can be considered a system
state whereby all the units take specific values (Welter
and Alvarez, 2015). In this case, a competitive
imperfection arising from an uncertain context,
endogenously formed, with no particular requirement
of the actor to ‘be something’ is the result of an
opportunity-creation process. Alternatively, a competitive imperfection arising in a risky context,
exogenously formed, which is identified and exploited by an ‘alert’ actor, represents opportunity
discovery (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003).
In effectuation, boundary conditions strongly focus
on the actor. As such, the boundary conditions seem
to be delineated through the specific decision-making
heuristics, including behavioral implications referred
to in the literature as principles (Sarasvathy, 2001;
Dew et al., 2009a). For effectuation to be occurring,
entrepreneurial action must show elements of these
heuristics. Empirical work so far has largely analyzed
effectuation as a set of these independent principles
(Read et al., 2009; Chandler et al., 2011; Brettel
et al., 2012). Although Chandler et al. (2011)
proposed that effectuation may represent a multidimensional construct based on factor analytic results,
subsequent studies have often concluded that a set of
actions were representative of effectual reasoning even
if there was only evidence for individual principles
and not the full set. Following all principles clearly
represents a case of effectuation. However, literature
remains inconclusive about whether all effectuation
principles have to be present at the same time. Thus,
it also remains unclear if the set of principles forms
an appropriate boundary condition for effectuation.
Still, on the side of the actor, one may also consider
expertise to be a boundary condition of effectuation.
Although expertise has been a primary assumption
of effectuation, the fact that the elements of this
expertise can be extracted, conceptualized, taught,
and learnt (Sarasvathy, 2008) does not make
entrepreneurial expertise a boundary condition of
effectuation. The difference may lie in the fact that
expert entrepreneurs develop the competences intuitively (without conscious rationalizing) through their
previous experiences, whereas novices will likely have
to be taught. In addition, if the entrepreneurial
experiences represent a track record of coping with
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

uncertainty, one could argue that there may be other
experiences that are non-entrepreneurial and still may
constitute the build-up of similar expertise. In that
case, entrepreneurial expertise would be only one
representative of a certain type of decision making.
Turning to the context, literature on effectual
reasoning typically states that the actor is boundedly
rational and has become an expert at action in an
uncertain world (Knight, 1921). However, there is
reason to differentiate between objective and subjective uncertainty, as well as between applicability
and appropriateness for risky and uncertain contexts.
With its focus on individual decision making,
effectuation emphasizes perceptions of uncertainty
over objective uncertainty. Furthermore, the original
think-aloud experiment—a marketing and entrepreneurship game called Venturing (Dew et al., 2009b)
—could easily be construed as a risk-based decision
context. In fact, it was specifically designed to not
discriminate subjects by keeping perceptions of
technological uncertainty at a low level. Although
the context was not particularly uncertain, expert
entrepreneurs did demonstrate patterns of a nonpredictive logic, interpreted as effectuation principles.
Several useful implications follow. First, although
largely understood as a paradigm for decision making
under uncertainty (in terms of appropriateness),
effectual reasoning may not necessarily require an
(objective) uncertain decision-making context to be
applied. This aligns with recent research (Arend
et al., 2015) suggesting that the relationship between
effectuation and uncertainty has not been sufficiently
defined in the entrepreneurship literature specifically
(and the management literature more broadly). These
insights align work at the intersection of strategy and
entrepreneurship that attempts to take a more nuanced
look at this construct (Folta, 2007; Hsieh, Nickerson,
and Zenger, 2007). Second, as effectuation dominates
expert entrepreneurs’ thinking they may represent
individuals who have built up an expertise in (and
have a preference for) non-predictive decision making
(Wiltbank et al., 2006). Third, if the essence of
effectuation is a non-predictive way of coping with
uncertainty, it may also be applicable to domains other
than the creation of economic artifacts (Sarasvathy,
2001: 256). We explore these implications in more
detail later in the discussion.
Similar to effectuation, bricolage focuses heavily
on the actor. Baker (2007) points out that one action
may be bricolage to a given individual, but may not
be bricolage to another party of the same transaction.
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
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The opportunity, though, can be considered emergent.
In selective bricolage (Baker and Nelson, 2005),
actions function more as a stopgap for a lack of
resources to pursue a specific, typically exogenous,
problem. However, these actions may give rise to an
endogenous opportunity that would not have
otherwise existed, if not for those specific actions.
Similarly, the context here is emergent depending on
the results of the actions. Pursuing an exogenous
opportunity typically falls under a risky context. In
the formed opportunity, however, the context is
uncertain. To better understand whether the actor is
a bricoleur, it is worth exploring the concept of
resource scarcity in further depth.
For bricolage, the primary assumption is the
condition of resource scarcity. Nearly all organizations meet with resource scarcity at some level, so
scarcity is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition
to consider an actor a bricoleur. ‘Simply seeking out
or paying discount prices does not, of course,
constitute bricolage. But making use of a resource
because it is available cheaply or for free, rather than
because it is the ‘right’ resource, and then combining
it with other resources to take advantage of some
new opportunity, exemplifies bricolage’ (Baker,
2007: 705). The measure of bricolage, then, depends
not on the cost of the item, but on its comparison to
the right resource and its use. If a resource is used for
its intended purpose, then the action is not bricolage.
However, determining whether a resource is the right
resource is simultaneously subjective and difficult to
verify (Rumelt, 2005). Yet, this boundary condition is
important because it differentiates actions that uniquely
describe bricolage from actions taken as a result of
resource constraints generally. The examination of
novel uses of resources in the face of constraint is an
endeavor unique to bricolage studies in entrepreneurship. The novel combinations of resources formed
by bricoleurs may give rise to an entrepreneurial
opportunity where previous assumptions had proven
that there was no opportunity present. With these
boundary conditions clarified, we can now more easily
discuss the areas in which these concepts overlap.

CONCEPTUAL OVERLAPS
Building from the boundary conditions and underlying assumptions within each of these areas, we have
constructed Figure 1 to visually demonstrate the
relationships between these concepts. Note that the
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

Figure 1.
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Bridging models of entrepreneurial behavior
with opportunity creation

universe here is value creation. These frameworks
do not represent all forms of value creation (for
example, causation or opportunity discovery), but
these frameworks all speak to value creation.
Area 1 represents opportunity creation absent
bricolage and effectuation. As such, there are
presumably many different ways to form the competitive imperfection. The process, in general, has
been described (Wood and McKinley, 2010), but that
general description may involve processes other than
effectuation or bricolage. There may be other
processes—currently described in other literatures or
not yet developed—that could explain how an
opportunity may come to be endogenously in an
uncertain context. In other words, Area 1 can be
considered opportunity creation under any other
behavioral model. Thus, opportunity creation is in
need of further exploration in regard to alternative
decision-making frameworks that may be appropriate
or effective.
Area 2 represents effectuation in the absence of
opportunity creation and bricolage. Although effectuation was developed specifically from a study with
expert entrepreneurs (Sarasvathy, 2008), this group
of decision-making heuristics may apply to fields
beyond entrepreneurship (Sarasvathy, 2001). Whether
in concert or individually, the heuristics of effectuation
may be applied to non-business decisions, such as
making dinner, that are outside the bounds of opportunity creation and would not require bricolage. Also,
as we will address later, we believe effectuation may
have implications for other fields.
Area 3 represents bricolage absent effectuation and
opportunity creation. In many cases, bricolage may
not be directed toward the formation of an opportunity
or rely on the heuristics of effectuation. Baker and
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
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Nelson (2005) describe several instances of parallel
bricolage whereby the actor in question acts as a
bricoleur without prospect or direction of forming an
opportunity and apart from applying effectual logic.
Area 4 represents the overlap between effectuation
and opportunity creation that excludes bricolage. This
area includes all aspects of effectuation that are not a
matter of making novel use of what is on hand. The
decisions made in this case would represent a
means-based logic, but would exclude the novel use
criterion of bricolage with regard to resources that
are part of the effectual means base or go beyond it.
Two separate yet similar cases should be considered
in this realm. First, an entrepreneur may have the
means on hand that are put to their typical use, thus
not involving bricolage. Second, an entrepreneur
may be independently wealthy and, thus, able to
finance all the appropriate required resources. The
entrepreneur’s wealth is a resource on hand, but its
use is not novel. Furthermore, this is less of a
resource-constrained environment than the prototypical bricolage environment.
Area 5 refers to situations that involve both
opportunity creation and bricolage and it excludes
effectuation. This represents aspects of opportunity
creation, such as human resources drawn from the
entrepreneur’s social network, that involve making
do with what’s on hand in novel ways (Banerjee and
Campbell, 2009). All of bricolage requires a meansbased approach by definition of using what’s on hand.
Thus, a view of any means-based approach as
effectuation would require bricolage to be a special
case of effectuation. Thus, this situation requires a
view of effectuation as a multi-dimensional construct
(Chandler et al., 2011), where effectuation is defined
by the existence of all heuristics. With a multidimensional construct, it is easy to imagine situations
where a bricoleur does not employ all or any of the
other heuristics involved in effectuation.
Area 6 shows effectuation and bricolage coinciding in the absence of opportunity creation. It may
represent situations outside the economic sphere in
which effectuation is applied and informed by
bricolage. Both concepts coincide in the notion of
means that are close at hand. Bricolage adds the notion
of means being used in novel ways. Literature on
effectuation has touched upon a similar concept before:
exaptation (Dew, Sarasvathy, and Venkataraman,
2004). Exaptation refers to a resource characteristic
that once served a particular function, but evolved to
serve another. A prominent example is feathers that
were necessary for temperature regulation (i.e., down)
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

before being co-opted for flight. Stemming from the
evolution literature, the term somewhat represents
evolutionary bricolage.
Area 7 represents the overlap of all three of the
concepts. We believe this to be the most common area
involving opportunity creation (although that is an
empirical question beyond the scope of this article).
Part of the confusion around these topics may stem
from the frequency of their occurrence together. These
are situations in which an effectual decision model
requires the making do with what’s on hand in novel
ways, while pursuing the creation of a market
imperfection. One of the examples given in Sarasvathy
(2001) is that of U-Haul. The company used customers
as sales people to rapidly gain a nationwide network.
The customers were available resources who were
not typically used as salespeople. Therefore, this
represents bricolage.
This last example represents the case where both
bricolage and effectuation are present in opportunity
creation (Area 7). Sarasvathy (2001) uses the case of
U-Haul as an example of effectual logic, citing that
formal case analysis would suggest that the idea
was untenable. Nonetheless, the Shoens (U-Haul’s
founders) enacted this opportunity in the face of
uncertainty by enlisting friends, family members,
and customers to make down payments on trucks
and lend them the use of those trucks, as they
personally invested no more than $5,000. Furthermore, the Shoens gave incentives to early customers
if they would establish an outlet for the trucks at their
final location. This example describes how the
Shoens represented each of the four principles of
effectuation, and it can be further understood as an
example of how effectual actions led to actions linked
to bricolage.
Specifically, U-Haul did not have a national sales
force to locate appropriate sales outlets throughout
the country. What they had on hand was customers
moving to various parts of the country. They made
use of these customers as a sales force. In a
resource-constrained environment, the Shoens used
the resource of relocating customers to make do for
the lack of a sales force to potential franchisees. The
motivation of the Shoens was to apply an available
resource (customers) that was not the right resource .
(paid sales force) to accomplish a different task
than that resource’s typical application (customers
establishing franchise locations). Seen in terms of
bricolage, the customers were resources that were
combined in a novel way as a sales force; yet described
using the principles of effectuation, customers became
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
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committed stakeholders with Shoens’ idea and
cocreated the opportunity.
The other spaces in Figure 1 represent other
potential frameworks for action that may describe
how an actor can form an opportunity. These frameworks may exist in other fields currently, or they may
not yet be identified. In either case, we include these
spaces to illustrate that bricolage and effectuation do
not represent the only ways to operationalize what an
actor does in opportunity creation.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Our analysis thus far has brought together opportunity
creation, effectuation, and bricolage by clarifying their
assumptions, boundary conditions, and conceptual
overlaps. By starting with the intellectual roots of the
three concepts, we highlighted how these concepts
have grown to address the formation of opportunities
from either a theoretical base (opportunity creation)
or an empirical base (effectuation and bricolage).
The different starting points catalyzed research
agendas that have converged in some areas, but not
all, as Figure 1 illustrates. We discuss the implications
of this analysis for: (1) behavioral concepts in the field
of entrepreneurship like effectuation and bricolage;
(2) the field of entrepreneurship as a whole
comprising the theory discussion of opportunity
creation; and (3) other fields in the area of and
adjacent to management.

Implications for behavioral concepts of
entrepreneurship
Effectuation

Building upon the idea that the behavioral implications
of effectual reasoning represent the most concrete
current operationalization of an opportunity-creation
process, we suggest five potential directions for
effectuation research. First, research could intensify
efforts to accurately capture effectuation—and at the
same time uncertainty—empirically. Second, new
work could address the direct and potentially more
long-term effects of effectuation and move beyond
testing performance measures related to firm formation. Third, principles of effectuation and their
relationships to each other should be clarified (Arend
et al., 2015; Mauer, 2015). This may include the
addition of other principles. Fourth, ways to teach
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society
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effectuation in the absence of entrepreneurial expertise
need to be identified. Finally, building on the fact that
effectuation principles may well work outside the area
of entrepreneurial opportunities, other fields should
explore the value of effectuation in their contexts,
which we will discuss later.
Chandler et al. (2011) and Brettel et al. (2012)
have begun making strides for the quantitative study
of effectuation by developing survey instruments to
distinguish between effectuation and causation
decision-making paradigms. However, these are only
first steps, which will need to be critically assessed
and developed further (see, e.g., Alsos, Clausen, and
Solvoll, 2014). To further this effort, measures need
to be developed for understanding when these
paradigms are appropriate. Specifically, measures of
uncertainty need to be refined. Future work could
further distinguish the difference between Knightian
uncertainty (a claim about the state of the world) and
bounded rationality (an actor’s perceptual sense of
the state of their world).
This view also raises the question of whether the
effectual paradigm is as effective in risky decisionmaking contexts. Read et al. (2009) suggest that
individual principles of effectuation have positive
effects on firm performance regardless of context.
Are these findings suggestive of the effectiveness of
the principles of effectuation in and of themselves? In
other words, do these findings prescribe that
effectuation should be the decision-making paradigm
of all entrepreneurs? Ultimately, this becomes a
question of perception of the boundedly rational actor.4
If the context is given externally, that is, the context
is not solely a matter of perception, then there are two
possible mismatches between the perception of a
boundedly rational actor and reality. First, an
individual may perceive a context to be uncertain
when it is, in fact, risky. This might lead the
entrepreneur to elect to employ opportunity-creation
processes, for example, effectual reasoning, in an
attempt to form a competitive imperfection. To
effectuate, in this case, would be to ignore relevant
market information in a quest to reproduce that
information again. Over time, the entrepreneur may
gain enough experience and knowledge in an area to
become alert to a preexisting opportunity. Seen in this
way, effectuation is a framework for action that
generates experience that could contribute to alertness

4

We thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing the issue of
perception to our attention.
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(Shane, 2003). Moreover, competitive advantage in
opportunity discovery is typically based on speed,
secrecy, or entry barriers (Alvarez and Barney,
2007), so it is unlikely that a process approach to
recreating existing knowledge would outperform an
alert entrepreneur who simply recognizes the
opportunity. Therefore, while this misperception and
subsequent effectuation process may ultimately result
in the discovery of an exogenous opportunity, we
expect that this would be less efficient than following
a causation process. Thus, this form of misperception
would likely lead to inefficient processes of enactment
and exploitation.
Second, an individual may perceive a context to be
risky when it is, in fact, uncertain. This would lead the
entrepreneur to follow discovery processes, including
causation, in an attempt to exploit an exogenous
competitive imperfection. Ultimately, this would
prove unfruitful. Without an existing competitive
imperfection, the attempt to form an organization in
the pursuit of a perceived opportunity would lead an
entrepreneur to acquire resources—financial, human,
and physical—that are relevant to the perceived
opportunity. Since the opportunity does not, in fact,
exist, these resource acquisitions would likely be in
vain. Thus, this form of misperception would
probably lead to failure. This point of perception
underscores the benefits of viewing effectuation as a
process focused on bounded rationality rather than
Knightian uncertainty.
Given that the effectuation literature is still
inconclusive as to whether it is a multidimensional
construct or held together by one shared mechanism,
future research could benefit from clarifying the
relationships among the effectuation principles. For
example, if decision making is consistent with
effectual principles in every area except that of
affordable loss, what decision-making structure has
occurred? Multi-agent simulation and experiments
may be effective mechanisms for testing the
decision-making paradigms of entrepreneurs as a
whole and in parts. Conjoint research designs similar
to Shepherd and DeTienne (2005) and DeTienne and
Chandler (2007) could be used to further examine
the nature of effectuation, untangling whether it is a
learned process of the expert entrepreneur (Sarasvathy,
2001) or a general purpose decision-making schema
activated under conditions of actual (or perceptual)
uncertainty.
We still know little about how to teach antecedent
factors of effectuation to those entrepreneurial novices
who have not yet built up entrepreneurial expertise
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

through experience. It is likely that talking about
effectual reasoning as a concept is easier when
addressing an audience with some entrepreneurial
expertise who hear their intuition being scientifically
explained and reinforced as compared to novices
who cannot drawn on previous experience to relate
to the mind-set and logic. However, going beyond
expert entrepreneurs, another stream of research may
inquire into alternative development paths that may
produce a comparable set of experiences leading to a
similar sort of intuitive thinking and acting.

Bricolage

The implications for research involve studying both
entrepreneurial actions and intentions behind resource
use. Using a free or inexpensive resource does not
make one a bricoleur, but employing that resource in
a new manner does. Thus, research must distinguish
between what the right resource for a particular
problem may be and compare the actual resource
being used. For the most part, this understanding will
come from further qualitative research. However,
there are quantitative directions for bricolage research
as well. Researchers could use surveys or experiments
to compare perceptions of the right resource compared with the resources they could gain access to or
chose to gain access to.
Another possible area of research lies in examining
areas where bricolage may be more effective than
other approaches to opportunity formation. There are
entrepreneurs nearly bereft of resources and there are
those that lack only a few resources. Are there specific
areas in which bricolage may be more effective as a
tool for overcoming resource scarcity? Are there any
areas in which bricolage is an inappropriate fit as a
mode of entrepreneurial action? Lastly, if bricolage
is making do with what is available, how could it lead
to competitive advantage, and which environments
likely provide the fertile ground for that advantage?
Perhaps the most interesting area for future
research lies at the intersection of bricolage and
effectuation, where opportunity creation takes place.
There are both theoretical and practical avenues for
research. What does a bricolage process look like
within effectuation, when there is only a very generic
goal or motivation at the start? What, if any, entrepreneurial attributes enable someone to use effectuation
and/or bricolage? How does creativity factor in to
these two concepts, separately and jointly? Since little
research has explicitly put these concepts together, the
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 5–20 (2016)
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first attempts at understanding this relationship may
best be served by qualitative examination.

Implications for the field of entrepreneurship as a
whole
As behavioral concepts in entrepreneurship, both
effectuation and bricolage clearly affect the field of
entrepreneurship as a whole. Advancing these concepts and refining them theoretically can provide the
building blocks for a paradigmatic base for entrepreneurship research (Arend et al., 2015).
Our analysis of opportunity creation, effectuation,
and bricolage suggests several avenues for future
investigation. First, future research could focus on
empirically verifying conceptual advancements
connecting the theorized nature of entrepreneurial
opportunity to entrepreneurial action and the
entrepreneurial process. Some research has described
these opportunity process types as cyclical (Zahra,
2008), while others have attempted to reconcile
differences (Edelman and Yli-Renko, 2010). Empirical investigation could clarify whether there are
distinctive differences in opportunity process types
and whether those differences matter. To investigate
those differences, future research could employ our
proffered analytical framework and develop measures
of the underlying assumptions of opportunity creation
to distinguish it from opportunity discovery. While
longitudinal studies of entrepreneurial actions would
be the most fruitful, retrospective studies could
employ our framework to develop proxies for the
assumptions about the opportunity, the context, and
the actor.
Another approach would be to explore the
implications of opportunity-creation processes for
entrepreneurs and the organizations they create. For
example, at the individual level, Hmieleski and Baron
(2008) investigate the effect of regulatory focus on
creation and discovery processes, and Alvarez and
Barney (2007) suggest that activities commonly
associated with the entrepreneurial process—such as
human resources, financing, and entry strategy—will
differ based on context. Other work theorizes that
the opportunity context influences downstream processes such as how firms organize (Alvarez and
Barney, 2005). Research could examine the variance
in outcomes between the same functional activities
in different opportunity processes, or research could
examine two alternative functional sets of activities
in the same creation-opportunity process.
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society
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A third approach would be the development of
research that delineates, details, and tests the growing
collection of research questions that emerge from the
interaction of behavioral models and the theoretical
frame of opportunity creation. For example, a voluminous literature theorizes and tests why, given a
formed opportunity, some individuals identify them
and others do not; why some individuals act to exploit
an opportunity and others do not (Shane and
Venkataraman, 2000); and, how and why some
individuals learn (or do not learn) while engaging in
these activities (Corbett and Katz, 2012). Opportunity
creation frameworks provide the possibility for
opportunities to be formed, rather than encountered,
but provide little guidance as to why some people,
and not others, attempt to form opportunities. No
process of opportunity creation currently explains
why an actor—given additional uncertainty and difficulty of creating an opportunity—chooses to engage
in the hard work of simultaneously attempting value
creation and capture (create a new opportunity, then
organize to exploit it) given a seemingly more
straightforward approach (identify an extant opportunity and organize to exploit it). It is far from obvious
why it would be economically or behaviorally
efficient to attempt opportunity creation and, if it is
not, what the alternative motivation for this activity
might be (Aldrich and Kenworthy, 1999; Shah and
Tripsas, 2007). Here, insights from bricolage and its
linkages to individual creativity and novelty could
provide a framework for analysis of this potential
puzzle.
A fourth direction could move beyond effectuation
and bricolage, conceptualizing and testing other
action frameworks for opportunity creation. Our
analysis suggests an important avenue for entrepreneurship research in the creation stream, consisting
of a collection of models describing processes through
which market imperfections arise. One approach to
extension might be to develop conceptual work that
offers guidance and a research program for opportunity formation processes that are driven by human
action, aligned with opportunity creation’s overarching emphasis on actors as opportunity formers
(Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Klein, 2008; Sarasvathy,
2001; Baker and Nelson, 2005). One can imagine a
collection of actions and processes—conceptually
distinct from effectual reasoning and bricolage—that
can be either deduced as entailing implications of
opportunity formation or induced by observation. A
concept like enrollment (Burns et al., forthcoming)
is a recent example. However, the logic of opportunity
creation also leaves open the possibility for other
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things besides human action and exogenous shocks to
form opportunities, leading some to suggest that
institutions (Miller, 2008; Alvarez, Barney, and
Anderson, 2013; Alvarez et al., 2015) or collectives
(Foreman, Westgren, and Whetten, 2013; Hofherr
and Westgren, 2014) are opportunity-formation
mechanisms that, while involving human action, do
not necessarily require intention.
A fifth avenue for entrepreneurship research is the
development of conceptual linkages between theories
of opportunity formation (value creation) and
opportunity exploitation (value capture). Although
opportunity creation ascribes an important role for
human actors in the creation of market imperfections
and effectuation and bricolage explain what actors
may actually do in the process of generating that
market imperfection, the formation of an opportunity
does not necessarily entail its pursuit or exploitation.
One actor may form a market imperfection that
another actor or group of actors may exploit. Alvarez
et al. (2015) describe this process in the king crab
industry; however, this case is one in which an actor
exploited the opportunity and others followed. It
may be fruitful for future research on opportunities
to explicitly describe which aspect of the opportunity
is addressed: how opportunities for value creation
come about; who recognizes those opportunities
given the means of opportunity formation; and who
captures the value given that the opportunity has been
formed and recognized.
A final implication of our analysis suggests several
opportunities to contribute to streams of active
research in entrepreneurship and potentially reinvigorate less-active streams (Alvarez et al., 2013). For
example, taking the logic of opportunity creation
seriously suggests opportunities to contribute new
insights to the rich literature in entrepreneurial
learning and cognition (Corbett and Katz, 2012).
Emerging work has begun to grapple with these issues
(Mitchell, Randolph-Seng, and Mitchell, 2011, for
example), and some of the most interesting and
promising work is in the earliest stages, generated by
doctoral students studying entrepreneurship.
Opportunity creation could also catalyze new
research on the microfoundations of entrepreneurship,
returning to an old domain—entrepreneurial traits and
personality—and reinvigorating it. By 1990, reviews
of the entrepreneurship literature had concluded that
there was no consistent relationship between
personality and entrepreneurship and that future
research under the trait paradigm was a dead end
and should be abandoned (Gartner, 1988). While the
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

original research on traits, along with individual-level
research that followed the reorientation of the field
around the individual/opportunity nexus, has provided little insight, the majority of this work drew
from functional descriptions of entrepreneurs in
economics and the implications of the individual/
opportunity nexus to hypothesize traits to look for—
for example risk aversion (Busenitz and Barney,
1997), counterfactual thinking (Baron, 2000), and
personality traits drawn from modern psychometric
instruments such as the five-factor model of
personality (Zhao, Seibert, and Lumpkin, 2010).
These traits may or may not explain aspects of
opportunity discovery. However, the conceptual
question of what traits might matter (and the empirical
testing of those conjectures) remains very much an
open question in opportunity creation. Moreover, the
initial work in this field raised the question of whether
differences in cognition between entrepreneurs and
non-entrepreneurs are an antecedent condition of
entrepreneurship or a resulting condition (Alvarez
and Barney, 2007). Thus, we cannot say ‘traits are
dead’ with certainty, because we may have been
looking for differences in the wrong places all along.
Implications for other fields
If we understand models like effectuation and bricolage as behavioral responses to uncertainty in
general, there may be applications to fields beyond
entrepreneurship. The paragraphs below describes
how effectuation and bricolage—as representatives of
a larger number of behavioral models in opportunity
creation—may benefit a variety of other fields. We
provide four suggestions.
In the area of strategy, related research could
integrate emerging insights about entrepreneurial
action with the literature on search and experimentation
processes (Davis, Eisenhardt, and Bingham, 2007;
Pich, Loch, and Meyer, 2002; Sommer, Loch, and
Dong, 2009) to contribute to active conversations in
strategy about the relationship between search and
value creation (Nickerson and Zenger, 2004).
Although search processes are conceptualized in strategy as a crucial component of creating new economic
value, which approaches to design and enact, what
tools to employ in which sequence, and the alignment
between search regime and problem context have not
been well specified. Future research could consider
the relative match between the opportunity type and
the individual, the context, and the experimental
approach.
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Bridging Behavioral Models and Theoretical Concepts
In organization theory, opportunity creation may
have important entailing implications for economic
organization and, potentially, a theory of the entrepreneurial firm. One implication of opportunity
creation is that theories in strategic management,
employed to explain how existing firms organize to
capture value, may not be able to be employed or
extended to explain firm emergence or the role of
the firm in the creation of value. Another implication
is that for some types of opportunity creation, the firm
is not a governance choice that an entrepreneur
selects, but a necessary precondition for certain types
of opportunities to be created. Behavioral models like
effectuation and bricolage, with their specific understandings and treatments of means and ends, could
provide organization theory with insights about how
to structure organizations in pursuit of value creation,
rather than value capture.
Historically, economics has had an awkward
relationship with the entrepreneur. Where present,
the entrepreneur is represented as an abstracted entity
across various models as coordinator (Casson, 1982;
Coase, 1937), equilibrator (Kirzner, 1973), harbinger
of disruption (Schumpeter, 1934), and uncertainty .
bearer (Knight, 1921). Occasionally the individual
entrepreneur makes an appearance in economics in
the literature on innovation and technical change, but
is notable mostly through absence—a ‘spectre’
haunting formal models (Baumol, 1968). This absence
has made the development of new theory exploring the
returns to entrepreneurial activity challenging. Previous work has referred to returns to economic activity
as economic rents (Lippman and Rumelt, 1982), and
the challenge in formal models is to model this
entrepreneurial rent. Recent work at the intersection
of strategy and entrepreneurship suggests that the
traditional ‘entrepreneurial rent’ in economics is,
actually, a set of distinct rent streams Further work at
the intersection of economics and entrepreneurship
can model the economic role related to each rent
stream to frameworks for entrepreneurial action that
create those rents, analogous to an emerging perspective in strategy that examines market frictions,
economic rents, and the frameworks in strategy that
capture those rents (Mahoney and Qian, 2013).
In psychology and cognition, a concern about
context and experimental strategy is that current
research lacks a theoretical consideration for how
actors think about and potentially learn from experiments across entrepreneurship and strategy. For
instance, a variety of well-known ego and thinking
traps identified by psychology and cognitive science
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society
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(Kahneman, 2003) can contaminate the design of
experiments, creating frictions that impact their
execution and interpretation of results. Search
processes are often conflated with experimentation
processes, suggesting metaphorically that actors
engaged in search either in strategy or entrepreneurship are doing science. At best, search and
experimentation processes are quasi-experiments;
and the actors engaging in these experiments have
both systematic bias and individual ego-preserving
bias to contend with during this process. It is also
possible that, in some cases, the experimentation
processes themselves (selected or enacted) can anchor
or influence results and learning. Future conceptual
work can explore the implications for search, learning,
and experimentation for individual actors, teams, and
organizations.

CONCLUSION
This article attempts to clarify and integrate three
important concepts in entrepreneurship: opportunity
creation, effectuation, and bricolage. Each of these
concepts developed their own literature streams and,
despite their conceptual overlaps, typically have not
been examined jointly. To that end, we have described
the historical roots and basic tenets of each concept,
their boundary conditions, and conceptual overlaps
(explicit and implied) using a common analytic
framework, and we considered the implications for
research.
Our insights underscore the necessity to bring
together literature that addresses creative aspects in
entrepreneurship and management. Our joint examination of these three important frameworks in
entrepreneurship has provided greater clarity for each
by providing an organizing framework around the
opportunity, the context, and the actor. This framework can support future conceptual work and
empirical testing both within entrepreneurship research and other fields. Advancing theoretical development requires increasing evidence to support a
concept before it becomes paradigmatic. To truly
distinguish entrepreneurship as a field, these concepts
must be further developed into refined theories that
can contribute to other fields within business and
beyond. This research solidifies the foundational
theories of entrepreneurship to provide a firm base
on which to describe the origination of market
imperfections.
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Research summary: Entrepreneurs develop innovations, fulfill customer needs, and spur economic growth by recognizing, evaluating, and exploiting opportunities. Despite progress,
scholarly understanding of how entrepreneurs achieve these objectives may be incomplete. For
instance, little explanation exists for why entrepreneurs may pursue activities seemingly at
random, nor is there a clear endpoint to the entrepreneurship process. To address these
concerns, we present a framework that integrates sensemaking and structuration perspectives
to specify the cognitive and behavioral influences on the entrepreneurship process. Within this
framework, entrepreneurs ultimately pursue opportunities through developing and deploying
capabilities to create value for customers.
Managerial summary: While entrepreneurs’ initial insights regarding innovations and customer needs are important, these insights are only the beginning of an interactive, iterative
path that ends with the formation of an organization that can reliably produce value for
customers. One of entrepreneurs’ most important tools along this path is their set of scripts.
Scripts help define how entrepreneurs act and interact so they can fully understand market
needs and develop the means for solving these needs. In this paper, our objective is to describe
how these scripts help entrepreneurs do the hard work of thinking and acting to effectively
create new venture capabilities and to explain how entrepreneurs, who may possess similar sets
of scripts, may nevertheless conceptualize different opportunities and solutions. Copyright ©
2015 Strategic Management Society.

INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurs develop innovations, fulfill customer
needs, spur economic growth, and improve the
overall quality of life within society. The individualKeywords: entrepreneurship process; cognition; entrepreneurial behavior; sensemaking; structuration; opportunity
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opportunity nexus framework proposes that entrepreneurship, as a field of research, concerns
questions related to the process through which individuals recognize, evaluate, and exploit opportunities in creating these valuable socioeconomic
outcomes (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). The
individual-opportunity nexus has produced cohesion
among those advancing entrepreneurship theory
(Short et al., 2010; Venkataraman et al., 2012).
Despite significant progress, a need persists to
develop a more comprehensive understanding of
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how entrepreneurs engage the process. Increasingly,
research suggests that entrepreneurs do not follow a
consistent, preset path toward venture creation (e.g.,
Lichtenstein et al., 2007). Moreover, scholars do not
yet fully understand why entrepreneurial activities
and behaviors unfold differently for different entrepreneurs (Zahra and Dess, 2001).
In response, our goal is to develop theory to
explain the various means through which entrepreneurs recognize, evaluate, and exploit opportunities.
To do so, we take into account the equally important
and concurrent cognitive and behavioral mechanisms to explain why multiple paths of entrepreneurship can exist to pursue opportunities. More
specifically, we integrate theory on sensemaking
(Weick, 1979, 1995) and structuration (Giddens,
1984) to explain the cognitive and behavioral
mechanisms that entrepreneurs use to recognize,
evaluate, and exploit opportunities (i.e., unmet
market needs (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003)).
In doing so, we introduce two notions. Opportunity conceptualization refers to how entrepreneurs
make sense of unmet market needs they have recognized. In a complementary sense, solution conceptualization refers to how entrepreneurs make
sense of how they develop and deliver market value
through venture activities in addressing the conceptualized opportunity. These two notions are premised on the idea that entrepreneurship does not
unfold via a ‘single person, single action, single
insight, or any other single factor’ (Dimov, 2011:
59). Rather, opportunities and solutions are viewed
as dynamic conceptualizations, beginning as initial
beliefs with the potential to form into wellconceived value-creating meanings through multiple actions and interactions that entrepreneurs
undertake (Venkataraman et al., 2012). That is, the
conceptualization of an opportunity and solution,
from a cognitive standpoint, is supported by an
entrepreneur’s behaviors. Entrepreneurs, who are
embedded in a social structure, acquire behavioral
patterns from their social structure and retain them
in memory. These behavioral patterns, called
scripts, guide entrepreneurs’ efforts through the
various stages of the entrepreneurship process,
allowing them, in turn, to transform their social
structure (e.g., create a new venture, develop solutions for market needs).
Congruent with extant models of entrepreneurship
(Alvarez, Barney, and Anderson, 2013), our model
begins with beliefs about future environmental conditions that spark entrepreneurs’ initial conceptualCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

izations. These conceptualizations can then manifest
either into venture capabilities or into entrepreneurs’
understandings that there are no opportunities or no
viable way for them to exploit the opportunities.
These latter conceptualizations lead to venture termination. Within our theoretical framework, entrepreneurs arrive at conceptualized opportunities and
solutions (or not) through simultaneous and iterative
cognitive activities and behaviors.1
We seek to make several theoretical contributions.
First, we address calls for increased understanding of
the entrepreneurship process (Shane, 2012). Our
theorizing attempts to unite disparate work on the
cognitive activities and behaviors of entrepreneurs,
providing a stronger foundation for future research.
Our notions of opportunity conceptualization and
solution conceptualization seek to begin building a
bridge for explaining how entrepreneurs’ initial recognition of opportunities can influence how, why,
and when entrepreneurs eventually exploit opportunities. Also, we provide theorizing that informs why
the entrepreneurship process can unfold very differently across entrepreneurs, based on cognitive and
behavioral idiosyncrasies and unique contextual
conditions. An additional contribution concerns the
fact that sensemaking and structuration theories have
traditionally emphasized cognitive and behavioral
influences on individuals, respectively. By integrating these theories, we present a finer-grained understanding of the influences underlying individuals’
efforts, taking into consideration joint cognitive and
behavioral influences on the entrepreneurship
process (Venkataraman et al., 2012).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Entrepreneurs’ activities and behaviors are shaped
by the interactions they experience within their
external environments (Chiasson and Saunders,
2005; Venkataraman et al., 2012). We next discuss
sensemaking and structuration theories in order to
lay the foundation for our theoretical model.
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As process-based perspectives, both sensemaking and
structuration discuss individuals’ activities. As noted, although
both perspectives recognize the importance of cognitive and
behavioral activities, sensemaking predominately emphasizes
cognitive activities and structuration predominately emphasizes
behavioral activities. For the sake of clarity, we discuss
sensemaking ‘activities’ and structuration ‘behaviors.’
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Sensemaking
In our view, beliefs are initial ideas or suppositions
that are, for the most part, unexplained and unformed
within individuals’ minds, but that can become the
basis for greater understanding. When individuals
develop new beliefs, they may attempt to discern the
meaning of the new beliefs in regard to their existing
knowledge as well as the implications that the beliefs
may have on their expectations of the future (Weick,
1995). The source of new beliefs may be either exogenous or endogenous to an individual (Alvarez et al.,
2013). New beliefs are derived exogenously when
individuals perceive unexpected environmental conditions and encounter either uncertainty or a departure from what they expected, which reveals either
gaps in their knowledge or incorrect expectations
(Balogun and Johnson, 2004). In contrast, imagination and creativity serve as endogenous means
through which individuals originate and form new
beliefs (Felin and Zenger, 2009). As individuals seek
to more fully understand their exogenously or
endogenously derived beliefs, they rationalize a new
understanding of their situation. This cognitive
process is called sensemaking, and it constitutes
individuals’ acts of assigning meaning to a gap in
their understanding.
Whether exogenously or endogenously stimulated, sensemaking occurs through the interplay
between the environment and individuals’ cognition
(Weick, 1979; Weick, Sutcliffe, and Obstfeld, 2005).
The sensemaking process evolves through the activities of attention, selection, and retention. New
beliefs create equivocality and may uncover sources
of uncertainty, which allow individuals the potential
to form new conceptualizations of their reality.
Attention refers to individuals’ perceptions of new
beliefs: individuals bracket their attention around
cues that signal potential deviation, and they train
their focus on them (Weick, 1979). Next, selection
occurs once individuals interpret the meaning of the
new beliefs within the context of their prior knowledge and environmental conditions. Finally, retention is the individuals’ internalization or storage of
their interpretations. Retention is dependent on
how well the interpretation fits with individuals’
cognitive frameworks that define plausibility,
effectiveness, or some other form of acceptability.
Individuals’ interpretations will be retained until
subsequent deviations in beliefs challenge their
accuracy (Weick et al., 2005). The outcome of the
sensemaking process is an interpretation for the new
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beliefs that subsequently inform individuals’ behaviors (Campbell, 1988; Weick 1979). In other words,
beliefs can transform into individuals’ conceptualizations via sensemaking.

Structuration
Whereas the sensemaking perspective primarily
emphasizes individuals’ cognitive activities triggered by new beliefs that subsequently inform
behavior, the structuration perspective more directly
addresses individuals’ behaviors and their outcomes.
The structuration perspective also provides a framework for examining the dual nature of social structure and agency and how each interacts and
instantiates the other (Giddens, 1984). Social structure refers to the sets of rules and resources that exist
across time and space, whereas agency describes
individuals who are able to ‘make a difference’ by
exercising influence (Giddens, 1984: 14). Social
structure guides and constrains behaviors (Giddens,
1984). However, social structure cannot exist as an
ongoing phenomenon of social life without independent actors’ behavior, which perpetuates and even
alters structure.
Social structures influence individuals’ behaviors
through scripts. Scripts are defined as the ‘observable, recurrent [behaviors] and patterns of interaction characteristic of a particular setting’ (Barley and
Tolbert, 1997: 98). Individuals acquire scripts
through social interaction, which they can either replicate or revise (Chiasson and Saunders, 2005).
There are three types of social structures, each of
which contains sets of unique scripts (Giddens,
1984).2 Signification structures contain scripts that
influence the behaviors through which individuals
search and perceive, legitimation structures contain
scripts that influence the behaviors through which
individuals interpret, and domination structures
contain scripts that influence the behaviors through
which individuals acquire and control resources.
2

Although Giddens does not explicitly discuss scripts or types
of scripts, he does discuss individual-level practices, which are
analogous to scripts (Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Giddens, 1979).
Moreover, Giddens’ (1984) notion of a duality of structure
suggests that what exists at the structural level (i.e., signification, legitimation, and domination structures) must also exist at
the individual level (i.e., signification, legitimation, and domination scripts). Therefore, to conceptualize structuration at the
individual level, it may be useful to think of three different
types of scripts and how those scripts facilitate the creation of
new social structures, such as entrepreneurial ventures.
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Scripts are derived from social structure and
retained in individuals’ memories. Various forms of
experience, whether educational, functional, social,
observational, or otherwise, contribute to script
development (Baum, Li, and Usher, 2000; Gioia and
Manz, 1985; Posen and Chen, 2013). Individuals
learn through experiences; as they encounter variations in experience, they can tweak or revise scripts
(e.g., Kolb, 1984; Gioia and Poole, 1984). Script
revision can involve adding detail to a script, developing increasingly abstract scripts that enable individuals to behave appropriately in a wide range of
similar situations (e.g., moving from a specific script
related to visiting a particular doctor’s office to a
generalized ‘doctor’s office script’) or, in some
cases, even wholesale abandonment of a given script
and development of wholly new ones (Baum et al.,
2000).
Scripts help resolve uncertainty by guiding behaviors in common social settings and interactions. Just
as theater actors and directors use written scripts to
chart the sequence of events and lines in a play,
individuals rely on scripts to inform the sequence of
events and behaviors in real-life situations (Abelson,
1981; Schank and Abelson, 1975). Specific contexts
trigger individuals’ use of scripts, and individuals
may possess a broad cache of scripts appropriate for
a wide range of situational experiences. Specific
scripts are cued by signals that individuals perceive
in a given situation, whether the college classroom, a
doctor’s office, or an entrepreneurial venture. The
cues trigger individuals’ memories regarding similar
prior situations and enable them to reproduce behavior that was most useful and accepted in the past.
As the typicality of a situation increases, so does
the likelihood that individuals will use scripts to
behave in those situations. At one extreme, where
situations are the most frequently experienced, individuals need not actively process information
regarding the behavior to perform, and scripts may
be followed automatically and unconsciously
(Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Gioia and Poole, 1984).
At the other extreme, where an individual encounters
a situation that is wholly unique, behavior is likely to
be largely unscripted because the situational cues are
unfamiliar and the individual is not yet aware of the
appropriate sequence of events or behaviors. Individuals’ experiences in novel contexts can lead to
forming new scripts, and individuals ultimately may
begin to draw connections between the situations
they routinely experience and the scripts they
possess (Abelson, 1981; Gioia and Manz, 1985).
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

As patterns of behavior, scripts share certain characteristics in common with organizational routines
and capabilities. Routines are defined as ‘repetitive,
recognizable pattern[s] of interdependent actions,
involving multiple actors’ (Feldman and Pentland,
2003: 96). Individuals’ scripts may help define the
activities underlying organizational routines;
however, routines (and, hence, capabilities) are
retained at the venture level and constitute a shared
agreement among individuals about how to perform
specific tasks (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Individuals may cycle in and out of a venture, but the
routines in that venture remain largely intact. In
other words, the existence of routines is not dependent on the performance of a single individual. In a
way, organizations may be thought of as microsocial
structures containing sets of routines that script the
behaviors of individuals within them (Giddens,
1984; Salvato and Rerup, 2011). Not all routines in a
venture are directly tied to value creation (e.g., functions such as payroll processing, maintenance, and
janitorial services); however, routines that contribute
to a venture’s ability to create market value constitute capabilities (Winter, 2003).

MAPPING THE ACTIVITIES AND
BEHAVIORS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Figure 1 presents a framework to explain the cognitive and behavioral dimensions that influence how
entrepreneurs engage the entrepreneurship process.
The framework consists of three phases. In attention,
entrepreneurs form new beliefs either exogenously
or endogenously. Signification scripts influence how
entrepreneurs search and perceive, thereby facilitating their efforts to form new beliefs. In selection,
entrepreneurs begin resolving the ambiguity and
uncertainty underlying their new beliefs, remaining
open to and incorporating feedback they receive
from subsequent social interactions. Drawing upon
legitimation scripts, entrepreneurs come to believe
they understand how the environment works and
more fully conceptualize an opportunity and solution
(i.e., an innovative product or service and a venture
to produce it (Hsieh, Nickerson, and Zenger, 2007)).
Entrepreneurs then mobilize resources to deliver
their solution to the market, guided by domination
scripts. Through recursive iterations, entrepreneurs’
activities and behaviors can lead to the retention of
scripts that may form the basis for their ventures’
routines and capabilities. In other cases, entrepreStrat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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Integrated model of the cognitive and behavioral influences on the entrepreneurship process

neurs reject the meaning of their initial beliefs
and abandon their venture activities (i.e., venture
termination).
Attention: belief formation
The earliest stage of conceptualization starts with a
belief held by entrepreneurs that an opportunity or a
solution exists with the potential for value creation
(Wiklund, Davidsson, and Delmar, 2003). Entrepreneurs may form new beliefs in several ways. First,
through experience, entrepreneurs may form convictions about the nature of the past experience and
come to hold expectations regarding the future
(Zollo and Winter, 2002). Second, observation and
communication can be important sources of information that enable entrepreneurs to develop beliefs
about the environment without acquiring first-hand
experience (Dyer, Gregersen, and Christensen, 2009;
Ozgen and Baron, 2007). Third, entrepreneurs have
been described as individuals who are motivated to
imagine futures (Kirzner, 1985), which are a type of
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

belief. While these imagined futures are partly
related to an entrepreneur’s past experience, they
may also be an outcome of imagination and perceiving new associations across existing information
(Felin and Zenger, 2009).
Signification scripts facilitate belief formation by
enabling entrepreneurs to become attentive to new
information. Specifically, entrepreneurs deploy
signification scripts to observe the environment,
communicate with others, and shape their own ideageneration processes. Information becomes the raw
material with which entrepreneurs brainstorm and
imagine new possibilities. Signification scripts
provide behavioral support for entrepreneurs’ brainstorming and imaginative efforts, which can result in
new information associations.
Through their experiences, entrepreneurs acquire
signification scripts that enable them to more effectively form new beliefs regarding opportunities
and solutions. Experienced entrepreneurs tend to
possess a wider and more complex array of signification scripts than do novice entrepreneurs, and
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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Table 1.

Examples of script differences between novice and experienced entrepreneurs
Signification scripts

Definition

Novice

Signification scripts enable
individuals to search and
perceive.
Read a newspaper regularly.

Legitimation scripts
Legitimation scripts enable
individuals to interpret
environmental conditions.
Discuss the usefulness of
a new product with a
family member or friend.
Conduct beta tests of a product
with community of users.

Domination scripts
Domination scripts enable
individuals to acquire and
control resources.
Hire friends to fill positions.

Actively solicit new information
Determine principal job
from the environment by
requirements and begin to hire
speaking with knowledgeable
people based on fit.
industry figures.
Experienced Conduct customer focus groups to Use test marketing to determine Implement detailed annual
gather information related to
the viability of a product on a
reviews and promote and retain
unmet market needs.
mass scale.
employees based on stated
performance metrics.

experienced entrepreneurs may also use scripts differently than novice entrepreneurs (e.g., Baron,
2006). For instance, novice entrepreneurs tend to
seek information that would support beliefs that disruptive, novel opportunities exist, while experienced
entrepreneurs seek information that support beliefs
that more strongly feature profitability or low risk
(Baron and Ensley, 2006). Table 1 further illustrates
how entrepreneurs may possess and use more or less
complex signification, legitimation, and domination
scripts. In this and the next sections, we describe
how novice and experienced entrepreneurs differ in
terms of the scripts they use and the complexity of
such scripts.
In observing the environment for new information, novice entrepreneurs may use signification
scripts that favor passive behavior, such as reading
trade journals and newspapers (Hambrick, 1982).
However, entrepreneurs who possess more sophisticated signification scripts, largely through experience, may require nuanced information, which is not
commonly available in mass media. Entrepreneurs
can then communicate with others as means to form
new beliefs and to bracket their attention around
specific concerns. For example, rather than simply
take statements of ‘the way things are’ for granted,
signification scripts may lead entrepreneurs to ask
questions. Entrepreneurs with more advanced signification scripts ask ‘what if’ and seek to ask questions to which individuals do not likely know the
answer (Dyer et al., 2009). In doing so, entrepreneurs focus attention on inconsistencies that might
form the basis for new beliefs.
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Similarly supporting the formation of new beliefs
are signification scripts that lead entrepreneurs to
explore new intellectual terrain by meeting and conversing with new and different people or by tinkering
with and taking apart existing products (Dyer et al.,
2009). At the most developed level, entrepreneurs
acquire scripts that enable them to link specific types
of information sought to specific sources, such as (1)
leveraging new social media forms to talk with customers about new ideas or environmental conditions
(e.g., Fischer and Reuber, 2011) or (2) distinguishing
the value of involving different types of customers,
such as lead users versus followers, in generating
new beliefs (Coviello and Joseph, 2012).
Entrepreneurs with advanced scripts may
emphasize engaging with generalized information
sources. Instead of seeking substantive information
to support a specific opportunity idea, they use these
sources to increase the breadth of information, which
may lead to more useful imagination efforts (e.g.,
Dyer et al., 2009). Imagination is the ‘creative and
generative act for supposing, conceiving, and considering various new possibilities . . . for courses of
entrepreneurial action’ (Felin and Zenger, 2009:
134). Through imagination, entrepreneurs effectively open virtual lab spaces, where they can
develop and test new ideas, conceive new markets,
products and services, and consider alternative
courses of action without the risk of error or expense
of tangible resource investments (e.g., Wood and
McKinley, 2010). With imagination, entrepreneurs
perceive new associations within existing information and seek to form an image of what the future
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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might be like (Gaglio and Katz, 2001). Although
these are cognitive activities, entrepreneurs may
possess signification scripts that guide and facilitate
their imagination activities. These scripts can be as
basic as scheduling time each day away from other
activities for the purpose of thinking about new
ideas. As scripts develop to improve imagination
efforts, entrepreneurs may acquire specific creative
thinking techniques, such as metaphoric thinking or
thinking out loud to themselves (e.g., Gaglio, 2004).
More sophisticated signification scripts might guide
the use of group-based approaches, such as creating
regular intra- and interdepartmental brainstorming
sessions, fostering a sense of openness that welcomes others to share ideas, or setting aside money
to incentivize the generation of novel ideas (Hansen
and Birkinshaw, 2007).
In sum, signification scripts guide entrepreneurs’
behaviors to access and attend to new information
and to facilitate the cognitive activities that enable
entrepreneurs to perceive patterns, thereby forming
new beliefs. Consistent with this logic, we propose:
Proposition 1: Entrepreneurs’ use of signification
scripts is positively related to the formation of
new beliefs.
Selection: conceptualizing the opportunity
and solution
In selection, entrepreneurs work to more fully conceptualize their beliefs. At this stage, the new beliefs,
whether exogenously or endogenously motivated,
remain internalized by entrepreneurs, and the beliefs
may have little in common with objective market
conditions (i.e., they could be completely ‘right’ or
‘wrong’). At this point, actions taken to exploit the
opportunity are uncertain, as the entrepreneur is
unaware of both the possible outcomes of his/her
actions or the chances of success (Knight, 1921).
Selection provides at least some resolution of uncertainty for entrepreneurs, who piece together ex ante
meaningless data in the environment to create meaningful patterns of information (Mills, 2003). In this
way, selection involves entrepreneurs seeking additional evidence to enhance and support their initial
beliefs. Importantly, selection leads to the understanding of two key aspects related to opportunity
exploitation: (1) the extent to which environmental
conditions exist as an opportunity to create value
(versus as situational conditions that are threatening
or nonrelevant); and (2) how entrepreneurs can
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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create value via innovation and venture creation (i.e.,
entrepreneurs’ solution to the conceptualized opportunity) (Hsieh et al., 2007; Shane, 2012).
Legitimation scripts enable the conceptualization
of opportunities and solutions by defining feedbackseeking and evaluation behaviors. To understand the
environment, entrepreneurs may seek out information regarding the presence of a market, funding
access, availability of raw materials, dynamism of
relevant technologies, presence of existing or future
competitors, and other factors influencing their
ability to create market value. Examples of legitimation scripts entrepreneurs use to discern these factors
include surveying and analyzing prospective
markets, engaging in discussions with suppliers and
other vendors regarding potential contract terms,
resource availability, and costs, and observing and
experiencing competitors’ products (Hill and
Levenhagen, 1995).
In terms of surveying and analyzing the market,
various legitimation scripts are relevant. Novice
entrepreneurs’ legitimation scripts may guide them
to favor family and friends as ‘customers’ in interpreting their new beliefs (Shah and Tripsas, 2007).
These interactions provide an initial comfortable
setting: entrepreneurs use these stronger, trusting
relationships with family and friends to solicit feedback without potentially alienating actual customers
(Hite, 2005). While recognizing the value family and
friends can provide as initial indicators of potential
for value creation, entrepreneurs who are more experienced and/or possess additional levels of education
related to understanding market needs may have
more well-developed legitimation scripts that
allow them to recognize that focusing on family
and friends alone provides a potentially biased and
incomplete assessment of the market (Hite and
Hesterly, 2001). As such, these entrepreneurs’ legitimation scripts may lead them to undertake broader
market surveys to gain more detailed understandings
of customers’ needs and the specific attributes of
customers that define the market niche.
When determining the viability of a perceived
opportunity, entrepreneurs may also examine various
aspects of competition to determine the extent to
which they can appropriate value from their activities and behaviors. Some entrepreneurs may lack
developed legitimation scripts in this regard and not
fully realize the importance of thoroughly understanding the competitive landscape. In other cases,
entrepreneurs with more developed legitimation
scripts may intentionally observe competitors’
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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products in use to gain an understanding of these
products’ strengths and weaknesses. Entrepreneurs
with even more developed legitimation scripts may
go further and analyze competitors’ strategies to
understand their marketing tactics, market segments,
and supplier strategies, which are central to understanding how competitors appropriate value and how
the entrepreneurs, as new competitors, can effectively enter the market (Morgan, Vorhies, and
Mason, 2009).
Legitimation scripts guide entrepreneurs’ behaviors to interpret the meaning of their initial beliefs.
The interpretation that occurs during selection
shapes entrepreneurs’ understanding of the various
aspects of their environment that have the potential
to build upon and inform their initial beliefs. As
such, entrepreneurs’ conceptualizations develop in
terms of whether an attractive opportunity exists.
Accordingly, we propose:
Proposition 2a: Entrepreneurs’ use of legitimation scripts is positively related to opportunity
conceptualization.
Entrepreneurs can also use legitimation scripts to
conceptualize a solution in relation to their conceptualized opportunity. Entrepreneurs’ solutions refer
to their innovations and how they organize their ventures to leverage their innovations in addressing
market wants and needs (Hsieh et al., 2007). In supporting the conceptualization of their solutions,
legitimation scripts may lead entrepreneurs to circulate prototypes of new products or services, write
and circulate business plans, and talk to others in the
industry to develop operations plans, among other
considerations. Business planning represents an
important legitimation script through which entrepreneurs interact with important stakeholders. Interestingly, research shows that there is significant
variance in the nature of entrepreneurs’ legitimation
scripts concerning the value of formal business planning. Some entrepreneurs have developed legitimation scripts that strongly disfavor formal planning,
based on the logic that such planning takes too much
time from the venture and that the environment
changes so quickly that a plan is almost immediately
obsolete (Brinckmann, Grichnik, and Kapsa, 2010).
Other entrepreneurs’ legitimation scripts uphold
the value of business planning. These scripts are
based on the notion that writing business plans helps
entrepreneurs establish the logic underlying not only
the perceived environmental change but also the new
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

means-ends solution proposed to exploit these perceptions (Amit and Zott, 2001). Business planning
forces entrepreneurs to consider important factors
regarding their ventures, such as operational, marketing, and administrative considerations as well as
the linkages among them. While aspects of plans are
often proven inaccurate after start-up, the process of
planning can nevertheless help entrepreneurs more
clearly articulate objectives, identify and compensate for potential challenges, and respond more
effectively to unforeseen events (Delmar and Shane,
2003).
Entrepreneurs also obtain market feedback
regarding the specific products or services they
intend to sell. Concept testing and beta testing are
among several types of legitimation scripts that
allow entrepreneurs to capture important information about product or service efficacy. Each behavior
involves presenting customers with a version of a
product or service to determine whether it performs
in the expected way and meets target customers’
needs (Dolan and Matthews, 1993). Written,
described, or virtual (e.g., computer simulations)
descriptions of products or services characterize
concept testing (e.g., Dahan and Srinivasan, 2000).
Beta testing involves releasing upcoming products
early in prefinished development despite flaws.
Users are encouraged to identify the features they
like and those they do not like as well as problems
they discover (Dolan and Matthews, 1993). More
broadly, each form of product testing facilitates
further conceptualization at different costs and levels
of customer involvement.
Separate yet complementary legitimation scripts
then guide entrepreneurs in conceptualizing their
solutions to their opportunities. Through various
legitimation scripts, entrepreneurs can interpret
whether their innovations and venture activities are
likely to effectively solve customers’ needs or not.
Therefore, we propose:
Proposition 2b: Entrepreneurs’ use of legitimation scripts is positively related to the conceptualization of solutions to opportunities.
Retention: capability formation
In retention, entrepreneurs use domination scripts to
acquire, bundle, and leverage resources to organize
around the conceptualized solution. Retention
results in the development of capabilities, which are
specialized routines directly related to creating value
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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from entrepreneurs’ conceptualized opportunities
(Weick et al., 2005). Retention describes entrepreneurs’ behaviors to transform their individual-level
scripts into organizational-level routines and capabilities of a new venture. These behaviors manifest
as the conceptualized solution, as the solution
includes not only the new products and services
developed by entrepreneurs, but also their ability to
continually produce customer value by creating a
new organization.
New ventures are often launched with little or no
resources beyond what entrepreneurs possess (Ruef,
Aldrich, and Carter, 2003). Moreover, the resources
entrepreneurs need are in the hands of other more
powerful actors who may be disinclined to provide
support to a start-up (Villanueva, Van de Ven, and
Sapienza, 2012). Therefore, entrepreneurs use
domination scripts involving the exchange of valuable social assets as a means of obtaining resources
essential to launching the venture. The social assets
that entrepreneurs possess can range from the nonobligatory (e.g., entrepreneurs may exchange kindness or friendship for someone’s knowledge) to the
obligatory (e.g., entrepreneurs exchange a guarantee
of a monetary return for someone’s financial investment) (Starr and MacMillan, 1990). Such social
exchanges are particularly useful for entrepreneurs
at start-up, since they may have little to provide
resource providers other than a promise of some
future return, monetary or otherwise (Larson,
1992).
As we noted earlier, entrepreneurs tend to initially
interact with family and friends through the use of
signification and legitimation scripts. Entrepreneurs
also may initially use domination scripts with friends
and family to attract small investments. In doing so,
entrepreneurs may appeal to family to allow them to
pursue their dreams or may use some other emotionally tinged request for funding (Chen, Yao, and
Kotha, 2009). Online calls for funding on Web sites
such as Kickstarter, as well as other crowdfunding
sources, are becoming more commonplace platforms
to which entrepreneurs may be guided (by domination scripts) in securing initial sources of funding. To
some extent, the crowdfunding Web sites help define
the parameters and formats of these domination
scripts when entrepreneurs upload information into
provided templates. Entrepreneurs may also draw
upon informal ties to mobilize other resources, such
as office space, equipment, and labor, through
norms-based domination scripts in bootstrapping
arrangements (Winborg and Landstrom, 2001).
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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As entrepreneurs persist in opportunity exploitation behaviors, resource requirements grow. Therefore, entrepreneurs expand their use of domination
scripts to acquire other resources, such as human
capital (e.g., Leung et al., 2006), knowledge specifically related to the production of new products and
services (e.g, Yli-Renko, Autio, and Sapienza,
2001), and financing (e.g., Martens, Jennings, and
Jennings, 2007). In terms of funding, entrepreneurs
may need to accommodate formal investors’ idiosyncratic preferences. For example, bankers favor
funding requests that signal the potential for stable
growth, whereas venture capitalists favor funding
requests that offer much higher potential for growth
despite perhaps heightened risks (Mason and Stark,
2004). As a second example, as ventures develop and
become more complex, entrepreneurs seek to hire
employees who are appropriate matches for open
positions (Chatman, 1989). The domination scripts
in this instance might include entrepreneurs participating in formal job fairs, relying on newspaper
advertisements, and using recruiting services to find
appropriate job candidates. Entrepreneurs may even
establish increasingly complex hiring practices,
including criteria for evaluation, promotion, and termination, and incorporate a human resources department within the venture to manage these complex
processes (Cardon and Stevens, 2004).
As with signification and legitimation scripts,
entrepreneurs can differ in terms of the extent to
which their domination scripts are developed. For
example, in deciding upon an outsourcing vendor,
entrepreneurs who lack well-developed domination
scripts may simply look online for a few vendors and
request estimates on delivery timing and costs.
Experienced entrepreneurs with more developed
domination scripts, however, are likely to delve
deeper, requesting information from multiple
vendors on their previous projects, ongoing projects,
and clients, as well as seek referrals from previous
clients, resumes of the vendors’ employees that will
be dedicated to the entrepreneurs’ projects, a
description of the vendors’ equipment that will be
dedicated to the projects, and detailed schedules of
delivery and explanations of the ramifications if
schedules are unmet, among numerous other considerations (Brown and Wilson, 2005).
Domination scripts guide not only the acquisition
of resources, but also how they can be bundled and
leveraged to exploit an opportunity. As entrepreneurs
organize activities around key functions, such as
hiring employees, contracting with suppliers and
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 21–42 (2016)
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other partners, and performing operational functions, entrepreneurs’ scripts may themselves become
important resources in the ventures they create,
defining the formation of routines. As described
earlier, organizations contain routines, which are
defined as patterns of behavior shared across
members of a venture (Feldman and Pentland,
2003). In the entrepreneurship context, individuals
are involved in creating new organizations and routines. As entrepreneurs acquire, bundle, and leverage
resources, they may rely on their own set of scripts to
guide this behavior. For example, as entrepreneurs
hire employees, the tasks and roles given to the
employees are defined by the entrepreneurs, who
rely on their own scripts to create and communicate
these tasks and roles.
Although routines have been referred to as
‘truces’ among all organizational members about
how certain tasks should be performed (Eggers and
Kaplan, 2013), in the new venture, the entrepreneur’s scripts likely dominate this process.
Intraorganizational meaning emerges as entrepreneurs share their scripts with others within the
venture who adopt roles and appropriate behaviors
accordingly (Crossan, Lane, and White, 1999;
Simons, 1991). Just as retained meaningful perceptions leave imprints on entrepreneurs’ minds,
intraorganizational meaning exists as an imprint on
the ‘collective mind’ of entrepreneurs’ ventures
(Nelson, 2003). Entrepreneurs can reinforce the
shared meaning within their ventures through
incentivizing certain behaviors, which they deem
helpful to the ventures. An example of such a domination script includes offering outcome-based financial rewards to employees, which stimulates
employees’ performance (e.g., Jenkins et al., 1998).
Another example might include the practice of
hiring employees who already possess many of the
scripts that are valued in the venture as shared routines (e.g., Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, and
Johnson, 2005). Once these organizational patterns
are established, they guide and maintain routines
within the venture and become difficult to alter
(Crossan et al., 1999).
Routines can be important resources for a new
venture by acting as knowledge repositories and
reducing uncertainty. Successful behavior patterns
are retained while unsuccessful ones are rejected
(Winter, 1995). Useful routines constitute a venture’s tacit knowledge, thereby serving as a potential
source of competitive advantage (Becker, 2004).
Also, routines serve an important role in resolving
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

uncertainty, with the routinization of behavior providing clarity in the face of ambiguous stimuli. Over
time, some routines may form the basis of capabilities within ventures. A capability is a ‘high-level
routine (or collection of routines) that, together with
its implementing input flows, confers upon an organization’s management a set of decision options for
producing significant outputs of a particular type’
(Winter, 2003: 991). Capabilities derive from routines when entrepreneurs employ domination scripts
to shape their ventures in ways that more effectively
or efficiently address customer needs in inimitable
ways (Salvato and Rerup, 2011). Capabilities are
similar to routines in that they are composed of the
shared activities and behaviors performed by individuals in a venture, and they take time, repetition,
and feedback to establish (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003).
For instance, an entrepreneur at an Internet
start-up may require programmers to take customer
service calls rather than hiring customer service
employees. This new routine may not initially
improve the venture’s ability to create value for customers. However, as the programmers acquire more
experience answering these calls, receive constructive feedback from customers, and learn how the
existing solution fails to address customer needs, the
programmers can incorporate this technical feedback directly into enhancing the solution. The
routine of having programmers act as customer
service representatives may enable a competitive
advantage by having technicians interact more
closely with customers and more directly diagnose
the exact cause of customer problems (as opposed to
more general customer support staff who lack the
technical background and, hence, may be more
likely to provide ambiguous and unintentionally
incorrect information to the programmers). In turn,
using programmers as customer service representatives can provide a value-creating solution conceptualization that will be difficult for competitors to
imitate. At that point, a capability exists.
Just as the different domination scripts that entrepreneurs use can affect the types of routines developed in a venture, they can also influence the type of
capabilities that are developed (Helfat and Peteraf,
2015). For example, scripts that emphasize the need
for reducing transaction costs may lead ventures to
invest in contracting activities with key suppliers or
partners to more efficiently address potential
holdups or unforeseen events ex ante (e.g., Argyres
and Mayer, 2007). Entrepreneurs with technical or
engineering scripts may influence their ventures’
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development of lean manufacturing capabilities
(e.g., Corbett and Campbell-Hunt, 2002). Additionally, entrepreneurs who possess domination scripts
that, on the one hand, support intentionality of routines yet, on the other hand, support improvisation
during product design, may establish ventures that
create value through the capability to design products that meet market needs in new ways (e.g.,
Salvato, 2009).
In summary, domination scripts guide entrepreneurs’ acquisition, bundling, and leveraging of
resources to organize around their conceptualized
solution. The behaviors that surface based on entrepreneurs’ domination scripts lead to venture outcomes (i.e., new products developed/failed, sales,
market growth/decline, customer (dis)satisfaction,
etc.). To the extent that these outcomes reinforce
entrepreneurs’ opportunity and solution conceptualizations, the meaning and the resulting routines/
capabilities are retained. If these outcomes are
inconsistent with the entrepreneurs’ conceptualizations, then entrepreneurs may terminate their ventures. Therefore, we propose:
Proposition 3: Entrepreneurs’ use of domination
scripts is positively related to the formation of
capabilities.
Feedback
Capabilities develop over time through routinized
patterns of interaction (Nelson and Winter, 1982).
Supporting this assertion, research on the liabilities
of newness suggest that entrepreneurs organizing
ventures around newly recognized opportunities
generally face challenges associated with lack of
legitimacy, stakeholder relationships, and wellestablished routines that support efficiency and
effectiveness (Bruderl and Schussler, 1990). In new
ventures, entrepreneurs expend additional resources
to experiment with new routines, develop relationships, and secure legitimacy. Consistent with this
research, the conceptualization of an opportunity/
solution, eventually resulting in retention or rejection of domination scripts as capabilities, occurs
over an extended period as entrepreneurs continuously incorporate feedback regarding the opportunity and how to effectively exploit the opportunity
via a solution (Chiasson and Saunders, 2005;
Sarason, Dean, and Dillard, 2006).
We have previously distinguished between novice
and experienced entrepreneurs. We suggest that
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experienced entrepreneurs are able to rely on wellestablished scripts to fully conceptualize an opportunity and more quickly move to exploiting it.
Experienced entrepreneurs may need minimal
iterations of sensemaking to resolve uncertainty. In
comparison, novice entrepreneurs lack relevant
scripts (or their scripts are not fully developed).
These entrepreneurs undertake lengthier processes of resolving uncertainty and conceptualizing
their opportunities/solutions. Iterating through the
sensemaking process and continuously incorporating feedback allows entrepreneurs to resolve different sources of uncertainty. For example, a start-up
bank may perceive an opportunity to pursue a rapidgrowth model. Given the recent economic conditions, including higher levels of bank failures, the
bank may face regulatory hurdles regarding the
extent to which and how the bank can be allowed to
achieve its desired growth. Communication with
regulatory institutions, such as the FDIC, may
help provide transparency and satisfy requirements.
In other cases, regulatory institutions may require
the bank to adopt certain standards, such as a
prespecified proportion of deposits to loans or a
certain level of diversification in the loan portfolio.
To the extent that the entrepreneurs founding the
bank lack scripts for communicating with regulatory
institutions and addressing relevant demands, the
bank may face a much slower path to growth and/or
fines or some other form of punishment that disrupts
the bank’s overall effectiveness. Over time, given the
regulatory institution’s responses, the entrepreneurs
are likely to acquire scripts for addressing regulatory
demands. While entrepreneurs develop such ‘regulatory’ scripts, they may also develop scripts regarding
how to market the bank, deal with technology and
security concerns, handle internal coordination, and
address other issues.
For novice entrepreneurs, iterating through the
sensemaking process can help refine routines and
lead to the development of capabilities. For example,
entrepreneurs may develop initial products based on
a cursory analysis of market needs. Upon this initial
product offering, entrepreneurs may solicit customer
feedback (e.g., Chan, Yim, and Lam, 2010) to gain
insights into how the market has accepted their products. These initial insights may lead to valuable
adjustments of product attributes that more effectively attract customers. For novice entrepreneurs,
minimal iteration may not be sufficient to deeply
conceptualize opportunities and solutions in forming
effective capabilities. At the same time, excessive
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iterations might lead other entrepreneurs to believe
that they inaccurately assessed an opportunity as
valuable or their venture as a viable solution to the
opportunity. In doing so, the entrepreneurs can reject
their opportunity/solution conceptualizations and
terminate their ventures. Therefore, we suggest that
there is an optimal level of iteration that balances
efficiency (i.e., refining the routines and capabilities)
with effectiveness (i.e., focusing on developing
capabilities that are most closely related to market
value creation). We propose:
Proposition 4: The number of iterations entrepreneurs undertake in conceptualizing opportunities
has a curvilinear, inverted U-shaped relationship
with the development of capabilities.

THE EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL
AND CONTEXTUAL DIFFERENCES
ON SCRIPT USE
Our framework describes how entrepreneurs deploy
cognitive activities and behaviors to exploit an
opportunity, from the formation of new beliefs to the
formation of capabilities in a new venture. As this
process is dependent upon individuals’ scripts,
which are both cognitively and socially derived, a
number of important questions surface related to the
role that individual and contextual differences may
play in the process. For instance, why might two
entrepreneurs who possess similar caches of scripts
still arrive at different opportunity and solution conceptualizations? In the next few sections, we briefly
discuss a number of individual-level characteristics
and contexts that can influence the process by moderating how individuals deploy scripts. Specifically,
we examine the role of traits (i.e., goal orientation,
locus of control, and tolerance of ambiguity) and
cognitive biases. We then discuss the possible effects
that different contexts may have on script use. Our
exposition provides examples of how individual
and contextual differences can lead to different
approaches to and outcomes of the entrepreneurship
process.

Individual differences
Goal orientation

Individuals may differ in their goal orientation,
which are quasi-traits influencing how they set goals
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

in achievement situations. Some individuals display
a learning goal orientation. When these people are
confronted with a task, they prefer to seek feedback
to master the skills required to perform the task, and
they are not deterred by the possibility of failure
(VandeWalle et al., 2000). An entrepreneur who
exhibits a learning goal orientation may more frequently deploy legitimation scripts to gather diagnostic feedback regarding his/her understanding of
environmental conditions and more thoroughly conceptualize an opportunity (cf. VandeWalle, 2003).
However, a learning goal orientation may compel
entrepreneurs to pursue lengthier, more iterative
paths, possibly leading to higher termination rates.
Other individuals may possess a performance goal
orientation, which means they are more likely to
desire task completion, to display competence, and
to acquire positive feedback, all while avoiding
failure and criticism (Payne, Youngcourt, and
Beaubien, 2007). Entrepreneurs who exhibit a performance goal orientation may prefer to gather feedback related to the outcomes of their behavior, rather
than the behavior itself. While such feedback can
potentially confirm their conceptualizations of
opportunities and solutions, these conceptualizations
may be shallow, and uncertainty can cloud the relationship between cause and effect (Miller, 2007).
While these entrepreneurs may develop only shallow
conceptualizations of opportunities and solutions,
their bias toward receiving positive feedback,
together with their shorter iterative paths, suggest
that a performance goal orientation may lead to
lower rates of termination.
Personality

Scholars have examined a number of personality
traits in regard to entrepreneurs, including internal
locus of control and tolerance of ambiguity (Miller,
2014). Entrepreneurs with internal loci of control
believe they—not the environment—control the outcomes of their efforts; consequently, they may have
a greater propensity to initiate action (Mueller and
Thomas, 2001). An internal locus of control may
have varied effects on script use. While the tendency
for proactivity may lead entrepreneurs to more
extensively deploy scripts, an internal locus of
control might also lead entrepreneurs to underestimate the importance of feedback-seeking behaviors
from external stakeholders, especially those directed
at understanding market and competitive conditions,
which could curtail their use of legitimation scripts.
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Individuals also differ in their tolerance for ambiguity, which is a personality variable capturing
individuals’ preference for ambiguous situations
(Furnham and Marks, 2013). Entrepreneurs with
stronger tolerances for ambiguity will likely possess
more extensive and varied script sets than individuals without this personality characteristic. Scripts are
acquired, in part, through experiencing uncertain
situations and social interactions. As a tolerance for
ambiguity drives entrepreneurs to seek out such situations, these entrepreneurs are well positioned to
enhance their sets of scripts, which means they are
equipped with scripts enabling them to more fully
conceptualize opportunities and solutions (cf. Teoh
and Foo, 1997).
Cognitive biases
Cognitive biases are defined as ‘[decision making]
strategies that ignore part of the information [available to an individual] with the goal of making
decisions more quickly, frugally, and/or accurately
than more complex methods’ (Gigerenzer and
Gaissmaier, 2011: 454). Cognitive biases, which are
also known as heuristics, consist of a wide range of
information processing shortcuts, which reduce the
time and effort individuals have to expend when
evaluating information and making decisions (Shah
and Oppenheimer, 2008). Cognitive biases are distinct from scripts: whereas scripts are a type of
knowledge, specifically related to guiding individuals in their behaviors and social interactions, cognitive biases are not a type of knowledge, rather a
means for processing information. Research increasingly suggests that cognitive biases may even be
hardwired into the brain’s architecture and are the
outcome of species-spanning evolutionary processes
(Haselton, Nettle, and Andrews, 2005; Santos and
Rosati, 2015). Biases may influence how entrepreneurs make decisions related to script use, and some
biases may be more relevant to certain phases of the
entrepreneurship process than to others. Perception
biases affect how entrepreneurs seek and perceive
new information and moderate the use of signification scripts in the attention phase. Inference biases
affect how entrepreneurs evaluate information and
moderate the use of legitimation scripts during the
selection phase. Attribution biases affect how entrepreneurs attribute outcomes and events to their own
behaviors or how they orient toward routines and
moderate the use of domination scripts during the
retention phase. Individuals may be subject to a wide
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range of biases; the examples we use are illustrative
of the applicability of the framework developed here.
Attention

A counterfactual thinking bias leads individuals to
more regularly consider the ‘what if?’ possibilities of
prior actions and behaviors they have undertaken.
Entrepreneurs susceptible to the counterfactual
thinking bias would be wary of missing out on
potential future opportunities (e.g., Gaglio, 2004;
Baron, 1998). A counterfactual thinking bias may,
therefore, impel entrepreneurs to more frequently
use signification scripts and to attempt to acquire a
more diverse set of such scripts in order to avoid
feelings of regret related to missing opportunities. A
representative bias leads individuals to draw conclusions from a small sample of information (De
Carolis and Saparito, 2006). For the entrepreneur in
the attention phase of the process, a representative
bias would lead them to truncate the use of signification scripts earlier, such as at the moment of the
initial perception of a new belief. This bias may lead
entrepreneurs to become focused on a smaller subset
of new beliefs and also undermine their potential to
form new beliefs about other potentially more valuable opportunities.
Selection

A confirmation bias leads entrepreneurs to ignore
information that contradicts their current beliefs and
to seek out information that validates their beliefs
(Hmieleski and Baron, 2009; McGrath, 1999). The
legitimation scripts used by entrepreneurs exhibiting
this bias might be focused more heavily on interacting with comfortable sources of information (e.g.,
family and friends), where any new information
acquired is more likely to be in line with what the
entrepreneur already believes or knows. Entrepreneurs with a confirmation bias may also be more
likely to avoid seeking negative information, such as
that related to the competitive environment. Another
cognitive bias relevant to the use of legitimation
scripts, especially as entrepreneurs more extensively
iterate, is known as the framing effect. The common
example of framing concerns individuals who frame
a situation in terms of potential gains and losses: in
the face of potential gains, individuals become risk
averse, while in the face of potential losses, individuals become more risk seeking (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1981). Entrepreneurs who frame opportunities as the potential for gain and, hence, are more
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risk averse may more comprehensively deploy legitimation scripts to facilitate their opportunity and
solution conceptualizations.
Retention

Where entrepreneurs misidentify the outcomes of
their efforts, whether attributing outcomes to their
use of scripts or not, they may be more or less likely
to retain scripts, which influences the types of capabilities that may eventually emerge. One type of
attribution bias—egocentric bias (Lant, Milliken,
and Batra, 1992)—may lead entrepreneurs to attribute positive, successful behavioral outcomes to
their own scripts. Allowing this bias to surface can
influence which scripts are retained, which, in turn,
can influence capability development. Conversely,
negative outcomes are more likely to be attributed to
environmental factors outside entrepreneurs’
control. In this instance, entrepreneurs with an egocentric bias may persist in their current activities and
behaviors, leading to the development of underperforming venture routines and a higher likelihood of
eventual venture termination. Finally, a status quo
bias can have an effect on the types of scripts that
entrepreneurs use, especially as fully developed
capabilities come into shape. A status quo bias manifests as a reluctance to try new things (Burmeister
and Schade, 2007). As a venture takes shape and
some of an entrepreneur’s scripts become the foundation for routines and capabilities within the organization, the entrepreneur with a stronger status quo
bias may hesitate using scripts other than those
inculcated widely in the organization. For these
entrepreneurs, maintaining existing organizational
capabilities becomes the priority. However, allowing
this to happen has the potential to undermine necessary internal changes (i.e., to their solution) to
accommodate future changes in their environment
(i.e., revised opportunity conceptualizations).
Contexts of entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurs acquire scripts from the social structures in which they are embedded (Barley and
Tolbert, 1997), so differences between social contexts may lead to differences among entrepreneurs’
sets of acquired scripts. Even when two social contexts appear similar, they may still contain nuanced
differences that may lead to wide discrepancies
between entrepreneurs’ script stocks. Therefore, we
next examine social entrepreneurship, entrepreneurCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

ship within family businesses, and public policy
entrepreneurship as contexts that might contain sets
of scripts that are different from those generally
encountered by entrepreneurs in the private venturecreation context. We also discuss the importance of
understanding cultural context on entrepreneurs’
scripts.
Social entrepreneurship, which is entrepreneurship that is related to fulfilling social objectives
(Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern, 2006),
requires entrepreneurs to balance the needs of an
underserved market with the necessity of financing
the venture. The dual logics needed to support the
delivery of social benefits while maintaining financial solvency can create conflict within organizations
(Battilana and Dorado, 2010). Maintaining this
balance may require a number of scripts unique to
this context. As such, social entrepreneurs may need
to develop specific types of domination scripts to
balance the competing demands of their employees.
For example, social entrepreneurs may establish
communication routines through which they can
inform their employees of their venture decisions,
allow a voice, offer a forum for feedback, and otherwise ensure that decisions are made in procedurally fair ways that balance social and financial
considerations.
Family businesses are ventures that are controlled
by one family or a small number of families and that
are operated out of concern for both family and
nonfamily interests (Chua, Chrisman, and Sharma,
1999). These contexts are characterized by a high
interrelatedness between family and business outcomes (Aldrich and Cliff, 2003). As we described
earlier, entrepreneurs may initially acquire scripts
from family members but eventually turn to other
entrepreneurs or business experts for scripts. In the
family business context, entrepreneurs may rely
more heavily on family-based scripts throughout
their lives; these scripts have been used repeatedly in
past generations and have taken on the aura of tradition. One such script may include the practice of
passing control of a family business on to the firstborn son during business succession. Additionally, if
business control is expected to remain in the hands
of the family, another supporting script used in
family businesses would be the practice of hiring
family members for positions in the venture, perhaps
even when there are more qualified external candidates (e.g., Miller and Le Breton-Miller, 2006).
However, as the family business passes through generations, family dynamics change and the influence
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of nonfamily interests enter in decision-making processes, changing the nature of these scripts. For
example, signification scripts might change from
emphasizing opportunities that support the family
reputation to opportunities that are riskier to the
family reputation but offer greater potential for
wealth creation.
Other contexts of entrepreneurship that can lead
entrepreneurs to acquire and use idiosyncratic scripts
include the public policy entrepreneurship setting, as
well as differences in cultural environments. For
instance, one challenge faced by public policy entrepreneurs is encouraging legislative decision makers,
who tend to be risk averse, to adopt innovative policy
changes (Mintrom and Norman, 2009). One legitimation script public policy entrepreneurs might
adopt to overcome this problem would be to pilot test
a new regulation in small jurisdictions, which can
demonstrate the new policy’s usefulness as well as
its acceptance by the public. These pilot tests may
persuade decision makers that supporting the
broader implementation of the policy may not be
harmful to their careers.
Finally, culture can differ widely on many dimensions, which can influence the degree to which
scripts are acquired and deployed. For example,
compared to entrepreneurs in individualistic cultures, who may place extra value on acquiring
unique scripts not widely known or used, entrepreneurs in more collectivistic cultures may prefer to
acquire and use scripts for which a large consensus
exists regarding the scripts’ usefulness and appropriateness. This difference may have implications on
how entrepreneurs innovate in collectivistic cultures,
creating value for customers.

DISCUSSION
Only through recognizing and exploiting opportunities are entrepreneurs able to devise new and innovative products and produce broader societal
benefits, such as economic growth and improved
quality of life. The model presented herein integrates
entrepreneurship research with sensemaking and
structuration perspectives as a means to provide a
unified framework for understanding the concomitant cognitive and behavioral mechanisms that influence entrepreneurs in the individual-opportunity
nexus. Next, we consider the theoretical and practical implications of our theorizing and develop ideas
for future research.
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Theoretical implications
Entrepreneurship is a process that unfolds in a
context of uncertainty (Alvarez and Barney, 2005).
Entrepreneurs’ respective conceptualizations of
opportunity represent their idiosyncratic resolution
of the uncertainty that defines what the opportunity
is and how the opportunity can be exploited. While
research suggests that entrepreneurs do not seem to
follow a given path of entrepreneurship and instead
act randomly to exploit opportunities (Carter,
Gartner, and Reynolds, 1996), our model reinforces
the notion of a process, though one that focuses on
the activities and behaviors of entrepreneurs.
Through differences in their educations, life and
business experiences, observations, and other events
that instill them with scripts, entrepreneurs possess
idiosyncratic stocks of scripts that guide their behaviors and facilitate their cognitive activities to more
fully conceptualize their beliefs. Other factors, such
as idiosyncratic individual-level attributes and
unique contextual factors, also influence differences
in entrepreneurs’ paths. These differences across
entrepreneurs can then lead to what seems to be
random manifestations of entrepreneurial activities.
Despite the seemingly random sequence of events
through which entrepreneurs emerge (Lichtenstein
et al., 2007), employing the sensemaking and
structuration perspectives enables scholars to begin
understanding the components that support and
guide entrepreneurs’ pursuit of opportunity.
We present an entrepreneurship process in which
entrepreneurs are inundated with various sources of
feedback that influence their perception of new
beliefs, their interpretation of beliefs as opportunities with a feasible solution, and their attribution of
success or failure to their activities and behaviors. In
this way, our model complements research on the
microfoundations of capabilities, noting the key
roles of individuals and their interactions with others
that help shape the formation of capabilities (e.g.,
Abell, Felin, and Foss, 2008; Salvato, 2009). We
extend this research on the microfoundations of
capabilities by discussing the attributes that shape
individuals’ behaviors and interactions. In addition,
we recognize that entrepreneurs play a significant
role in developing new capabilities, but their actions
are not always met with success. Rather, entrepreneurs may discontinue their activities and behaviors
at various points, especially when they: (1) perceive
change as a threat or as nonrelevant; (2) come to an
understanding that their solution as not feasible or
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attractive; or (3) recognize they are failing to effectively address market needs. In comparison, entrepreneurs who are aware of the sources of their
success are likely to retain their domination scripts,
and these scripts may eventually become the underlying structure of their ventures’ capabilities.
By distinguishing notions of opportunity conceptualization and solution conceptualization, our
model seeks to lay a foundation for understanding
how entrepreneurs transition from their initial ideas
of opportunities to actual venture creation, innovation, and entrepreneurial behaviors that represent
their solutions. Certainly, initial opportunity recognition represents a necessary and extremely important stage of the entrepreneurship process. However,
only through the tangible investments of entrepreneurs does their potential to create socioeconomic
value actually manifest. It seems, however, that
scholars focused on understanding ‘opportunities’
have emphasized predominantly opportunity recognition and evaluation over opportunity exploitation
(Short et al., 2010). This focus has led scholars to
overlook the cognitive and behavioral considerations
that influence how entrepreneurs transition to opportunity exploitation. While many entrepreneurs can
recognize essentially the same opportunity, ultimately only very few actually effectively exploit
those opportunities (Dimov, 2011). Therefore, it
seems that scholars would benefit significantly from
considering the theoretical and practical importance
of how entrepreneurs’ intentions, motivations, decisions, and other behaviors facilitate their efforts to
transition from opportunity recognition to opportunity exploitation.
One concern that has been levied against entrepreneurship as a research domain is that the point at
which successful entrepreneurship ends is unclear.
Theory should suggest causality, or the effect of
certain factors on a dependent variable (Bacharach,
1989). Entrepreneurship theory presents no real endpoints or causal influence on a type of entrepreneurial outcome beyond venture creation or venture
growth. Though venture creation and venture growth
are frequently used as dependent variables in entrepreneurship research, neither constitutes an ideal
endpoint for understanding entrepreneurship.
Venture creation is not necessarily connected to the
creation of value that is associated with entrepreneurship (e.g., job creation, creation of more efficient products, or societal benefits (DeTienne,
Shepherd, and De Castro, 2008)). Growth captures
the value-creating potential of entrepreneurship yet
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remains vague as to when the entrepreneurship
process ends (i.e., when does growth end?). Our
model addresses this issue by proposing that capability formation is the endpoint of the entrepreneurship process. An entrepreneur begins with a belief
and a set of scripts. Through an iterative and continuous process, he/she is able to transform individual scripts into organizational routines and,
ultimately, capabilities.
Our theorizing also provides a complementary
framework to the discovery and creation perspectives. In our framework, the entrepreneurship
process begins with new beliefs. New beliefs may
occur either when exogenous environmental shocks
lead to objective environmental changes or when
entrepreneurs, who all possess prior knowledge and
information, perceive new beliefs through imagination and developing new associations among their
knowledge (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Alvarez
et al., 2013). In both instances, new beliefs lead to
uncertainty, which must be resolved through the
sensemaking process (Weick, 1995). This initial
uncertainty may represent the seed of an opportunity.
In some instances, entrepreneurs’ prior experiences
and existing infrastructures may be so thorough that
when they detect uncertain environmental conditions
caused by exogenous shocks, they are able to deconstruct uncertainty into risk profiles almost instantly,
quickly arriving at a discovery opportunity. Other
entrepreneurs, who possess opportunity beliefs but
may not have either domain experience or extensive
scripts, must engage a lengthier, more iterative
sensemaking effort to resolve the uncertainty of
unexpected environmental conditions, adjusting
their conceptualizations of opportunity through
repeated actions and behaviors and obtaining feedback from various stakeholders (Alvarez et al.,
2013).
Future directions
Our discussion has emphasized predominantly how
entrepreneurs acquire and revise scripts based on
their experiences, observations, and vicarious learning. Nevertheless, we believe that a scholarly understanding of network ties can inform our framework
in two key ways. First, scripts can inform how entrepreneurs leverage network ties to support their conceptualizations and behavior in light of the
conceptualizations. For example, scripts might
inform when entrepreneurs would benefit by leveraging strong versus weak ties or how entrepreneurs
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might more effectively establish new weak ties
(Granovetter, 1973). Second, scholars may seek to
inform not only the scripts for how entrepreneurs use
network ties but also how network ties can facilitate
script development. For example, network ties with
industry mentors may provide important feedback
that can inform how entrepreneurs discern market
needs (Ozgen and Baron, 2007) or inform entrepreneurs about relevant supply chain considerations.
As another consideration for future research,
scholars might seek to understand how different
starting points for entrepreneurs influence their
activities and behaviors. For example, entrepreneurs
may possess solutions for opportunities before they
perceive new beliefs (e.g., Shah and Tripsas, 2007).
In some instances, entrepreneurs who possess preexisting solutions to meet their own needs have a
unique script, especially when the solution is service
based. In other instances, the solution itself is not a
script (i.e., a product innovation); however, the entrepreneur’s use of the product could eventually constitute a script. In both instances, these solutionrelated scripts enable entrepreneurs to detect the
potential for their solutions to meet others’ needs.
While solutions may arise from entrepreneurs’ own
needs, they may also arise from the interaction
between actors engaged in script-based behavior.
That is, routines used in different or prior contexts
can provide a creative solution to a current need, as
entrepreneurs perceive connections across their contexts or the utility of combining or tweaking routines
from other contexts (Feldman and Pentland, 2003).
More fully conceptualizing the relationships
between entrepreneurs’ script-based behavior, their
social interactions, and the solutions they create may
prove a fruitful path of future study.
Although we discuss the differences between
novice and experienced entrepreneurs in terms of
the scripts they may possess, we do not account for
the role that other types of knowledge may play
in the entrepreneurship process. Scripts are only one
type of knowledge an individual has; others include
declarative knowledge (i.e., the knowledge of information, such as data, symbols, figures, etc.) and
understanding (i.e., knowing how to problem solve
and the awareness of the relationships between
pieces of information) (e.g., Anderson, Schallert,
and Hare, 1991; Kogut and Zander, 1992). Entrepreneurs’ overall knowledge may have important influences on how they deploy scripts, leading to further
idiosyncrasies between entrepreneurs. For instance,
two entrepreneurs may differ in regard to how they
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deploy marketing-related scripts. One entrepreneur
might favor the approach of touting a product’s
advanced technical features, while the other entrepreneur might emphasize how a product solves a
customer need. The difference in these entrepreneurs’ script use is not necessarily due to complexity, as both scripts may be similarly complex. Rather,
the difference may be due to their understanding of
how markets work and how customer segments
respond to messages. Further elaboration of the roles
of both script complexity and entrepreneurs’ knowledge is a key step in developing the framework.
Finally, future research may examine the boundaries beyond which our framework may not generalize or may need to be adapted. For instance, we
would caution against efforts to generalize our
model to the subsistence-oriented nature of entrepreneurship in many developing economy contexts. In
these contexts, entrepreneurship may merely be a
means through which individuals provide for their
daily needs (Webb et al., 2013). In such contexts,
entrepreneurial success is based less on interpreting
and solving market needs and more on hard work.
Our framework may also fail to fully generalize to
other domains of activity, which have been labeled
as entrepreneurship but which lack core elements—
such as capability creation—of the model we
present. For example, institutional entrepreneurship,
which is the intentional effort made by individuals to
change the norms, rules, and values of society to
obtain an outcome favorable for themselves
(DiMaggio, 1988), shares many elements of the
script-based process of entrepreneurship, such as the
conceptualization of market needs and a solution.
However, it departs from the model in important
ways, too. For instance, institutional entrepreneurs
do not necessarily create organizations and capabilities. At the same time, institutional entrepreneurs
engage in some behaviors not included in the model,
such as the prolonged efforts to protect and solidify
innovative institutional solutions (Lawrence and
Suddaby, 2006; Pacheco et al., 2010). Therefore, we
encourage scholars to understand how our model can
be adjusted to provide useful explanation of institutional entrepreneurship and other domains of entrepreneurial activity.
Practical implications
Our model also provides important practical implications. Entrepreneurship can be described as a
process, or a certain way of acting/behaving
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(Rindova, Barry, and Ketchen, 2009). Individuals
possess cognitive biases that shape how and the
degree to which they act entrepreneurially (Baron,
1998). We extend this line of research by highlighting when certain cognitive biases are most relevant
during the entrepreneurship process. Recognizing
that certain biases may moderate this process, entrepreneurs can be taught to be aware of the particular
biases they are likely to use in certain stages. Being
aware of biases can mitigate their influence (Teece,
2007). Similarly, entrepreneurship programs have
increasingly emphasized competency-based learning
(Hills, 1988). Understanding the types of scripts
important to entrepreneurs and when they are important can help professors equip students with these
scripts as a means to develop entrepreneurial competencies. For instance, Dew and colleagues (2009)
provide a compelling comparison showing that
expert, high performing entrepreneurs may possess
very different scripts than MBA students acting as
novice entrepreneurs. Expert entrepreneurs emphasized wholly different criteria in forming initial
beliefs, and scripts may lead them to pursue alliances, minimize loss, and rely on resources at hand.
In contrast, novice entrepreneurs, likely through
their MBA training, tended to rely on scripts that
emphasized planning and predicting. To the extent
that scholars can determine which scripts best shape
how experienced entrepreneurs form and behave
upon new beliefs, these scripts can be more effectively taught to help students and novice entrepreneurs more adeptly engage with the entrepreneurship
process.

CONCLUSION
We presented a framework for entrepreneurship that
integrates entrepreneurship research with theory
about structuration and sensemaking. The assumptions underlying existing process models are loosened, suggesting that opportunity conceptualization
may occur alongside opportunity exploitation and
that cognitive and behavioral dimensions are important throughout the process. Our theorizing points to
the critical role of scripts as shaping how entrepreneurs progress from perceiving new beliefs to
molding venture capabilities. We hope that in integrating existing research into a unifying framework,
this work will more effectively guide future studies
and enhance understanding of how entrepreneurs
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

perceive and exploit opportunities for the purpose of
creating value.
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Research summary: Prediction- and control-based strategies are the two main hypotheses
of how entrepreneurs deal with uncertainty in theories of entrepreneurship. Predictionbased strategies focus on estimating unknowns via sampling methods, whereas controlbased strategies focus on shaping unknowns via proactive behavior. These strategies
may lead to different propensities to undertake uncertain prospects, as they differ in terms
of cognition and involvement. In an experimental test, we study the conditions under
which prediction- and control-based strategies lead subjects to accept bets in ambiguous
environments. Individuals who use control methods to mitigate uncertainty are more
likely to accept the bet after a favorable outcome compared to those who use predictive
methods. These results revert in the presence of unfavorable outcomes. We discuss the
implications for entrepreneurship theory and practice.
Managerial summary: Entrepreneurs often adopt prediction- and control-based strategies
in order to reduce uncertainty. Prediction-based strategies focus on gathering
information to estimate future outcomes, whereas control-based strategies concentrate
on taking actions to create a more favorable environment for the venture. Results from
an experimental test show that these strategies can affect behavior differently. In
particular, when the decision maker receives favorable information, control-based
strategies are more likely to lead to the acceptance of an uncertain prospect than
prediction-based strategies. This effect reverts when the decision maker receives
unfavorable information. Our findings are valuable for entrepreneurs, investors, and
policy makers. Understanding the distinctive impact of strategy on behavior may help
entrepreneurs and investors calibrate the potential of a venture, thereby avoiding the
misallocation of valuable resources. Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society.
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Entrepreneurial action is fraught with uncertainties.
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product, enter into a new market, or create a new firm,
they must conceive modes of action to get information
that will help them deal with unknowns, such as
consumer demand, competitors’ strategies, and the
support of potential stakeholders (Knight, 1921).
Such uncertainties are detrimental to action, as they
pose doubts about the environment in which the
entrepreneur acts, the influence of external factors on
the developing venture, and the consequences of
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any response by the entrepreneur (Arrow, 1974;
McKelvie, Haynie, and Gustavsson, 2009; Milliken,
1987). Therefore, it is not surprising that to shore up
the fate of their emerging ventures, entrepreneurs
resort to strategies to mitigate uncertainty (Alvarez
and Barney, 2005).
According to the entrepreneurship literature,
information acquisition methods to reduce uncertainty
can be classified in two broad categories—those that
concentrate on predicting the environment and those
that focus on controlling it (Knight, 1921; Mintzberg
and Waters, 1985; Sarasvathy, 2001; Wiltbank et al.,
2006). Predictive strategies seek the optimal course
of action—e.g., the type of product to be introduced,
the time of entry—based on a predetermined
specification of the possible states of the world, an
estimation of their likelihoods, and forecasted values
for any relevant parameters (Ansoff, 1979; Porter,
1980). Control-based strategies, eschew prediction
and concentrate on obtaining the commitment of
stakeholders who provide resources in exchange for
co-participation in the transformation of the project
(Sarasvathy, 2001).
Consider the case of an entrepreneur who has
adopted a prediction-based strategy. Assume that she
hires a consultant to estimate the demand for her
product, predict market trends, and track competitors
to position the venture. Now consider an entrepreneur
who uses a control-based approach and assume that
instead of predicting crucial variables, she focuses
on creating a favorable environment for the venture
by keeping options open and cooperating with
committed partners. Suppose now that things go well
for both entrepreneurs. The first one discovers that
there is a considerable proportion of customers who
are interested in buying her product. The second one
forges an alliance with a committed partner that will
enable the scalability of her business. Who is, ceteris
paribus, more likely to launch the venture? Consider
now the case in which the strategies adopted by these
entrepreneurs yield a negative outcome. Who is more
likely to postpone or give up the entrepreneurial
project? Extant research does not address this
question, to our knowledge.
Both prediction- and control-based approaches to
entrepreneurial action aim to reduce uncertainty. Yet
they presuppose different cognitive models of the
situation and different degrees of involvement by the
entrepreneur. With regard to cognition, predictive
strategies may be interpreted as producing reliable
information about current market trends, whereas
control-based strategies may be seen as firsthand
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

evidence of the chances of transforming customers’
preferences. As far as involvement is concerned,
predictive strategies are passive in nature, and
their outcomes are relatively independent of the
behavior of the entrepreneur. Control-based strategies,
in contrast, presuppose an entrepreneur’s active
involvement and yield results that heavily depend on
the entrepreneur’s efforts. For these reasons, we expect
the outcomes of these strategies to elicit different
feelings of confidence and, therefore, to have different
effects on the willingness to engage in entrepreneurial
action (Heath and Tversky, 1991; Loewenstein, 2004;
Leary, 2007; Patzelt and Shepherd, 2011).
Our goal in this paper is to investigate the impact of
prediction- and control-based strategies on the decision
to undertake uncertain prospects and the extent to
which this relationship is affected by the nature of the
information received by the individual. We report
results from two extra-laboratory experiments (as
defined by Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn, 2013) in
which subjects face a bet on an uncertain prospect after
having received information in ways that resemble
predictive- and control-based strategies.
The choice of an experimental method for
this research is based on three considerations. First,
it allows us to control for confounding factors
affecting the choice of strategy to reduce uncertainty.
Second, it measures the impact of the decisionmaking heuristics relative to a neutral benchmark, an
effect that cannot be captured by other empirical
methods (Acs et al., 2010; Hagel and Roth, 1995;
Camerer and Loewenstein, 2004). Third, it isolates
the role of information updating from other contextual
factors. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the study
of real-world entrepreneurial settings is indispensable
to secure the external validity of any research focused
on entrepreneurial action. As a first step in this
direction, we provide results of a second experiment
in which subjects face a hypothetical decision to
launch a venture. The results are consistent with
those of the abstract formulation.
Our findings show that prediction- and controlbased strategies affect behavior in ambiguous
environments differently. In particular, we find that
control-based procedures are more likely to induce
the acceptance of uncertain bets in the presence
of favorable outcomes compared to prediction-based
strategies, and they are less likely to induce
that behavior in the presence of negative outcomes.
These results have potential implications for the
concretion of entrepreneurial undertakings and
the allocation of financial resources. Consider, for
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 43–64 (2016)
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instance, the case of incubators and other institutions
that provide support to entrepreneurs. They invest
considerably large amounts of resources and have an
enormous influence on the approach followed by the
entrepreneurs to set up their ventures. Insights as to
how strategies that focus on prediction versus
strategies that focus on control affect their decisions
could be of great value for them. The same holds for
entrepreneurs, angel investors, and other providers of
capital. Understanding the distinctive impact of
strategy upon behavior may help entrepreneurs and
investors calibrate the potential of the venture
avoiding over-, under- or mis-investment.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Decision making under uncertainty and ambiguity
Uncertainty, understood as a lack of knowledge about
the outcome of some future event, is ubiquitous
(Arrow, 1974). Knight (1921) distinguished between
measurable uncertainty, or risk and immeasurable
uncertainty. Whereas risk can, in principle, be reduced
through a priori calculation or statistical estimation,
uncertainty can be dealt with only through the
exercise of judgment and the formation of beliefs.
Keynes (1921) distinguished between the likelihood
placed on one’s judgment and the weight or body of
evidence supporting the assessed likelihood. He was
skeptical as to whether a single probability number
could express both dimensions: ‘If two probabilities
are equal in degree, ought we, in choosing a course
of action, to prefer that one which is based on a greater
body of knowledge?’ (Keynes, 1921: 313).
Proponents of the subjective probability approach
bypassed these concerns by assuming that decision
makers can assign well-behaved numerical
probabilities to virtually any event. Probabilities are
revealed by the odds at which a person is exactly
indifferent between betting for and against a given
event (de Finetti, 1937; Savage, 1954). For instance,
according to the axioms of subjective expected utility,
a decision maker should be indifferent between a
50:50 chance of winning a prize on the toss of a coin
and a subjectively assessed 50:50 chance of winning
the same prize if an event occurs for which there are
no objectively known probabilities.
Starting with Ellsberg (1961), much empirical
evidence has shown that ignorance of probabilities
has behavioral consequences (see Camerer and Weber
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society
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(1992) for a comprehensive review of the literature).
Ellsberg (1961) was the first to investigate betting
behavior in situations in which probabilities were
unknown. One of his experimental designs consisted
of two urns, each containing 100 balls of two possible
colors, black and red. In the first urn, the proportion of
red and black balls was unknown, whereas in the
second there were 50 red balls and 50 black balls.
People who were offered gambles regarding the color
of a ball drawn at random were indifferent between
betting on red and betting on black regardless of the
urn. Yet, when asked whether they preferred to bet
on a red ball being drawn from the first or the second
urn, most people preferred the second urn instead
of showing indifference. The same preference
was observed in the case of the black ball. The
probabilities revealed by these choices contradict
standard subjective expected utility theory and
indicate a preference for the urn with known
composition (Ellsberg, 1961).
To explain these results, Ellsberg introduced the
concept of ambiguity of information as ‘a quality
depending on the amount, type, reliability and
‘unanimity’ of information, and giving rise to one’s
degree of ‘confidence’ in an estimate of relative
likelihoods.’ (Ellsberg, 1961: 657) Subsequent studies
confirmed the relevance of the quality of the sources
from which the information stems (Einhorn and
Hogarth, 1985, 1986).
Heath and Tversky (1991) extended the focus
of ambiguity aversion by considering clear events
such as games of chance and vague events
characteristic of real-world situations. They found
that individuals preferred vague or ambiguous bets
over nonambiguous bets in contexts in which they
considered themselves knowledgeable. They argued
that this pattern may originate not only in enhanced
confidence emanating from previous experiences in
familiar domains, but also in psychic payoffs resulting
from self-evaluation (Heath and Tversky, 1991).
Knowledgeable individuals may be motivated to take
uncertain prospects in their domain of expertise
because their success is usually ascribed to good
judgment and their failure to bad luck. Novices,
however, may be less keen on betting because they
have a hard time taking credit for their success and
fully bear the blame for failure.
To explain these facts, Heath and Tversky (1991)
postulated the so-called competence hypothesis
according to which, feelings of competence
emanating from the relative knowledge held by the
individual may determine preferences for given
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sources of ambiguity. They argued that ignoring
important information is upsetting and precludes the
acceptance of bets, especially if this ignorance is
asymmetric.
Fox and Tversky (1995) went one step further by
considering comparative versus non-comparative
evaluations. They found empirical support for the
comparative ignorance hypothesis that states that
ambiguity aversion is produced by a comparison with
a less ambiguous event or with more knowledgeable
individuals. According to Fox and Tversky (1995), a
preference for a particular source of ambiguity is
elicited only if the individual becomes aware of
his/her ignorance. Their results were compatible with
previous experiments by Curley, Yates, and Abrams
(1986) based on Ellsberg’s design—although subjects
were not more averse to ambiguity when the contents
of the urn were revealed afterward they were
significantly more averse to ambiguous events when
the outcome of the gamble they had chosen was
revealed in front other subjects.
In sum, ambiguity is a situation in which the
decision maker ignores both the outcomes and the
probability distribution of a given event, information
that could be known and may already be known by
other people (Camerer and Weber, 1992; Frisch and
Baron, 1988). Knightian uncertainty, however, is a
situation in which the missing information is
unavailable because the future is yet to be created.
Therefore, there is no procedure that can reduce the
doubts about the possible courses of actions, the
possible states of the world, and the nature of their
outcomes (Knight, 1921). In this article, we will use
the terms ambiguity and uncertainty interchangeably.
Based on the reviewed literature and following
Frisch and Baron (1988), we summarize the reasons
for ambiguity avoidance as follows: (1) in the
presence of ambiguity other individuals—possibly
competitors—may have more information and
therefore an advantage; (2) in the long run, a series
of identical ambiguous bets is more risky than a
comparable series of nonambiguous bets; (3) there is
the possibility of waiting for more information,
especially if one does not have access to large
samples; (4) issues of blame, responsibility, and regret
are more salient than in nonambiguous situations.

Uncertainty and entrepreneurial behavior
Uncertainty is an essential feature of entrepreneurship.
Knight (1921) argued that it constitutes the ultimate
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

source of profit, and he ascribed it to the inherent lack
of knowledge about phenomena governed by human
action when decision instances are novel and unique.
Entrepreneurial action is embedded in ambiguous
contexts, lacks a well-defined structure, and is
plagued with constraints and path dependencies.
Undoubtedly, individuals have evolved means
to deal with uncertainty, either through intuition or
judgment (Knight, 1921). For instance, entrepreneurs
have been defined as individuals who specialize
in taking judgmental decisions about the coordination
of scarce resources (Casson, 1982; McMullen
and Shepherd, 2006). Nevertheless, theoretical
considerations and empirical evidence unequivocally
show that uncertainty hinders entrepreneurial action
(Arrow, 1974; McMullen and Shepherd, 2006).
McKelvie et al. (2009) provide evidence in this
respect. Following Milliken’s (1987) conceptualization
of uncertainty in organization theory, they distinguish
between state, effect, and response uncertainty. State
uncertainty characterizes a decision in which the
individual lacks knowledge of the environment in
which the venture is about to be created. Effect
uncertainty occurs when the decision maker ignores
the repercussions of the actions available to other
economic agents, such as customers and competitors.
Response uncertainty happens when the decision
maker has doubts about possible responses and their
repercussions (Milliken, 1987).
The individuals studied by McKelvie et al. (2009)
showed overall aversion to uncertainty and expressed
particular concern about the ambiguity surrounding
the impact of their own actions, their ability to keep
up with technological change, and the corresponding
reactions of competitors. In particular, they were
unwilling to undertake hypothetical ventures if they
perceived a lack of control over the outcomes in their
sphere of influence (McKelvie et al., 2009).
McMullen and Shepherd (2006) define uncertainty
in entrepreneurial settings in terms of what it does
more than in terms of what it is. According
to them, uncertainty is a form of doubt that: (1)
produces hesitancy; (2) promotes indecision; and (3)
encourages procrastination (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). They argue that this effect is due to cognitive as
well as to motivational aspects operating in the two
stages of the process leading to entrepreneurial action.
During the so-called ‘attention stage,’ domainspecific knowledge and personal motivations underlie
the assessment of the existence of a third-person
opportunity, whereas in the ‘evaluation stage,’
cognitive processes influence the assessment of
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feasibility of this third-person opportunity, and
motivational elements affect its desirability.
Strategies used by entrepreneurs to mitigate
uncertainty
In the management literature, mainstream strategies
for entrepreneurial action in business environments
can be classified into two broad groups: those that
focus on predicting the environment and those that
focus on adapting to it (Brews and Hunt, 1999).
Extreme predictive approaches focus on gathering
information to optimally position the organization
(Ansoff, 1979) whereas purely adaptive approaches
concentrate on attaining flexibility to enable rapid
change in the face of changing conditions (Hough
and White, 2003; Mintzberg, 1994; Mosakowski,
1997; Simon, 1973).
As Wiltbank et al. (2006) show, these canonical
types plus others that combine prediction and
adaptation to different degrees (e.g., competitive
analysis, real options, and fast decision making, to
name a few) share the view that the environment in
which the organization thrives is considerably
exogenous and that uncertainty is a given. Opposed
to this ontological position, approaches based on
social constructivism portray the environment as
malleable and endogenous (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006; Wiltbank et al., 2006). According to this view,
entrepreneurial opportunities are enacted (Mintzberg,
1994; Sarasvathy, 2001). Cognitive and motivational
elements still play a role, but the crucial construct
is the perceived behavioral control of the individual
(McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). Consistent with
this view, Wiltbank et al. (2006) distinguish
between visionary and transformative approaches
to uncertainty. Visionary approaches engage in
construction by ‘…imagining future possibilities and
proactively bringing them to fruition’ (Wiltbank
et al., 2006: 990). Transformative approaches,
however, are open to future developments. Among
them, we find effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2001), which
is characterized by: (1) means-driven rather than
goal-oriented action; (2) affordable loss instead of
expected return; and (3) the leveraging rather than
avoidance of contingencies (Wiltbank et al., 2006).
In the realm of entrepreneurship, predictive
strategies correspond to an estimation of parameters
using sampling methods, whereas effectual strategies
correspond to taking actions in order to control and
transform the environment with available means
(Dew et al., 2009). In this article, we compare
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prediction-based strategies against control-based
strategies of a transformative kind as defined in
Wiltbank et al. (2006). It is worth clarifying that we
do not focus on effectuation, which is a much broader
concept, and, therefore, provide no overarching
assessment of effectual strategies.

The role of information
In situations characterized by limited information,
individuals rely on cognitive cues or criteria to
facilitate decisions (Brunswik, 1956; Kahnemann
and Tversky, 1979; Rosch, 1975). Encouraging
market research may prompt an entry decision, and
adverse evidence on the demand side may postpone
it. The signing of a sales agreement with an important
customer may trigger the decision to launch a product,
whereas the exit of an important stakeholder may lead
to a redefinition of the product or further search for a
suitable partner. These considerations lead us to
hypothesize as follows.
Hypothesis 1a: The more favorable the outcome
elicited by control-based strategies, the higher
the propensity to accept an uncertain prospect.
Hypothesis 1b: The more favorable the outcome
elicited by prediction-based strategies, the higher
the propensity to accept an uncertain prospect.
Achieving a goal associated with a motivation
elicits affective reactions (DeCharms, 1968; Frisch
and Baron, 1988; Loewenstein, 2004; Leary,
2007; White, 1959). The motivation of the
decision maker is to reduce uncertainty. Yet the
extent to which the strategy used to mitigate
uncertainty will be successful is an open matter.
Forecasts produced by predictive strategies may
predict strong popularity or the opposite among
consumers. Control-oriented strategies, however,
may attempt to secure promising alliances with
potential partners or may lead to a lack of support
among contacted customers. The entrepreneur will
need to decide whether to start a venture after
assessing the outcomes of these strategies and
under the influence of the emotions elicited by
the updated information (Patzelt and Shepherd,
2011; Shepherd, 2003).
The outcomes of predictive strategies are,
in principle, independent of the behavior and
characteristics of entrepreneurs, whereas the
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outcomes of control-based strategies are heavily
dependent on their human, financial, and social
capital. Furthermore, predictive strategies are passive
in nature, as they merely take stock of the main
characteristics of the environment. Control-based
strategies, however, require involvement and,
therefore, active behavior directed toward shaping
the environment. Committed entrepreneurs are likely
to experience feelings of self-fulfillment in the
presence of successful outcomes and disappointment
in the presence of failure (DeCharms, 1968; Leary,
2007; Patzelt and Shepherd, 2011; Shepherd, 2003;
White, 1959). Based on the previous analysis,
we expect subjects who adopt control-based strategies
to display stronger reactions to both failures
and successes than subjects who pursue predictive
strategies.
Finally, if individuals are more concerned with
their chances of controlling the environment relative
to the possibility of predicting it, as shown by
McKelvie et al. (2009), we should expect them to
react more strongly to the outcomes of control-based
strategies than to the information generated by
predictive approaches. For all these reasons, we
hypothesize as follows:
Hypothesis 2a: Favorable outcomes of controlbased strategies will make individuals more likely
to accept an uncertain prospect compared to equally
positive outcomes of prediction-based strategies.
Hypothesis 2b: Unfavorable outcomes of controlbased strategies will make individuals less likely to
accept an uncertain prospect compared to equally
adverse outcomes of prediction-based strategies.

METHODOLOGY
Experimental design
To gain knowledge of how prediction- and controlbased strategies affect behavior in the presence
of information, we performed two experiments:
a context-free information experiment and an
entrepreneurial information experiment. The contextfree experiment is based on Ellsberg’s (1961) design.
The entrepreneurial information experiment serves
as a robustness check of the treatment effects that
are identified in the context-free information
experiment.
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

Following Ellsberg’s (1961) experimental design
and inspired by Sarasvathy’s (2001) thought
experiment to clarify effectuation, we model an
uncertain scenario as a bet on an urn of unknown
composition. The participants are first informed about
the existence of an urn containing N marbles of two
colors (red and green) in unknown proportions and
the posterior decision of whether or not to accept a
bet on drawing a green marble from the urn. The
subject wins the bet if the marble extracted is green
and loses otherwise. The total amount of marbles, N,
is equal to 10 in one treatment and five in the other
for reasons that will become clear in the next
paragraph.
After the introduction of the bet and before
making the decision, the subjects are provided with
a procedure to update their information about the
urn. In the prediction treatment, the subjects observe
a sample of five marbles that are randomly extracted
from the urn (they are told that the sampled marbles
will be reinserted before the draw, in case they
accept the bet). In the control treatment, the subjects
insert five marbles into the urn. Prediction is
operationalized by means of a sampling method, as
it enables the subjects to predict the contents of the
urn, and control is operationalized by letting
the subjects insert marbles, as it allows them to
control or manipulate the contents of the urn. In
the control treatment, the urn initially has five
marbles so that after insertion, the bet will be placed
on an urn with 10 marbles. Subjects do not actually
sample from the urn, neither do they physically insert
marbles. But they are shown pictures (see Figure 1)
of both procedures to help them conceive the two
information acquisition procedures.
To account for the fact that sampling and control
can lead to both favorable and unfavorable outcomes,
we allow subjects to sample and insert one of the six
possible combinations of red and green marbles into
the urn (five green, zero red (5G0R); four green, one
red (4G1R); three green, two red (3G2R); two green,
three red (2G3R); one green, four red (1G4R),
and zero green, five red (0G5R)). To control
for ordering effects, we included pictures of all
possible combinations in which two colors appear,
i.e., 4G1R, 1R4G, 3G2R, 2R3G, 2G3R, 3R2G,
and 1G4R, 4R1G (trivially 5G0R=0R5G and
5R0G=0G5R).
Sarasvathy’s (2001) thought experiment suggests
that effectuation is about changing the odds in one’s
favor:
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Figure 1.

Sketch of the research design

‘Whatever the initial distribution of balls in the
urn, I will continue to acquire red balls and put
them into the urn. I will look for other people
who own red balls and induce them to become
partners and put their balls in the urn. As time
goes by, there will be so many red balls in the
urn that almost every draw will obtain one. On
the other hand, if I and my acquaintances have
only green balls, we will put them into the urn,
and when there are enough, we will create a
new game where green balls win.’ (Sarasvathy,
2001: 252)
It is natural to assume that entrepreneurs will
always intend to create a favorable environment for
their ventures. Yet it stands to reason that they will
not always succeed. To account for this fact and to
be able to compare prediction and control under all
possible combinations of green and red marbles,
subjects insert all six possible color combinations.
This is a between-subject experiment. Each subject
is assigned to only one treatment (prediction, control,
or the baseline) and is confronted with only one of the
six possible color arrangements of the marbles—
sampled, inserted, or given—in the case of the
baseline. Subjects ignore that there is an alternative
method to the one they have been assigned.1 After
either sampling or inserting the marbles, they decide
whether to accept the bet.
1

This eliminates the metacognitive aspects highlighted in Haynie
et al. (2010).
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As shown in Figure 1, the subjects are endowed
with five tokens. If they accept the bet and the marble
is green, they win five tokens, and if the marble is red,
they lose their original endowment of five tokens.
Accepting the bet means they will finish with either
10 or zero tokens. We calibrated our results using
two baseline treatments—one that does not contain
any information feature and one that contains
information but does not involve sampling.
Furthermore, we conducted an entrepreneurial
information experiment in which participants faced a
similar trade-off. The only difference is that the
uncertain prospect is formulated in an entrepreneurial
context. The wording of the experiments is available
in the Appendix. Table 1 summarizes the features of
the two experiments.

Bayesian updating as a benchmark
For the purpose of this experiment, we consider
Bayesian updating as a benchmark. A Bayesian
decision maker starts with a prior distribution and
updates it after receiving information (DeGroot,
1989). For simplicity, we assume that subjects expect
equal amounts of green (g) and red (r) marbles. This
assumption is without loss of generality because we
will use it in the analysis of both treatments. The
random variable, X, takes the value ’1’ if the marble
is green and ’0’ otherwise and has a Bernoulli
distribution. Prior to any information, the expected
value and variance, when facing a bet on drawing
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Entrepre-neurial
informationrelated
experiment

Context-free
information
experiment

Control

Would you like to bet
on the urn?

Five marbles are known
to be green.

Here you insert two green
marbles and 3 green marbles.

To reduce uncertainty, you will be given
the opportunity to observe five marbles
that will be randomly extracted from the
urn by the computer. After you observe the
sample, the five extracted marbles will be
returned to the urn.
Here the sample contains one red marble
and five red marbles.

Prediction

After changing the probabilities by
After receiving this information, would you
inserting these marbles, would
like to bet on the urn?
you like to bet on the urn?
You believe the product has great potential, yet success of the project is highly uncertain due to its novelty among customers.
To mitigate this uncertainty, you ask
To mitigate this uncertainty, you talk
Which action
There are 10 potential
a consultancy to do market research so they
with potential customers you know,
will you take?
customers in your
can predict where the market is heading
present your product, assess their
region and you know
and forecast customers’ willingness to buy
feedback, and work on enlisting
that four are willing to
your product.
their support to create his new market.
buy it and one is not.
You do not know anything
about the other customers.
Which action will
Out of the 10 customers in your region, The market researcher looks at a sample of
the population of customers and predicts
you take?
you spoke to five, and four liked your
that out of the 10 customers in your region,
product and have committed to buying
it and one did not like your product and one is not likely to buy your product
and four are.
has not committed to buying it.

Would you like to
bet on the urn?

The urn contains 10 marbles of two colors, red and green, in proportions that are unknown to you.
To reduce uncertainty,
To reduce uncertainty, you can
the program will make
control the color of five marbles
visible to you five marbles. by inserting them into the urn
before the bet

Two experiments Baseline (without information) Baseline (with information)

Table 1.
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g
one green ball (n = 1), are E ðX Þ ¼ gþr
¼ 0:5 and
g r
Var ðX Þ ¼ gþr gþr ¼ 0:25.
In the prediction treatment, the subject observes a
sample of size n = 5 with g green marbles and r red
marbles (0 ≤ g ≤ 5 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 5). Since the sampling
procedure is done without replacement, the prior
distribution is the hypergeometric distribution
g
and variance
with expected value EðX Þ ¼ n gþr
gr Nn
Var ðX Þ ¼ n ðgþrÞ2 N1 (DeGroot, 1989), where N is

the total amount of marbles in the urn.
The posterior distribution is a negative hypergeometric or beta-binomial distribution with parameters α = g + 1 and β = r + 1 (DeGroot, 1989). The
α
and the variance
expected value of X is E ðX Þ ¼ n αþβ
nαβðnþαþβÞ
is Var ðX Þ ¼ ðαþβ
Þ2 ðαþβþ1Þ

(Tripathi, Gupta, and

Gurland, 1994). If the subject observes a sample with
g green marbles, the expected value of X before the
gþ1
bet will be E ðX Þ ¼ gþrþ2
(since n = 1). The expected
proportion of green marbles is revised downward after
observing samples with two or less green marbles and
upward otherwise. The variance is always reduced
after sampling, but the reduction depends on the
composition of the sample (for detailed information,
see Table A5 in the Appendix).
In the control treatment, subjects insert five
marbles into an urn already containing five marbles
of two possible colors (green and red) in unknown
proportions. In this situation, the decision maker could
think that if he/she accepts the bet, he/she will face
one of two possible urns. One urn contains the five
known marbles and the other the five unknown
marbles. There are different options open to the
decision maker. He/she could believe that the inserted
marbles were randomly sampled from an urn that is
similar to the one he/she does not get to see. In that
case, there would be no difference between prediction
and control. But she could think that there is no
relationship between the two virtual ‘urns.’ In this
case, his/her update will be more conservative than
the one a Bayesian decision maker would have
performed after sampling. This means that if he/she
inserts three or more marbles, he/she will be less
optimistic than he/she would have been had he/she
sampled them. Similarly, a Bayesian decision maker
who inserts two or fewer marbles will be less
pessimistic than a Bayesian decision maker who
samples the same amount of green marbles. In other
words, subjects in the control treatment should be
closer to the baseline treatment with no information.
This will be called the expected value effect.
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Another feature of the control treatment is that the
variance will be larger than in the prediction
treatment. This means that decision makers in this
treatment should be, ceteris paribus, less willing to
bet regardless of the colors of the five marbles the
subject has seen. This will be referred to as the
variance effect. As an example, the last two columns
of Table A5 present the expected value and variance
of X for a subject who believes that the marble to be
drawn has equal chances of coming from the
unknown urn and the known urn.
Subjects who insert three or more green marbles
will be less likely to accept the bet than subjects
who sampled the same amount of marbles due to the
combined effect of a smaller upward adjustment in
the expected value of green marbles and a higher
variance. But, subjects who insert three or more red
marbles may be more likely to bet compared to
sampling if the expected value effect is larger than
the variance effect. If, however, the variance effect is
larger than the expected value effect, then it is not
clear if the propensity to bet will differ between these
two treatments. These considerations mean that the
benchmark of Bayesian decision making will lead
subjects in the presence of good news to be less
willing to bet in the control treatment compared to
the prediction treatment. In the presence of adverse
news, the subject will be more likely to accept the
bet or the final effect may be ambiguous.

DATA COLLECTION
The subjects for the experiments were recruited
through the Amazon Mechanical Turk online labor
market. The sample was restricted to U.S. citizens.
Each subject automatically received $0.10 for
participating in the context-free experiment and
$0.20 for participating in the entrepreneurial
information experiment. The difference in base
scheme was calculated to compensate the participants
for their time spent on the task, as in online labor
markets, participants evaluate jobs based on
their hourly rate. Thus, as participating in the
entrepreneurial information took twice as much time,
the participation reward was doubled to maintain a
similar wage per hour and to avoid attracting
participants of different types. In addition to the
participation reward, subjects also earned $0.05,
$0.10, or $0.15, depending on their decision and the
outcome of their decision. All participants received
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bonuses, but the amount of the bonus varied. The
experiment was conducted with a total of 2,409
subjects. The summary data is available in the
Appendix (A1). In total, 46 participants had taken
the survey more than once—on average, they had
taken it 2.49 times. All occurrences of these duplicates
were removed. Forty-four participants did not finish
the experiment, and their data entries were removed
from the analysis.
As explained in the method section, the experiment
is a between-subject design i.e., subjects made only
one decision, and they saw only one information
condition. The treatment (i.e., sampling or changing
the composition of the urn) is the independent
variable; the dependent variable is the subjects’
propensity to accept the uncertain prospect. As
explained earlier, we hypothesize that subjects in the
control treatment will be more likely to accept the
bet when the odds are favorable; conversely, they will
be less likely to accept the bet than the subjects in the
prediction treatment when the odds are unfavorable.

RESULTS
The effects of the treatments are summarized in
Table 2. Table 3 reports information about all
treatments, all information conditions, the ordering
of the information, and the proportion of subjects
who accepted the bet. The statistical tests are provided
in Table 3. The overall results are depicted in Figure 2,
and the effects of information ordering are depicted in
Figure 3.
Overall, there is no major difference between the
context-free information experiments and the
entrepreneurial information experiments, as shown
in Table 3. This enables us to say that it is the content
of the information and not the context what drives the
results.
The results in Table 3, which are based on a z-test
and report the significance of the results, show that the
effect of inserting a large number of green marbles is
associated with a higher likelihood to accept the bet
in the control treatment compared to the prediction
treatment. In addition, the effect of inserting a large
number of red marbles is associated with a lower
likelihood to make the bet in the control treatment
compared to the prediction treatment.
Note that the results of the baseline without
information show that in the absence of information,
65 percent of the subjects accept the bet in both the
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

context-free experiment and in the entrepreneurial
information experiment. Also, the ordering of the
information has no effect in the context-free
information experiments, but it affects the results in
the entrepreneurial information experiments, as
shown in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION
We set out to investigate the potential impact of
methods to reduce uncertainty on the propensity to
accept an uncertain prospect. First, we hypothesized
that the subjects would be more willing to accept the
bet the higher the proportion of green marbles either
inserted or sampled. Second, we hypothesized that
the subjects who inserted the marbles would be more
likely to accept the bet after a favorable outcome (i.
e., three or more green marbles) than the subjects
who observed an equally favorable sample from the
urn. Third, we hypothesized that the subjects who
inserted the marbles would be less likely to accept
the bet after an unfavorable outcome (i.e., three or
more red marbles) compared to the subjects who
observed an equally unfavorable sample from the urn.
Overall, the subjects in our study behave in
accordance with the predictions of our research
hypotheses. According to this evidence, we reject
the null hypothesis of Bayesian updating. As
explained before, a Bayesian decision maker should
either underreact in the control treatment or find no
difference between the treatments—provided the
amount of green marbles in the sample coincide with
the amount of green marbles inserted.
Explanations for our results are based on the
cognitive aspects and the varying degrees of personal
involvement that are implied by prediction and control
strategies. The results show that the subjects did not
view predictive strategies as more reliable than control
strategies. Had they seen them as more reliable, we
would have observed a higher proportion of betting
behavior after favorable sampling and a lower
proportion after unfavorable sampling. One
explanation is that the subjects may feel more
confident after being able to insert marbles that
increase their odds and less confident after inserting
marbles that decrease their odds.
Our research strategy and focus differs from the
extant literature on this topic in several respects
(Dew et al., 2009; McKelvie et al., 2009; Wiltbank
et al., 2009). First, our dependent variable is the
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Decision

Treatment

No info

5G

Context-free information experiments
Baseline
Bet
35
40
Do not bet
19
4
% bet
0.65
0.91
Control
Bet
33
Do not bet
3
% bet
0.92
Prediction Bet
37
Do not bet
11
% bet
0.77
Entrepreneurial information experiments
Baseline
Bet
33
41
Do not bet
18
7
% bet
0.65
0.85
Control
Bet
42
Do not bet
5
% bet
0.89
Prediction Bet
32
Do not bet
13
% bet
0.71

Summary results

Table 2.
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35
9
0.80
37
5
0.88
37
9
0.80
27
6
0.82
26
3
0.90
18
9
0.67

59
12
0.83
53
8
0.87
43
16
0.73

4G1R

71
18
0.80
73
11
0.87
72
16
0.82

4G1R

32
6
0.84
27
5
0.84
25
7
0.78

36
9
0.80
36
6
0.86
35
7
0.83

1R4G

55
11
0.83
52
13
0.80
33
13
0.72

58
27
0.68
66
29
0.69
66
32
0.67

3G2R

25
5
0.83
23
8
0.74
14
7
0.67

23
11
0.68
32
15
0.68
39
18
0.68

3G2R

30
6
0.83
29
5
0.85
19
6
0.76

35
16
0.69
34
14
0.71
27
14
0.66

2R3G

47
21
0.69
25
30
0.45
41
16
0.72

40
39
0.51
33
43
0.43
36
32
0.53

2G3R

Information conditions

23
13
0.64
16
9
0.64
22
6
0.79

18
18
0.50
17
21
0.45
20
17
0.54

2G3R

24
8
0.75
9
21
0.30
19
10
0.66

22
21
0.51
16
22
0.42
16
15
0.52

3R2G

31
27
0.53
24
41
0.37
30
31
0.49

46
32
0.59
30
66
0.31
35
39
0.47

1G4R

18
19
0.49
11
22
0.33
18
12
0.60

19
14
0.58
13
33
0.28
21
20
0.51

1G4R

13
8
0.62
13
19
0.41
12
19
0.39

27
18
0.60
17
33
0.34
14
19
0.42

4R1G

26
28
0.48
21
37
0.36
36
16
0.69

23
12
0.66
25
33
0.43
21
16
0.57
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Statistical tests
%

P-value

Information

Control

Prediction

Baseline with
information

5G0R
N
4G1R
N
3G2R
N
2G3R
N
1G4R
N
0G5R
N

0.92
36
0.87
222
0.69
190
0.43
152
0.31
192
0.43
58

0.77
48
0.82
176
0.67
196
0.53
136
0.47
148
0.57
37

0.91
44
0.80
178
0.68
170
0.51
158
0.59
156
0.66
35

Control vs.
prediction

Control vs.
baseline with
information

Prediction vs.
baseline with
information

0.03**

0.44

0.03**

0.08*

0.03**

0.31

0.33

0.42

0.42

0.04*

0.08*

0.36

0.00***

0.00***

0.02**

0.09*

0.02**

0.21

*** Significance at the 0.01 level,** Significance at the 0.05 level,* Significance at the 0.10 level.
All tests are one tailed.

Figure 2.

Percentage of risk-taking behavior by treatment and by information condition

propensity to undertake an uncertain prospect—and
not performance (Wiltbank et al., 2009) or the use of
cognitive frames (Dew et al., 2009). Second, we
conduct an experiment with pay-for-performance
incentives instead of using a judgment-based research
tool as in McKelvie et al. (2009). Furthermore, we
investigate the effects of information updating—and
not the impact of uncertainty (McKelvie et al., 2009).
As for the contribution to the literature, our
research suggests ways to reconcile the apparent
tension between the findings in McKelvie et al.
(2009) and Dew et al. (2009). According to McKelvie
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

et al. (2009), doubts about the possibility of
controlling one’s own responses is the strongest
deterrent to entrepreneurial action. Yet according to
the literature on effectuation, entrepreneurs prefer to
take action in the face of unknown outcomes
(Sarasvathy, 2001; Dew et al., 2009). This apparent
contradiction may be resolved by distinguishing
between ex ante and ex post evaluations. Ex ante,
subjects may be reluctant to undertake uncertain
prospects if they are ignorant about the extent to
which they can control the future. Yet in line with
our results, the experience of being able to
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 43–64 (2016)
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Effect of the ordering of information by treatment and by information condition

successfully control the odds may lead ex post to a
higher propensity to bear uncertainty.
As for limitations, we acknowledge that betting on
urns is a reduced representation of the decision
problems that entrepreneurs face (Einhorn and
Hogarth, 1986; Heath and Tversky, 1991). First,
gambling devices involve a well-structured state space
(Einhorn and Hogarth, 1986), elements that in real life
are difficult to identify. Second, real-life settings are
plagued with constraints and path dependencies that
betting decisions lack. Third, in real settings there is
a future that does not exist in experiments. Fourth,
gambling metaphors abstract from the context in
which the decision is made (Einhorn and Hogarth,
1986; Heath and Tversky, 1991).
Nevertheless. we argue that the analytical model of
the urn provides a valid and insightful frame to gain
knowledge of the cognitive mechanisms involved in
entrepreneurial actions. First, in real-world settings,
the relationship between strategy and choice, let alone
the effect of information updating, will be confounded
by both contextual and individual factors that are
difficult to control for. For instance, entrepreneurs
may have a predisposition to choose predictive or
control-based strategies because of their personal
traits or previous life experiences. A research design
that fails to randomly assign strategies to subjects will
face the problem of confounding variables (Pearl,
2009). Our research design is free of this bias and
enables us to identify treatment effects. Second, to
isolate the impact of information, it is necessary to
compare equally favorable and unfavorable outcomes
in each treatment, a task that only experimental
manipulation can achieve (Acs et al., 2010; Hagel
and Roth, 1995). Third, abstract gambles contain
essential elements of much larger problems
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

(Kahnemann and Tversky, 2000), even when in real
settings they may be counterbalanced by contextual
factors.
We acknowledge that we can only induce a weak
sense of control over outcomes in the lab. In real
settings, personal involvement will be substantially
stronger, thereby amplifying the incidence of our
findings. Consider for instance, entrepreneurial
decisions embedded in the context of occupational
choice. Feelings of confidence and self-fulfillment
after having managed to shape the odds of the venture
in one’s favor and the possible disappointment in the
opposite situation will elicit stronger responses due
to their financial and professional implications
(Shepherd, 2003). We consider this aspect to be a
strength of our design since our goal was to find an
effect with a minimal manipulation of the independent
variable.
Entrepreneurial action—and the process of venture
creation more generally—involves not only the
acquisition of resources, but also the handling of
information. In this light, our research is seminal and
suggests avenues for future research. Further
experiments should investigate the cognitive,
motivational, and emotional channels through which
information and outcomes may affect entrepreneurial
action—both in experimental and real-world settings,
as it is well known that entrepreneurs need confidence
to launch their ventures (Cassar, 2010; Hayward et al.,
2010). Our findings also suggest that confidence may
depend in part on an information acquisition strategy.
Understanding the potential impact of methods to
reduce uncertainty has potential implications for the
practice of entrepreneurship. For instance,
considerable amounts of private and public resources
are devoted every year to supporting the creation of
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 43–64 (2016)
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new ventures. An improved knowledge of the
determinants of entrepreneurial action may contribute
to a more efficient allocation of these resources. In this
respect, Murnieks et al. (2011) find that similarities
between decision-making processes of entrepreneurs
and venture capitalists bias the evaluation of
investment opportunities. In other words, investors
are more likely to invest in ventures whose founders
adopt similar decision heuristics. In this respect, our
research indicates that both entrepreneurs and
investors may over- or underreact, potentially
amplifying the effects of information acquisition
methods. In particular, our findings suggest that the
use of control-based strategies may lead individuals
to recognize that potentially there are opportunity
costs associated with investments when the odds are
not good.

CONCLUSION
Decisions about entrepreneurial action are strongly
influenced by uncertainty (Busenitz and Barney,
1997; McKelvie et al., 2009; McMullen and
Shepherd, 2006). Potential entrepreneurs have
expressed reluctance to start a new venture in
scenarios in which they felt uncertain about the
options at their disposal, their ability to achieve their
goals and the responses of their competitors
(McKelvie et al., 2009).
Two main strategies to reduce uncertainty
stand out in entrepreneurship research—namely
prediction- and control-based strategies. Predictive
strategies focus on gathering information to estimate
unknowns, whereas control-based strategies aim to
shape the environment through proactive behavior.
Entrepreneurs will have to decide how to act on the
evidence provided by their information-updating
method to reduce uncertainty. This evidence may, in
principle, be favorable or unfavorable to the
prospective venture. Since prediction and control
differ as to how they process information and on
the amount of involvement required, we hypothesized
that they may lead to different propensities to
undertake an uncertain project depending on
the nature of the information received by the
entrepreneur.
Our results are consistent with our research
hypotheses and suggest that control-based strategies
are more likely to lead to the acceptance of uncertainty
than prediction-based strategies in the presence
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

of successful outcomes, and less likely in the
presence of unfavorable outcomes. Its limitations
notwithstanding, these findings contribute to both
theory and practice. On the one hand, our findings
help understand how entrepreneurs deal with
information. On the other hand, they inform
entrepreneurs, investors and policy makers about the
possible consequences of their strategies to reduce
uncertainty.
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APPENDIX
A1. Wording of the experiments: context-free
information experiment
Page 1
So that we can compensate you, please enter your
Amazon worker ID code below.
Please create a five-digit survey code. Write it here
and in the HIT.
Page 2
Welcome to this experiment in decision making,
which has been developed and financed by
researchers from a large public university.
• It will take approximately two minutes to complete.
• You will receive 10 cents for your participation.
• Depending on your decision and luck, you may earn
bonuses of 5, 10, or 15 more cents.
• In the experiment, 1 token is worth 1 cent. All
numbers below refer to your earnings beyond your
participation reward.
Good luck!
Page 3
You will be asked whether you want to place a bet
on the color of the marble that will be extracted from
an urn. You are endowed with 10 tokens. Your
decision will affect your earnings in the following way.
• If you bet and the extracted marble is green, then
you win 5 tokens.
• If you bet and the extracted marble is red, then you
lose 5 tokens.
• If you don’t bet, then you keep your endowment.
The program chooses a color according to the
proportion of green and red marbles in the urn.
The urn contains 10 marbles of two colors, red and
green, in proportions that are unknown to you.

[Baseline (without information)]
Would you like to bet on the urn?
[Baseline (with information)]
To reduce uncertainty, the program will make
visible to you five marbles.
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

On a new page
Five marbles are known to be green.

Would you like to bet on the urn?
[Control]
To reduce uncertainty, you can control the color of
five marbles by inserting them into the urn before the
bet.

On a new page
Here you insert five green marbles.

After changing the probabilities by inserting these
marbles, would you like to bet on the urn?
[Prediction]
To reduce uncertainty, you will be given the
opportunity to observe five marbles that will be
randomly extracted from the urn by the computer.
After you observe the sample, the five extracted
marbles will be returned to the urn.

On a new page
Here the sample contains one red marble and four
green marbles.

After receiving this information, would you like to
bet on the urn?
[If did not bet]
You did not bet, you will receive your bonus of 10
cents based on your decision.
[If bet and won]
Great, you won: you got a green marble! Thank you
for your participation!
You will receive your bonus based on your
decision and the outcome.
[If bet and lost]
Too bad, you lost: you got a red marble! Thank you
for your participation!
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You will receive your bonus based on your
decision.

A2. Wording of the experiments:
entrepreneurial information experiment
Page 1
So that we can compensate you, please enter your
Amazon worker ID code below.
Please create a five-digit survey code. Write it here
and in the HIT.
Page 2
Welcome to this experiment in decision making,
which has been developed and financed by
researchers from a large public university.
It will take approximately four minutes to
complete.
• You will receive 20 cents for your participation.
• Depending on your decision and luck, you may earn
bonuses of 5, 10, or 15 more cents.
• All numbers hereafter refer to your earnings beyond
your participation reward.
Good luck!
Page 3
You will be presented with an entrepreneurial
decision. Please use your imagination to put yourself
in the context of this hypothetical situation and answer
the questions as if you were the person in the position.
Your decision will affect your earnings in the
following way:
• If you don’t launch the venture, then you win 10
cents.
• If you launch the venture and it is successful, then
you win 15 cents.
• If you launch the venture and it is unsuccessful, then
you win 5 cents.
• The computer will generate the outcome based on
the information.
The program chooses the outcome according to the
information in decision opportunity.
Page 4
You have developed a novel product with the
potential to create a new market. You have successfully
tested a prototype within your circle of acquaintances
and consider it time to decide whether to launch the
product. You have the resources and infrastructure
to test its performance in the marketplace.
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• If successful, you will be able attract further
financial resources to escalate the venture.
• If unsuccessful, you will deplete your current savings.
You believe the product has great potential, yet
success of the project is highly uncertain due to its
novelty among customers.
[Baseline (without information)]
Which action will you take?
[Baseline (with information)]
There are 10 potential customers in your region
and you know that four are willing to buy it and one
is not. You do not know anything about the other
customers.
Which action will you take?
[Control]
To mitigate this uncertainty, you talk with potential
customers you know, present your product, assess
their feedback and work on enlisting their support to
create this new market.
Out of the 10 customers in your region, you spoke
to five and four liked your product and have
committed to buying it and one did not like your
product and has not committed to buying it.
Which action will you take?
[Prediction]
To mitigate this uncertainty, you ask a consultancy
to do market research so they can predict where the
market is heading and forecast customers’ willingness
to buy your product.
The market researcher looks at a sample of the
population of customers and predicts that out of the
10 customers in your region, one is not likely to buy
your product and four are.
Which action will you take?
Page 5
[If launched and successful]
You launched your product and it got successful!
Thank you for your participation!
You will receive your bonus of 15 cents based on
your decision and the outcome.
[If launched and unsuccessful]
You launched your product and it did not get
successful.
Thank you for your participation! You will
receive your bonus of 5 cents based on your decision
and the outcome.
[If did not launch the product]
You did not launch your product.
Thank you for your participation!
You will receive your bonus of 10 cents based on
your decision.
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3

3

5G

4G1R

1R4G

3G2R

2R3G

2

0

No information

2G3R

Number
of green
marbles

Information
condition

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Number
of red
marbles

Green/Red

Red/Green

Green/Red

Red/Green

Green/Red

N/A

N/A

Position of
the marbles

Baseline

Table
A3. Explanation
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conditions: context-free
information
experiment
A3. Explanation
of of
allallthe
context-free
information
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3

3

3G2R

2R3G

2

4

1R4G

3R2G

4

4G1R

2

0
5

No information
5G

2G3R

Number of
customers
interested

Information
condition

3

3

2

2

1

1

0
0

Number of
customers not
interested

Not interested/
Interested

Interested/
Not interested

Not interested/
Interested

Interested/
Not interested

Not interested/
Interested

Interested/
Not interested

N/A
N/A

Position of
the customers

‘3 are not willing to
buy it and 2 are”

‘2 are willing to
buy it and 3 are not”

‘2 are not willing to
buy it and 3 are”

‘3 are willing to
buy it and 2 are not”

‘1 is not willing
to buy it and 4 are not”

‘4 are willing
to buy it and 1 is not”

[No text]
‘5 are willing
to buy it”

Baseline

Table
A4. Explanation
of all
theconditions:
conditions: entrepreneurial
information
experiment
A4. Explanation
of all
the
entrepreneurial
information
experiment

‘5 liked your product and
have committed to
buying it’
‘4 liked your product and
have committed to buying
it and 1 did not like your
product and has not
committed to buying it’
‘1 did not like your product
and has not committed to
buying it and 4 liked your
product and have
committed to buying it’
‘3 liked your product and
have committed to buying
it and 2 did not like your
product and have not
committed to buying it’
‘2 did not like your product
and have not committed to
buying it and 3 liked your
product and have
committed to buying it’
‘2 liked your product and
have committed to buying
it and 3 did not like your
product and have not
committed to buying it’
‘3 did not like your product
and have not committed to
buying it and 2 liked your

Control

‘3 are not likely to
buy your product
and 2 are’

‘2 are likely to
buy your product
and 3 are not’

‘2 are not likely to
buy your product
and 3 are’

‘3 are likely to
buy your product
and 2 are not’

‘1 is not likely to
buy your product
and 4 are’

‘4 are likely to
buy your product
and 1 is not’

‘5 are likely to
buy your product’

Prediction
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TableBayesian
A5. Bayesian
updating
A5.
updating
Amount of marbles

Prediction

Control

G

R

E(X)

Var(X)

E(X)

Var(X)

0
1
2
3
4
5

5
4
3
2
1
0

0.14
0.29
0.43
0.57
0.71
0.86

0.12
0.20
0.24
0.24
0.20
0.12

0.32
0.39
0.46
0.54
0.61
0.68

0.19
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.19
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Research summary: We review existing theoretical propositions on the equilibrating and
disequilibrating effects of entrepreneurship in the market process. We then introduce a game
theoretical model of the market process and employ computer simulation to analyze it through
time. The formal analysis suggests that entrepreneurship as the creation of new opportunities
may not always be disequilibrating, and entrepreneurship as the discovery and exploitation of
existing opportunities may not always be equilibrating. We identify specific conditions that
produce counterexamples to the generic equilibration and disequilibration propositions previously considered to be the central premises of entrepreneurship research.
Managerial summary: Many entrepreneurs advance society by building businesses around
creative new ideas. Yet, other entrepreneurs start businesses by discovering opportunities to
profit without necessarily innovative ideas. In reality, most entrepreneurship involves both
creation and discovery. We run computer simulations of a small hypothetical economy to
analyze the impact of creation and discovery actions on the extent to which the economy
contains unexploited opportunities at any given time. Our results largely support previous
ideas on how entrepreneurs help clear the markets by discovering opportunities or how
innovations disrupt the market through creative destruction. Our results also highlight ways in
which these ideas may be oversimplified and may have boundary conditions. Copyright © 2015
Strategic Management Society.

INTRODUCTION
What is the economic function of entrepreneurship?
This has been a central question in entrepreneurship
theory. In the rapidly changing technological environment of our times, the word ‘entrepreneur’ often
conjures up images of hero-like figures who present
the world with technological marvels. They are often
strong forces of economic change that overhaul
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existing industries or create entirely new ones. Light
bulbs, airplanes, automobiles, personal computers,
multi-touch phones, and micro-blogging are all
examples of their products that have impacted millions around the world and changed the way we live
forever. The academic literature usually refers to
their accomplishments as Schumpeterian ‘creative
destruction.’ But not all entrepreneurship is so dramatic. Many entrepreneurs jump on the bandwagon
of technological breakthroughs created by others or
simply start businesses based on already existing
tried-and-true technologies and routines. In fact,
many of the aforementioned disruptive technologies
would not have had their full impact if it were not for
the efforts of many of these more banal entrepreneurs. Mom-and-pop shops do not necessarily create
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something entirely new to the world, but nevertheless exploit opportunities they detect around them.
Their efforts are not necessarily disruptive, and they
can even be stabilizing.
The sheer variety and range of phenomena that
can fit under the label of entrepreneurship has been
problematic for researchers. What kind of entrepreneurship are we referring to, for example, when we
talk about the impact of entrepreneurship on the
market? When is entrepreneurship disruptive and
when is it stabilizing? Academics often refer to the
stability of the market as ‘equilibrium’ and, indeed,
there is a long lasting and ongoing debate in the
economics of entrepreneurship—particularly in the
Austrian school—on whether entrepreneurship is
equilibrating or disequilibrating (Kirzner, 1999;
Vaughn, 1992, 1994).
Resolution of the debate has not been forthcoming
among economists (Kirzner, 2009), and entrepreneurship scholars in the management disciplines
have shown little interest in attempting it. The consensus position seems to be to accept both equilibration and disequilibration as natural coexisting effects
of entrepreneurship (Venkataraman, 1997; Zahra,
2008) and to think of them as associated with two
different ways of conceptualizing entrepreneurship:
creation of new opportunities versus discovery of
existing opportunities, respectively (Alvarez and
Barney, 2007; Chiles, Bluedorn, and Gupta, 2007). It
is taken for granted that creation of new opportunities has a Schumpeterian disequilibrating effect and
discovery of existing opportunities has a Kirznerian
equilibrating effect and that these processes form the
‘central premises’ of entrepreneurship research
(Venkataraman, 1997: 121).
We posit that after many years of taking them for
granted in entrepreneurship research, it is time to
take a closer look at these premises. Is creation
always disequilibrating and discovery always equilibrating? If not, then under what conditions do these
propositions hold? In this article, we delve into the
matter more deeply by first taking stock of existing
theory through a concise review of existing positions
in the Austrian economics of entrepreneurship. For
entrepreneurship researchers, Austrian economics
represents a crucial improvement over the neoclassical school because it relaxes the assumption of
static equilibrium. However, the more realistic
assumptions have come at the expense of formal
analyzability. Thus, the Austrian school has traditionally shown resistance to formal mathematical
modeling (Littlechild, 1986; Rothbard, 1962), even
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

though this insistence has lessened in recent years
(Benink and Bossaerts, 2001; Benink et al., 2010;
Fillieule, 2007; Fusari, 2005; Littlechild, 1979a,
1979b).
While the discursive approach of the Austrian
school continues to produce many insights, it is not
an ideal way to overcome the lack of conceptual
clarity, definitional disagreements, and theoretical
ambiguities that prevail in the entrepreneurship field
(Davidsson, 2012; Gartner, 1990; Lumpkin and
Dess, 1996; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Adner
et al. (2009) noted that such definitional ambiguities
arising from the imprecision of natural languages are
common in the social sciences, and they suggested
that formal approaches using more precise language,
such as mathematical modeling and simulation, can
make valuable contributions to the advancement of
research in these fields. Formal modeling is considered to have many methodological advantages such
as clarity, ease of comparability, transparency,
logical power, and consistency (Adner et al., 2009;
Kreps, 1990). Austrian economics presents us with a
framework consisting of a manageable number of
constructs, the interactions of which are not fully
understood, but the theory of the mechanisms underlying these interactions has been considerably elaborated. Such conditions are ideal for the application of
simulation methods as a theory-building tool (Davis,
Eisenhardt, and Bingham, 2007).
Hence, the main contribution of this article is to
refine existing theoretical propositions on the equilibrating and disequilibrating effects of entrepreneurship by introducing a computational model of
entrepreneurship in the market process as described
by the Austrian schools. To facilitate cumulative
theory development, we build on a game theoretic
toolbox recently gaining traction in the strategic management field (Adegbesan, 2009; Brandenburger and
Stuart, 2007; Chatain and Zemsky, 2011; De
Fontenay and Gans, 2008; Lippman and Rumelt,
2003; MacDonald and Ryall, 2004), referred to by
Ryall (2013) as the value capture model. Although the
entrepreneurship and Austrian economics literatures
have largely remained unconnected to the literature
on the value capture model, Foss (2000: 53) refers to
this toolbox as ‘the best existing analytical vehicle to
choose to the extent that Austrians want to dress their
arguments in more formal garb.’We build particularly
on the model recently outlined by Keyhani,
Lévesque, and Madhok (2015), which is the first to
bring the dynamics of the market process to the value
capture model.
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Formal
analysis
of
equilibration
and
disequilibration dynamics is not a trivial task in this
game theoretic framework, due to its traditional
static equilibrium focus. The model we employ
builds on more recent developments in coalition formation games and dynamic cooperative games to
incorporate the dynamics of disequilibrium in the
model, and it uses computer simulation to analyze
these dynamics through time. We do not take the
position that Kirznerian versus Schumpeterian or
creation versus discovery perspectives are incompatible views of the same phenomena. Rather, we formally define and distinguish creation and discovery
such that they do not overlap functionally and can
coexist as individual-level actions. We show that
various combinations of them in the market produce
population-level outcomes that may be closer to
those envisioned by one school or the other.
With this approach, our formal analysis allows us
to shed light on the debate over the equilibrating
versus disequilibrating role of the entrepreneur. In
particular, we present challenges and suggest refinements to the commonly accepted propositions that
discovery is equilibrating and creation is
disequilibrating. Our analysis reveals important
nuances that must qualify these and related propositions. However, we acknowledge that capturing the
rich dynamics of the market process in a simple
computational model can, at best, be imperfect—
hence, the external validity of our results depend on
the extent to which one can be convinced that model
constructs capture the underlying realities. We
provide an elaborated discussion of this matter prior
to concluding.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
DISEQUILIBRIUM
Many authors have noted the dearth of analytical
models studying entrepreneurship, attributing it to
the neglect of this phenomenon in mainstream economics (Baumol, 1993a; Kilby, 1971; Mathews,
2006b). This is due to limitations such as the neoclassical tradition’s focus on static equilibrium and
its accompanying assumptions of perfect objective
information and unbounded rationality, as well as a
trivialized conception of time (O’Driscoll and Rizzo,
1985). These constraints leave little room for the
function of entrepreneurship in the neoclassical
models. Implicit and explicit assumptions of equilibrium have been called out by some authors as a
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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serious limitation in management and organization
research in general (Bromiley and Papenhausen,
2003; Mathews, 2006a, 2006b; Meyer, Gaba, and
Colwell, 2005; Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1991).
The equilibrium assumption results in assuming
away entrepreneurship and other interesting strategic
phenomena (Rumelt, 1997).
Equilibrium can be defined as a situation in which
agents have no incentive to change their behavior or
in which they have exploited all opportunities known
to them (Meyer et al., 2005; Rumelt et al., 1991).
But entrepreneurship is all about exploiting opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Equilibrium has been described as a metaphor for statics and
stability (Samuels, 1997), but entrepreneurship is all
about dynamics and change. For these reasons, it has
been suggested that organization and management
scholars must move beyond the assumption of equilibrium in order to study entrepreneurship. But the
direction of attention to disequilibrium raises particular questions: what creates disequilibrium? How
does a system move from equilibrium to disequilibrium and vice versa? Does disequilibrium eventually
fade away, stay constant, or intensify? These are
important questions in the study of social systems in
general (Hagen, 1961), and yet relatively understudied in the management literature.
In a system in disequilibrium, both equilibrating
and disequilibrating forces may be at work. ‘Equilibrium is a modeling technique, a tool, not a definition of reality. Equilibration and disequilibration
take place but no actual equilibrium exists’
(Samuels, 1997: 79). While equilibration is usually
considered an endogenous phenomenon, explanations of disequilibration often rely on exogenous
shocks (Meyer et al., 2005). However, entrepreneurship can serve as a mechanism to explain both equilibration and disequilibration endogenously. Austrian
economists have indeed conceptualized and studied
entrepreneurship as such. Thus, in contrast to the
neglect of entrepreneurship in neoclassical economics, within the Austrian perspective as developed by
the likes of Menger, Mises, Hayek, and particularly
Kirzner (1973, 1997), the entrepreneur gains a
prominent role as the engine of the market economy,
to the extent that ‘one could almost define the Austrian theory as entrepreneurial economics’ (Minniti
and Koppl, 2003: 82). Although Kirzner’s account of
the market process is considered the mainstream
neo-Austrian position, there are also important variations of this thinking presented by the likes of
Schumpeter (1934, 1943) and Lachmann (1976,
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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1986). While the Schumpeterian school has received
considerable attention in the entrepreneurship literature, the ‘radical subjectivist’ school of Lachmann
remains on the sidelines (but see Chiles et al., 2007,
2010). We next review current perspectives in the
literature on the relationship between entrepreneurship, equilibration, and disequilibration within the
dynamics of the market process.

their analysis does not explain the competitive
process that led to this outcome’ (Jacobson, 1992:
789). The model is based on a ‘state in which participants have no incentive to change their present
actions, as they are satisfied with the current combination of prices and quantities that are bought or sold
. . . a Pareto-optimal state in which no gains from
trade exist’ (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003: 334–335).

THE MARKET PROCESS AND THE
ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Kirznerian market process

The Austrian tradition of viewing the market as a
process helps us understand the functional role of
entrepreneurship in the economy. But there are different constructions of this process by different
schools of thought (Littlechild, 1986). We review
several perspectives—neoclassical, Schumpeterian,
Kirznerian, and kaleidic—in this section, each providing its own unique angle on the nature of the
market process and the equilibrating/disequilibrating
role of the entrepreneurial function in it. This review
allows us to take stock of what we know about the
equilibrating and disequilibrating effects of entrepreneurship and will later help us link our simulation
results to existing theoretical propositions.

The neoclassical market process
The neoclassical tradition is heavily focused on the
notion of equilibrium under perfect competition as a
single state in which all prices have been correctly
set and supply and demand have been coordinated
(Debreu, 1959). Prices are assumed to convey all the
relevant information, and the economic agent has
only a mathematical calculation to perform to solve
an optimization problem based on this information
(Baumol, 1993b), and this calculation is an instantaneous act. To the extent that any ‘process’ is imagined, it is the process of tâtonnement by the fictitious
Walrasian auctioneer (Walras, 1984) who is taken to
be an omniscient agent exogenous to the system,
announcing prices to individuals inside the system
who then adjust themselves to these announcements
such that equilibrium is reached. But this is just an
imaginary construction to explain a series of formulas and not a description of the market process.
‘Adherents of neoclassical economics assume away
the fundamental dynamic characteristics of competition. . .Even though they describe equilibrium,
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Within the Austrian school of thought, the mainstream view of entrepreneurship is attributed to the
contributions of Kirzner (1973, 1997), whose work
is intended to elaborate on the view of the market
process put forward by von Mises (1949). This tradition views the market as a process, which is never
really in equilibrium, but is always tending toward it.
The underlying theme differentiating this view from
the neoclassical perspective is that the exploitation
of gains from trade will not take place automatically
(Ricketts, 1992). Disequilibrium exists because economic actors are ignorant and are often ignorant of
their ignorance. Thus, opportunities are found not
just by searching (Fiet, Piskounov, and Patel, 2005),
which implies that the searcher knows what he/she is
looking for, but more importantly by discovery
(Kirzner, 1997). If prices in a transaction are not
equilibrium prices, it is because one or both sides are
not aware that these prices could be different. The
role of the entrepreneur is to discover these inefficiencies and act on them in pursuit of profit. The
entrepreneur’s main characteristic is ‘alertness’ to
any such opportunities that may arise so that he/she
may recognize them part by luck and part by effort
(Aimar, 2009; Kirzner, 2000). The simplest case of
Kirznerian entrepreneurship is that of ‘arbitrage,’
where the entrepreneur discovers that he/she can buy
low in one place and sell high in another. For this
reason, the literature often considers the arbitrageur
as the quintessential Kirznerian entrepreneur
(Lachmann, 1986; Ricketts, 1994; Sautet, 2000).
In the Kirznerian model, entrepreneurial actions
equilibrate the market because they fix errors and
remove inefficiencies. The association of the
Kirznerian notion of entrepreneurship with equilibration has become standard in the literature. Klein
(2008: 180) goes so far as to say ‘what Kirzner calls
entrepreneurial discovery is simply that which
causes markets to equilibrate.’ The neo-Austrians
assume that the market is full of such entrepreneurs
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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and, thus, always has a general tendency toward
equilibrium (Aimar, 2009), a point in which no more
profit opportunities exist.
As summarized by Ricketts (1992) (see also
Buchanan and Vanberg, 2008), the Kirznerian model
assumes an objectively existing and stable benchmark for the ‘state of the arts’ allowed by the technological, scientific, and legal background
conditions. The Kirznerian entrepreneurs discover
the unexploited profit possibilities allowed by this
state of the arts until all opportunities are exhausted,
but they do not act to change the state of the art itself.
‘In terms of neoclassical ‘textbook’ concepts,
Kirzner suggests that the entrepreneur moves the
economy to a suitable point on the ‘production possibility frontier’ where no further gains from trade
exist. The frontier itself, which represents all the
production possibilities attainable with given
resources, is not objectively known by anyone and
has to be discovered by entrepreneurial alertness, but
there is a sense in which it exists, and in which its
existence does not depend upon the discoverer’
(Ricketts, 1992: 73). In this sense, Kirzner’s ‘discovery’ view of entrepreneurship can be distinguished
from the ‘creation’ perspective (Alvarez and Barney,
2007). ‘I view the entrepreneur not as a source of
innovative ideas ex nihilo, but as being alert to the
opportunities that exist already and are waiting to be
noticed. . .as responding to opportunities rather than
creating them’ (Kirzner, 1973: 74). In his 1973 work,
Kirzner emphasized that this distinction sets apart his
notion of the entrepreneur from that of Schumpeter.
The Schumpeterian market process
Schumpeter (1934, 1943) is touted as the champion
of the innovative entrepreneur, taking a situation of
equilibrium as his starting position rather than the
situation of disequilibrium, where the Kirznerian
opportunities exist. Whereas in the Kirznerian model
there would not be room for entrepreneurship in such
a position, Schumpeter emphasizes the ability of
entrepreneurs to create ‘new combinations’ beyond
the current production possibility frontier, thus
improving the ‘state of the art.’ The newness introduced in this way, for example as embodied in
new products or processes, disrupts the existing
compatibility between individual plans, thus
disequilibrating the market. This effect is famously
referred to as ‘creative destruction’ (Schumpeter,
1943), but is ultimately beneficial and is the main
force behind economic growth, expanding the
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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production possibility frontier of society (Baumol,
2009). ‘For Schumpeter the essence of entrepreneurship is the ability to break away from routine, to
destroy existing structures, to move the system away
from the even, circular flow of equilibrium’ (Kirzner,
1973: 127). Schumpeterian entrepreneurs, in contrast to Kirzner’s, are ‘men of action and not merely
of reaction’ (Lachmann, 1986: 109).
While the innovative entrepreneur’s role is
disequilibrating in Schumpeter’s view, he considered
this to be a temporary effect that would eventually
dissipate due to the competitive equilibrating forces
of the market. His thinking largely retained
a Walrasian understanding of economic order
(Vaughn, 1994) in which the ‘default’ condition is
equilibrium and ‘the long-term forces of competition
wash over’ any short-term disruptions (Lachmann,
1986: 109), although the post-disruption equilibrium
is an improvement over the pre-disruption equilibrium. This process of long-term equilibrium with
short-term interruptions is often described by alluding to the evolutionary biology concept of ‘punctuated equilibrium’ (Eldredge and Gould, 1972).
Alvarez and Barney (2007) refer to Schumpeter’s
innovative entrepreneur as a ‘creation entrepreneur’
pitted against the ‘discovery entrepreneur’of Kirzner.
The kaleidic market process
An altogether different perspective on the nature of
the market process is espoused by Lachmann (1976,
1986), who introduced the Austrians to the ‘radical
subjectivist’ ideas of George Shackle (Shackle,
1961, 1972, 1979). In this view, creation is not a rare
achievement that can be accomplished only by
exceptionally innovative entrepreneurs. Rather,
every act of choice is creative because it constructs
the future in a unique way. Ignorance is prevalent,
but not as easily ‘fixable’ by entrepreneurs as the
Kirznerian process describes because many creative
decisions are unpredictable, rendering the future
unknowable. Thus, for Lachmann, a fundamental
indeterminateness characterizes the market process.
It cannot be predicted to always follow a generally
equilibrating or punctuated equilibrium pattern in
the long term. Rather, there are both equilibrating
and disequilibrating forces at work and the specific
pattern of the market at any given time depends on
the relative strengths of these forces.
The general strength of equilibrating forces
however, is much weaker in Lachmann’s view than in
Kirzner’s or Schumpeter’s. The radical subjectivists
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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Table 1.

Four views of the market process

School of
thought

Literature

Shape of the market
process

The function of the
entrepreneur

Are opportunities
created or discovered?

Neoclassical

Debreu (1959)
Walras (1984)

Static equilibrium

None

There are no
opportunities

Neo-Austrian

Kirzner (1973, 1997,
1999)
Sautet (2000)

Tending toward
equilibrium

Equilibrating

Discovered

Schumpeterian

Schumpeter (1934, 1943)
Baumol (2009)

Punctuated
equilibrium

Innovative entrepreneurs
are disequilibrating,
while market
competition is
generally equilibrating

Created by innovative
entrepreneurs and
discovered by
others

Radical
subjectivist

Lachmann (1976, 1986)
Shackle (1961, 1972,
1979)
Buchanan and Vanberg
(2008)

Kaleidic / Tending
toward
disequilibrium

Equilibrating and
disequilibrating

Created

were much more skeptical of the ability of the market
to coordinate the plans of individuals because they
argued that even if the market process can distribute
information and knowledge in society (Hayek, 1945),
for the most part it cannot coordinate imaginations.
The issue is not just information or knowledge asymmetry, but also expectation and imagination asymmetry, meaning that different individuals with unique,
active, and free minds may construct heterogeneous
subjective expectations of the future given the same
information (Koppl, 1998; Lachmann, 1976). This
led Lachmann to conclude that continuous
disequilibration in the ‘kaleidic society’ as Shackle
(1972: 76) had called it, was a more plausible description of the market process compared to the
equilibrium-oriented descriptions of Schumpeter and
Kirzner (Chiles et al., 2007). ‘In a kaleidic society the
equilibrating forces, operating slowly. . .are always
overtaken by unexpected change before they have
done their work, and the results of their operation
disrupted before they can bear fruit. . .equilibrium of
the economic system as a whole will thus never be
reached’ (Lachmann, 1976: 60–61).1
1

Different interpretations of the radical subjectivist view on the
shape of the market process are possible. Chiles et al. (2007:
469) explicitly use the phrase ‘tendency toward disequilibrium,’
and this is what we are interested here in contrasting with
predictions of tendency toward equilibrium or punctuated equilibrium. However, it can be argued that the radical subjectivist
school would rather dispense with the notion of market-level
equilibrium as a point of reference altogether and that Shackle
and Lachmann’s notion of ‘kaleidic’ did not always necessarily
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Table 1 offers a comparison of these four views of
the market process. The neoclassical model focuses
on a constant state of equilibrium in which there is
no entrepreneurship, as opportunities are already
depleted. The neo-Austrian perspective of Kirzner
starts from market imperfections, which give rise to
opportunities that can be discovered by alert entrepreneurs who have an equilibrating effect, the aggregation of which gives the market a general tendency
toward equilibrium. The Schumpeterian market
includes innovative disequilibrating entrepreneurs
that can create opportunities, but also many noninnovative equilibrating agents who discover opportunities. In the long term, equilibrating forces are
considered stronger, giving the market process a
punctuated shape gravitating around equilibrium.
The radical subjectivist school considers choice to be
fundamentally creative and the entrepreneur to have
both equilibrating and disequilibrating effects, but
emphasizes the strength of the latter. Each school
ascribes a different role to entrepreneurship in terms
of its equilibrating or disequilibrating effect and the
implications of this effect for the general shape of
the market process in relation to equilibrium. To
explore these differences rigorously, we turn to a
computational modeling framework capable of
incorporating the dynamic nature of the market
process.
imply a tendency toward disequilibrium.
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ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Cooperative game theory (CGT) has been utilized in
a wide variety of applications in many different
fields. In recent years, strategic management scholars have started to take advantage of CGT’s strength
and flexibility as an analytical framework
(Adegbesan, 2009; Brandenburger and Stuart, 2007;
Lippman and Rumelt, 2003; MacDonald and Ryall,
2004), resulting in a steadily growing and coherent
body of literature under the banner of the value
capture model (Gans and Ryall, 2015; Ryall, 2013).
Nevertheless, Austrian economists and entrepreneurship scholars have yet to reap the benefits of this
powerful and versatile framework, despite the potential that exists. Admittedly, the traditional CGT
model has been just as static as the neoclassical
model, and much focus has been on notions such
as the ‘core’ of a cooperative game, which is a
concept analogous to the notion of equilibrium or
production possibility frontier (Debreu and Scarf,
1963; Shubik, 1959). While endorsing CGT for Austrian economic analysis, Foss (2000: 53) cautioned
that ‘cooperative game theorists should be told that
achieving core allocations is not unproblematic; that,
too, requires the entrepreneurial process of discovery.’ However, incorporating the process element in
CGT is not impossible. As Foss (2000: 49) himself
notes:
‘Although disequilibrium behavior and the market
process in the Austrian sense have not been much
treated in game theory, at least some aspects of entrepreneurial behavior and the market process are given
to game theoretic formalization. In a splendid, but
neglected paper published almost twenty years ago,
Stephen Littlechild (1979b) tried to accomplish
exactly this, arguing that cooperative game theory
could be used to model an entrepreneurial bargaining
process, and undertook some formal modeling of
this. Austrians have unfortunately paid no attention
to this work.’

Inspired by Littlechild’s work, Keyhani et al.
(2015) use the CGT framework to structure a computer simulation of the market process, but whereas
they are mostly concerned with performance as the
main dependent variable, we adapt the model here to
study equilibration and disequilibration effects. The
model is based on a characteristic function that
assigns a value to every possible coalition of players.
It is the main tool in the CGT framework for describing the ‘state of the art’ or the potential value strucCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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ture of an economy. A profit distribution vector
determines how much this potential value has been
exploited and by whom. The set of profit distributions that divide all the possible value among players
such that each individual or subset of players is
receiving a profit at least as much as they could have
made by excluding others is called the core of the
game and is analogous to the notion of equilibrium.
Discovery can be modeled as the exploitation of
already existing opportunities afforded by the characteristic function, while creation can be modeled as
changing the opportunity landscape, i.e., the characteristic function itself. These two ‘process’ elements
of how the game plays out over time are not explicitly studied in traditional CGT models, but can be
studied with simulation methods (Chavez, 2004;
Chavez and Kimbrough, 2004; Dworman, 1994;
Dworman, Kimbrough and Laing, 1995; Klusch and
Gerber, 2002).
The individual-level granularity of the CGT
model, coupled with the flexibility and computational power of computer simulations, allows us to
benefit from the strength of computational modeling
in deriving emergent system-level patterns from the
aggregation of individual-level behavior (Levinthal
and Posen, 2007; Nell, 2010). Simulation is an especially powerful approach for theory building because
it allows us to inductively examine the outcome of
manipulating individual variables and features of the
modeled system (Lazer and Friedman, 2007).
Finally, as we shall see, building on unambiguous
definitions, this approach allows us to obtain a
helpful visualization of the market process depicting
equilibration and disequilibration through time.
Aside from the general benefits of computational
modeling, a more specific advantage of this
approach for our purposes is that the method is compatible with Hayek’s notion of ‘explanation of the
principle’ (Hayek, 1967) and even Mises’ method of
praxeology (Rothbard, 1976; von Mises, 1949) in the
sense that Hayek and Mises both essentially advocate a deductive process of tracing the logical consequences of a certain model of the individual actor
in order to arrive at a broader model of the market
process. Hayek explicitly refers to ‘model building’
(Hayek, 1967) as a realization of his method and
notes that the point of model building is not necessarily to calculate or predict precise values of
variables, but to arrive at an explanation of the relationships underlying the complexity of the real
world that is simplified enough for the human mind
to comprehend.
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Table 2.

The characteristic functions used in this article

2a

Coalition
Value

1
0

2
0

2b

Coalition
Value

1
0

2
0

2c

Coalition
Value

1
0

2
0

2d

2e

3
0

134
20

234
20

1234
30

3
4
12
13
14
23
24
34
123
124
134
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
Player 1 has zero marginal contribution (thus, zero profit) in the core

234
30

1234
30

234
20

1234
20

Coalition
Value

1
2
3
4
12
13
14
23
24
34
123
124
134
234
0
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
The default characteristic function modified to have a larger value for the grand coalition

1234
50

Coalition
Value

1
2
3
4
12
13
14
23
24
34
123
124
134
234
0
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
The default characteristic function modified to have a very large value for the grand coalition

1234
200

3
0

4
12
13
14
23
24
34
123
124
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
The default characteristic function used in the simulations

4
0

12
13
14
23
24
34
123
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
A characteristic function with an empty core

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND
SIMULATION
Model outline
A brief reiteration of the Keyhani et al. (2015)
model, including adaptations for present purposes,
follows. The economy is modeled as a cooperative
game with transferable utility in which a characteristic function specifies the value structure of the
game in each time period. The actors in the economy
are a non-changing set, N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, of selfinterested players who can form groups called coalitions with each other to create and appropriate value.
The value that can be created by any coalition at any
point in time is given by a characteristic function, v:
2N → ℝ+, that associates a non-negative real number
value to all subsets of N where the value of the empty
set is zero. The characteristic functions used in this
article are fully specified in Table 2. We call the set
of all nonempty subsets of N, the set of all possible
coalitions. The set of actual coalitions however, is
the term we use to refer to the coalitions that have
actually formed at any point in time. This information is given by a coalition structure, CS = {S1, S2,
. . . , Sm}, that specifies a partition of N into
nonempty subsets, meaning that ∪ mk =1 Sk = N and
Sk ∩ Sl = ϕ, ∀k ≠ l. Each player is a member of
exactly one actual coalition (possibly the singleton
coalition if the player is alone) at any time.
Although the characteristic function defines how
much value can be created in any coalition, it does
not say anything about how that value is appropriated, i.e., how it is divided between the coalition’s
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

124
20

134
20

members. Such divisions are described with a profit
distribution, which is a vector x = ( x1, … , xn ) ∈  n+ .
The profit of a coalition S is the sum of the profits of
its members, which we denote by x (S ) = ∑ i∈S xi . A
profit distribution x is efficient for an actual coalition
S if x(S) = v(S), meaning that the members of S
cannot achieve a bigger ‘pie’ to divide between
themselves within that coalition according to v.
However, some members of S may find it worthwhile
to leave that coalition and form another coalition T
with other players if x(T) < v(T). This is called the
blocking of profit distribution x by the blocking
coalition T. The difference between x(T), the profit
that members of T are receiving before they actually
form T, and v(T), the larger pie that awaits them, is
called the excess of T and is what motivates the
blocking.2 Excess is a measure of the objective size
of the profit opportunity that T is aiming to exploit.
The model assumes that one member of the blocking
coalition needs to discover this excess and rally the
other members to exploit it. We call this act of blocking discovery entrepreneurship (discovery for short)
by that member. After an act of blocking, we assume
the members of the blocking coalition distribute 70
percent of the discovered excess value equally
2

The process of blocking changes the coalition structure. An
important question in coalition formation games is what
happens to the remaining members of a coalition after some
member(s) leave it in the blocking process (Hart and Kurz,
1983). The present model assumes that the remaining members
stay together and the pie shared between them is just the sum of
the profits they were already getting, unless this sum is larger
than the value of their coalition as allowed by the characteristic
function, in which case the pie is set to that value.
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among themselves (to account for imperfect ‘exploitation efficiency;’ see Table 3).
If given a profit distribution x = (x1, . . . , xn) no
possible coalition has any excess, then the game is
said to be in the core. This is analogous to the notion
of equilibrium in the sense that all gains from coalition formation have been exhausted and players
cannot achieve higher profits by changing their
coalitions (i.e., within the current characteristic
function, all profit opportunities have been
depleted). They do, however, continue to receive
their core profits in each time period. If the current
profit distribution is not in the core or if the core is
empty for the current characteristic function, we say
that the economy is in disequilibrium and we
measure the distance from equilibrium by the
average amount of positive excess that exists for all
possible coalitions.3 Distance from equilibrium can
be considered a measure of the instability of the
market because it indicates the level of unexploited
opportunities. For example, if a patent owner has not
yet sold a patent for which very high offers are being
made in the market, the situation is unstable and
more so the higher those offers are, because it makes
the current situation (patent not sold) less likely to
persist.
The marginal contribution of a player i to a coalition S that contains i is defined as the difference
between the value of S and the value of S without i,
or more formally: v(S) − v(S\{i}). We define an act of
innovation or creation entrepreneurship (creation for
short) by a player as the process by which that player’s marginal contribution to all possible coalitions
containing it increases by one unit of value (this is
the ‘innovation magnitude’ in Table 3). We define a
state of the game as a triple (v, CS, x) that gives a
snapshot of the game at any time point by fully
describing the characteristic function, the coalition
structure, and the profit distribution. It is important
to note that the notions of creation and discovery in
this article are idealized types that do not necessarily
correspond to the general notion of entrepreneurship
in real life. Most acts of entrepreneurship in reality
can be said to involve both creation and discovery. In
3

The core of a cooperative game with transferable utility has a
geometric interpretation as a closed convex polyhedron
(Shubik, 1982). We tested our results with a measure of distance
from equilibrium as standard geometric distance from this polyhedron, and we found our measure of mean positive excess to
be a reliable approximation of this geometric distance. We
would like to thank Mehdi Pouragha at the University of
Calgary for writing the MATLAB code to measure geometric
distance from the core.
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fact, the great difficulty of distinguishing between
equilibrating and disequilibrating processes in
empirical reality is one of the reasons why a formal
approach is necessary to tease out the different
effects of each.
Simulation mechanism
Table 3 provides a complete list of the variables used
in the model, their operational definitions, the
default values, and the robustness checks conducted.
The appendix provides an outline of the simulation
algorithm. The game begins with a default number
of four players, unless specified otherwise. This
number never changes during a simulation. The
game starts in a state where each of the four agents is
in its own singleton coalition, the default profit distribution is x = (0, 0, 0, 0), and the characteristic
function defining the value structure is given by
Table 2a. The last number in the characteristic function reflects the value of the grand coalition or v(N),
which we refer to as the size of the economy, since it
is the largest value in the characteristic function.
At each time period, either nothing, one instance
of discovery, one instance of creation, or one
instance of both discovery and creation can occur.
The main independent variables we manipulate in
our simulation experiments are the capabilities of
each player in creation and discovery. Each of these
capabilities is represented by a probability of action
for each player. The probability of creation indicates
the likelihood that a player will add new value to the
characteristic function. The probability of discovery
indicates the likelihood that a player will detect and
exploit a better coalition opportunity afforded by the
characteristic function. The dependent variable we
are interested in is the distance from equilibrium (the
core) as defined earlier. The time horizon for each
run of the simulation is 1,000 time periods unless
stated otherwise, and all averages of the dependent
variable are calculated over 200 runs. The software
environment deployed is MATLAB version 7.10.

ANALYSIS
Visualizing the market process
As a starting point, in order to test the intuitive
consistency of our model, it is useful to see if the
various shapes of the market process as discussed in
Table 1 may be reproduced and visualized. The static
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Table 3.

List of variables, operational definitions, and values

Variable

Operational definition

Default values

Robustness check

Creation
capability

The probability that a player will add
value to all possible coalitions
including that player in a time period.
(See also: innovation magnitude)

0 for passive players
and 0.02 or 0.05
for active players

Discovery
capability

The probability that a player will
discover a coalition in which he/she
can appropriate greater value, rally
others to form that coalition, and
divide a percentage of the value he/she
can exploit with the members of this
new coalition according to each
member’s bargaining power. (See also:
exploitation efficiency, bargaining
power)
The number of time periods in each trial.

0 for passive players
and 0.02 or 0.05
for active players

A variety of values between
0.01 and 0.2 were tested
systematically. In some
cases, values as low as 0.001
and as high as 0.9 were
tested for additional checks.
A variety of values between
0.01 and 0.2 were tested
systematically. In some
cases. values as low as 0.001
and as high as 0.9 were
tested for additional checks.

Number of
time
periods

1,000

Starting
A function assigning a value to each
characteristic
possible coalition at the start of each
function
trial. (It may later be changed within
the trial through acts of creation).

v(S) = 10(|S| − 1)
(see Table 2a)

Innovation
magnitude

The amount of value that a player’s act
of creation will add to all possible
coalitions including that player.

1

Exploitation
efficiency

70% (0.7)

Number of
players

The percentage of the excess value of a
coalition that a player’s act of
discovery can exploit and divide
between the members of that coalition.
‘Excess discovered’ is the excess value
of a blocking coalition times the
exploitation efficiency of the
discoverer.
The number of players interacting in
each trial.

Distance
from
equilibrium

The mean amount of positive excess that
exists for all possible coalitions, given
the current profit distribution.

Calculated from other
variables
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Shorter time frame results were
already visible within the
1,000 periods; longer time
frames of 2,000 and 5,000
were also tested.
Coalition values were altered
where relevant to test for the
effect of providing some
players with a starting
potential payoff advantage
over others or increasing the
size of the economy.
Values from 0.1 to 10 were
tested. Results were similar
to manipulating creation
capability.
Values from 0.1 to 1 were
tested. Results were similar
to manipulating discovery
capability.

Conditions with five and six
players were also tested.
Trends indicate that no major
results are likely to change
for higher numbers.
Standard geometric distance
from the closed convex
polyhedron representing the
core was tested and produced
similar results.
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A sample single run
1a. The static market in
equilibrium

1b. A market process
with equilibrating
tendency

1c. A market process
with disequilibrating
tendency

1d. A punctuated
market process

Aver ag e o ver 200 runs

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

20

20

10

10

0

0

50

40

0

20

20

10

10

0

Inp uts
Players' probabilities of action
P1
P2
P3
P4
Creation
0
0
0
0
Discovery Any
Any
Any
Any
Any number of time periods, starting with a core
payoff distribution
Players' probabilities of action
P1
P2
P3
P4
Creation
0
0
0
0
Discovery 0.02
0
0
0
400 time periods, starting with zero payoffs
Players' probabilities of action
P1
P2
P3
P4
Creation
0.1
0
0
0
Discovery
0
0.02
0
0
1,000 time periods, starting with zero payoffs

20
0

75

Players' probabilities of action
P1
P2
P3
P4
Creation
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Discovery 0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
1,000 time periods, starting with zero payoffs

0

Characteristic function for Figures 1a-1d: Table 2a

Figure 1.

Distance from equilibrium in several simulations of the market process

market can be produced by assuming that the game
is in the core of a non-changing characteristic function (Table 2a). Therefore, no creation exists and no
opportunity is left to discover, and both the value
structure and individual profits are stable through
time. In the core of our starting characteristic function, the grand coalition is assumed to have formed
and to be sharing a value of 30 among the four
players. As shown in Figure 1a, the distance from
equilibrium (the core) in such a model of the market
is constantly zero.
What happens if we start with a profit allocation of
x = (0, 0, 0, 0) instead of a profit distribution that is
already in the core? Obviously, according to the
characteristic function, there is value to be discovered and appropriated, but if no players have entrepreneurial capabilities, then no moves are made to
discover and appropriate this value. There is no
‘engine’ to drive the market process. While keeping
all other players passive, if we allow one player to
have a positive discovery probability of action (discovery capability), Figure 1b shows that by initiating
a number of blocks, the discoverer exploits the existing inefficiencies, decreases average existing excess,
and eventually equilibrates the market. Similar
results are obtained if the same discovery capability
is distributed among some or all of the players.
Now let us bring a creator into the picture. Since
creation expands the bounds of possible value, it
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

tends to render the current profit distribution more
inefficient. Since core profits are always efficient,
creation moves the system away from the core if it is
in it. Figure 1c shows that in the case of a creator
with a creation capability (probability of action) of
0.1, this disequilibrating force is enough to direct the
economy further and further away from equilibrium,
despite the equilibrating efforts of the discoverer.
This gives the market shape a tendency toward
increasing disequilibrium.
A more complex configuration, with all players
having both creation and discovery capabilities, is
modeled in Figure 1d. Here we observe, first, a punctuated process in individual runs of the simulation
and, second, not long-term equilibrium, but a constant level of disequilibrium for the shape of the
market on average. In other words, when a high
enough level of both disequilibrating and equilibrating forces interact in the market, a punctuated
process such as that described in the Schumpeterian
theory can be observed, although the fluctuations
may not necessarily be around perfect equilibrium
on average.
Unless otherwise discussed later, robustness
checks (listed in Table 3) indicated that, in general,
increasing creation capabilities and innovation magnitudes in the economy resulted in more pronounced
disequilibrating effects, while increasing discovery
capabilities and exploitation efficiency amplified
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equilibrating effects. As will be discussed later, these
effects are always relative to the starting characteristic function. Changes in number of time periods
and number of players did not produce qualitatively
different results.
The simulation results thus far are a reassuring
first step because intuitive outcomes are observed
that validate our intuitive understanding of the model
and verify our computational representation of
theoretical constructs (Davis et al., 2007). We have
been able to formally reproduce conditions that
give rise to each of the market process shapes discussed in Table 1. In the next section, we go beyond
this first step and attempt to utilize the model and
simulations as a theory-building tool in order to
derive insights and refine theoretical propositions
pertaining to the equilibrating or disequilibrating
role of the entrepreneur.
Is discovery entrepreneurship
always equilibrating?
Sautet (2000) lists some of the issues that have previously been raised to challenge the Kirznerian
school’s proposition that entrepreneurship is always
equilibrating. The first and most important argument
has been that this notion is not compatible with the
possibility of creation, although Kirzner himself has
dismissed this challenge (Kirzner, 1999, 2009).
While the concept of discovery can be interpreted to
include creative acts (Minniti and Koppl, 2003), it
has been hard to reconcile creation with equilibration. Kirzner’s attempt to do this can be summarized
as follows: if we consider an ultimate equilibrium in
which ‘everything that humans may ever imagine,
think, or know will be revealed’ in ‘some final state
of universal enlightenment, at the end of all times’
(Buchanan and Vanberg, 2008: 386, 395), then every
act of creation is a step toward that state. Critics have
not been convinced, since they argue that such a
point is a logical impossibility, if not misleading
(Buchanan and Vanberg, 2008; Ricketts, 1992). In
our model, we distinguish between creation and discovery entrepreneurship in a precise way, so this
challenge does not apply to our notion of discovery.
In other words, we are asking: if we distinguish
mathematically between pure discovery and pure
creation such that they have no overlap, what can we
say about their equilibrating and disequilibrating
effects?
At the same time as having an equilibrating role,
the discoverer is assumed to be a self-interested actor
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

in pursuit of profit (von Mises, 1949). Our analysis
shows important situations in which these two roles
can be contradicting. In other words, preserving the
inefficiencies of the market is sometimes in the best
interest of the discoverer. The Kirznerian model
assumes that opportunities exist because others have
made ‘errors’ in allocating resources. In fact, for
Kirzner, the only kind of disequilibrating entrepreneurship is mistaken entrepreneurship (Kirzner,
1997). But some of these so-called errors could actually be deliberate efforts on the part of other entrepreneurs trying to keep the market from reaching
equilibrium in order to preserve their advantageous
positions in disequilibrium. Sautet (2000) describes
the unpublished work of Gilberto Gama Salgado
(1999), which seems to touch upon this issue. Our
analysis provides a formalization.
Consider what happens if we change the characteristic function of Table 2a according to Table 2b.
By changing the value of the {2,3,4} coalition from
20 to 30, the structure of the core of the game
changes such that player 1 obtains zero profit in the
core. This is because the marginal contribution of
player 1 to the grand coalition (the value of {1,2,3,4}
minus the value of {2,3,4}) is now zero. Thus, if at
any point in disequilibrium during the Kirznerian
market process player 1 receives any profit at all,
then this player would prefer to maintain that position rather than equilibrate the market any further. As
demonstrated in Figure 2a, this player will succeed
in doing so as long as other market participants do
not discover the discrepancies. In this sense, player 1
in Figure 2a can be interpreted as a Kirznerian
waste-reducing and equilibrating entrepreneur until
a certain point and then a destructive, wastegenerating, rent-seeking entrepreneur thereafter
(Baumol, 1990; Lu, 1994).
Therefore, we find that the general tendency for
discovery to take the market toward equilibrium in
the absence of creation requires not just that discovery capabilities exist in ‘enough’ degree among participants, but also that they be distributed among
‘enough’ number of participants. In the terminology
of McMullen and Shepherd (2006), even if a thirdperson opportunity (an opportunity for someone)
exists, it will not be exploited if it does not translate
to a first-person opportunity (an opportunity for a
particular actor) for someone with the capability to
act on it.
There is yet another sense in which the equilibrating tendency of discovery may be challenged; this is
something not mentioned by Sautet (2000), but that
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Cases where discovery entrepreneurship is not fully equilibrating

is revealed very clearly in the CGT framework. The
notion that the core may be empty is itself a challenge to the equilibration proposition. These are situations in which it is impossible to remove all
inefficiency because any effort to improve efficiency
in some parts of the economy creates inefficiency in
other parts (i.e., Pareto improvements are impossible). When equilibrium is simply impossible given
the value structure of the economy, acts of discovery
cannot be described as equilibrating. There is no
equilibrium to be tending to. Figure 2b shows that a
market process in which the core is empty (according to the characteristic function in Table 2c) and all
players are discoverers stays at a constant level of
disequilibrium on average.
Is creation entrepreneurship always
disequilibrating?
While challenges to the equilibration proposition are
plenty, the disequilibrating effect of creation seems
to be more commonly taken for granted. As
Lachmann (1986: 126) put it, ‘[t]he arbitrageur is of
course always an equilibrating agent, the innovator a
disequilibrating one.’ The only serious challenge to
the disequilibration proposition is Kirzner’s ‘ultimate’ equilibrium notion mentioned earlier, which is
rather unconvincing, as we have seen. However, our
analysis demonstrates that theoretical propositions
about the disequilibrating role of creation need to be
refined in at least three ways.
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Consider first that, if creation is disequilibrating,
then in the punctuated market process we might
expect that if the degree of creation activity is
increased relative to the degree of discovery activity,
we would start to see a break from the punctuated
process and a tendency toward increasing disequilibrium. In Lachmann’s terms, we would expect
disequilibrating forces to eventually take over. But
our analysis, as depicted in Figure 3, shows that no
matter how strong the creation forces are relative to
the discovery forces, beyond a certain point, the
market neither moves toward equilibrium nor disequilibrium on average, but fluctuates around a constant level of distance from equilibrium. We note that
this constant level is higher if creation forces are
stronger relative to discovery forces (from input 1 to
input 3 in Figure 3).
An interesting observation in Figure 3 is the
increasing waviness of the average market shape,
with creation increasing in force relative to discovery. This suggests that these markets undergo longer
and more intense waves. Visualizations of sample
instances of such market processes are provided
in Figure 4. Note that here we are not claiming
that each individual act of creation is not
disequilibrating, only that the disequilibrating forces
are not enough to drive a punctuated market toward
a trend of increasing disequilibrium. The punctuated
market process as manifested in our model in configurations where all players have both creation and
discovery capabilities does indeed have a ‘center of
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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Figure 3.

The effect of relative strengths of creation and discovery in the punctuated market

Figure 4.

The shape of the punctuated market process for a sample single run

gravitation’ as Schumpeter envisioned, but this
center is not the equilibrium he proposed, but rather
a constant level of disequilibrium.
An individual act of creation may not be
disequilibrating either, i.e., when the newly created
value does not alter the core of the game substantially enough to make the current profit distribution
unstable (i.e., block-able). An incremental innovation may create a characteristic function whose core
overlaps considerably with that of the previous characteristic function. In such a case, it is plausible that
if the previous core had been reached, the same profit
distribution would still be in the core (or very close
to it) after the innovation.
To illustrate this further, consider the market
process of Figure 1c, in which we most clearly
observed the disequilibrating effect of creation. We
can observe what happens when we make those
disequilibrating impressions seem like merely incremental innovations compared to the value possibiliCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

ties of the economy. We do this by changing the
characteristic function such that the value of the
grand coalition, which determines the core profits, is
substantially increased, while keeping the players’
entrepreneurial capabilities the same. As expected,
the results in Figure 5 show that when the innovations are very incremental (small in added value)
compared to average core outcomes, they have much
less disruptive power in disequilibrating the market.
The lesson here is that disequilibrating force is relative, since the same innovative capacity that is disruptive in one context may not be in another.
Finally, we argued earlier that the notion that the
core may be empty presents a substantial challenge
to the equilibration proposition. The same notion
presents a challenge to the disequilibration proposition as well. What is it that the creator would be
disrupting if there were no core? In fact, an act of
creation can likely turn a game with an empty
core into a game with a nonempty one in which
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The relative disequilibrating effect of creation entrepreneurship

equilibrium is possible. In such a case, the act of
creation can be considered as conducive to equilibration rather than disequilibration.

METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION
In this article, we have utilized a computational
model of the Austrian market process. Those familiar with the traditionally math-free approach of the
Austrian school will have legitimate concerns about
whether a computational modeling approach can
stay true to the principles of Austrian economics and
validly capture its constructs. The extent to which
anyone can claim external validity for our results or
theoretical integrity of our analysis with the Austrian
school will depend on the extent to which our
approach satisfies these concerns. A discussion of the
extent to which the current article succeeds or fails in
this regard follows, with an eye toward implications
for future research.
Computational modeling and the key tenets and
constructs of Austrian market process theory
The Austrian approach to economics can be summarized in three interrelated principles: subjectivism,
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

dynamism, and methodological individualism
(Lachmann, 1978). We argue that the computational
modeling method is largely compatible with these
principles, certainly more so than the purely mathematical modeling method of mainstream economic
theory.
The subjectivism of knowledge in the Austrian
approach acknowledges varying degrees of knowledge and ignorance about the market among its participants. Recognizing this, the Hayekian/Kirznerian
view considers the market to be the process of individuals interacting with each other to discover and
fill their knowledge gaps, which results in an aggregate process of coordination toward an equilibrium.
Thus, Austrians emphasize that an important consequence of subjectivism is that the causal process of
moving toward equilibrium through time is
explained, rather than just the state of equilibrium
itself where agents already have perfect knowledge.
Indeed, this process is demonstrated in our model in
Figure 1b. We do not assume that agents start with
perfect knowledge, but model the process of how
they discover profit opportunities through time. The
way our model operationalizes ‘discovery capability’ as the probability that an agent will discover an
existing opportunity is in line with Kirzner’s notion
of ‘alertness’ (Kirzner, 1997).
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Although we recognize that due to uncertainty,
discovery is essentially a judgmental activity
(Casson, 1982; Foss, Foss, and Klein, 2007), our
level of analysis is at a higher level that does not
explicitly model the microprocesses of decision
making and judgment in the mind. Future research
could potentially utilize multi-level computational
modeling to base the higher-level model on a more
micro-level model of the mind, such as that of
Vancouver, Weinhardt, and Schmidt (2010). Furthermore, our model does not acknowledge that individuals could look at the same situation with the
same information and still have divergent views on
the structure of the market and the value of alternatives. We do not explicitly model the knowledge of
each individual player separately, but this could be
done, for example, by modeling a separate characteristic function for each player to represent his/her
subjective beliefs as is done by Littlechild (1979a).
Subjectivism of knowledge immediately ties into
the other two principles of Austrian economics: first,
because learning of knowledge and discovery of
opportunities takes time, the process of moving
toward equilibrium has to account for the dynamics
of change through time. Second, because the market
is composed of individual agents interacting, any
model of this process has to be based on the
microfoundations of agent interaction. Unlike the
calculus-based approach of explaining equilibrium
with functional relationships that say nothing about
the causal and temporal processes that bring it about
(Cowan and Rizzo, 1996), the computational modeling approach is in line with the principles of
dynamism and methodological individualism
(Gloria-Palermo, 2013).
Shackle (1949, 1970, 1979) and Lachmann (1986)
have extended the subjectivist approach to the subjectivism of expectations. Many have considered this
to be the least analyzable aspect of subjectivism
(Gloria-Palermo, 2002). To the extent that the subjectivism of expectations is about the ‘active minds’
of agents that create new possibilities through their
powers of imagination (Lachmann, 1982), this is
captured in our model through the process of creation. Importantly, this adds another aspect of dynamism to the model: the role of disequilibrating
forces. Shackle and Lachmann’s subjectivism of
active minds provides a foundation for the idea that
Schumpeterian innovations create something out of
nothing and disequilibrate the economy. Although
we capture disequilibrating creations in our model
that create value out of nothing, we readily acknowlCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

edge that this representation does not capture many
of the path-dependent complexities of innovation in
the real world. Our model does not capture the
dynamic of new ideas building on old ones, or new
innovations becoming possible only due to other
technologies. Empirical realities that are well known
in the innovation literature, such as network effects,
lock-in, the role of property rights, etc., are not
covered in our model.
The modeling of creation also ties into another
vexing problem in the modeling of entrepreneurship:
how to deal with uncertainty. While some have suggested that uncertainty cannot be modeled (Arrow,
1951; Lucas, 1981), others have made attempts
(Epstein and Wang, 1994; Heiner, 1986; Langlois,
1986). Wiseman (1983: 17) noted that a major
barrier to the formal analysis of the uncertainty and
dynamics of the market process is that ‘we do not
have the mathematical techniques to deal with a
nonfinite set of future outcomes.’ But Wiseman
(1983) also called for mathematicians to attempt
such models. Through the process of creation, our
model allows the agents in the market to produce a
non-finite and changing set of possible futures by
changing the characteristic function. As long as we
make the reasonable assumption that any future
economy brought about by a combination of as yet
unknown radical and incremental changes can also
be represented as a characteristic function, this is a
versatile tool for capturing the effect of entrepreneurial action in producing quantitatively and
qualitatively different futures. Nevertheless we
acknowledge that the types of change we have
allowed in our model are restricted. For example, we
do not allow for entry or exit of players or metachanges, such as learning effects that change the
parameters of the model (like creation and discovery
capabilities midway through a simulation).
Computer simulations essentially allow us to
model uncertainty without worrying about mathematical tractability. Consequently, the simulations
may generate results that are ex ante unpredictable
by the modeler. Epstein (1999) refers to this capacity
of simulation methods to grow macro-level patterns
from the bottom up the method of ‘generative social
science.’ Consistent with the genetic-causal
approach of Austrians, the motto of generative social
science is ‘if you didn’t grow it, you didn’t explain
its emergence’ (Epstein, 1999: 43). Gloria-Palermo
(2013) notes that the methods of generative social
science are in line with the ideals of Austrian economics, although she laments the lack of concrete
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How the central concepts of the entrepreneurial market process are dealt with in our model

Concept

Representation in our model

Subjectivism

Characteristic function values are considered to be ultimately derived from agent preferences. Agents
do not start out with perfect knowledge of these values and, instead, discover them step-by-step
through time. This is modeled with discovery and coalition formation. Agents are also capable of
creating new previously undiscoverable knowledge through creation, which is represented as the
addition of value to the economy.
Coordination
In line with the theories of Mises, Hayek, and Kirzner, if disequilibrating forces are kept at zero, our
simulations demonstrate the process of moving toward equilibrium through discovery. This is in
line with the Austrian notion of coordination and the emergence of spontaneous order.
Uncertainty
The possibility of creating a non-finite and changing set of possible futures (future characteristic
functions) is allowed by relaxing the confines of mathematical tractability via simulation. This
allows for the emergence of unpredictable patterns. Other aspects of uncertainty, such as the
possibility of failed innovations or discoveries, are not modeled explicitly, although players with
lower levels of creation or discovery capability may be interpreted as having higher failure rates.
Opportunity
Opportunity is modeled as existing unexploited value in the characteristic function, sometimes
referred to as excess value. Our definitions of opportunity creation and discovery are consistent
with this definition of opportunity.
Alertness
Alertness is modeled as discovery capability or the probability that an agent will perform a
successful act of opportunity discovery and exploitation. This is in line with Kirzner’s notion of
alertness as the propensity to discover opportunities.
Judgment
Judgment is not explicitly modeled and is considered to belong to a lower level of analysis involving
decision-making processes in the mind.
Imagination
The outcome of imagination is modeled as part of the creation of new value in the economy, but the
mental processes that lead to this outcome are not modeled, as they belong to a more micro level
of analysis.
Innovation
Innovation is modeled as the transformation of imagination into new opportunities (i.e., new value in
the economy), although the process of this transformation is not modeled. Also, it is assumed that
innovation only creates potential value and does not involve exploitation. This is intentionally
done in order to separate creation and discovery processes and analyze equilibrating and
disequilibrating forces in isolation. In reality, innovation involves both creation and exploitation of
opportunity.
Entrepreneurial Agents in our model are capable of two entrepreneurial actions: creation and discovery. Consistent
action
with Austrian theory, these actions are motivated by the purposeful pursuit of profit and are the
drivers of dynamics in the economy.
Equilibrium
Equilibrium is modeled as the core of a characteristic function and is, thus, relative to the
characteristic function and relative to the time period in which the characteristic function remains
constant. This is in line with both the Misesian notion of the evenly rotating economy and the
Hayekian notion of consistency of individual plans.

attempts in this vein. Much earlier, Cyert and
Grunberg (1963: 310) recognized the capacity of
computer simulation in providing a methodological
breakthrough that would allow us to go beyond
Friedman’s (1953) predictionism and ‘gain explanatory value for our models as well as predictive
ability.’
The preceding discussion demonstrates that most
of the central concepts in the Austrian theory of the
market process are covered at least in a simplified
manner in our computational modeling framework,
with room for improvement in many directions and
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

many other important empirical realities left out of
the model. Table 4 provides additional details on
how each individual construct is dealt with. One
particular construct, however, the all-too-important
notion of equilibrium, deserves an extended discussion. We turn to that next.
An Austrian interpretation of the core as
relative equilibrium
As a field, neoclassical economics has revolved
around the concept of equilibrium and has usually
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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defined it in varying, but clear and precise, ways.
Austrians have rarely ever agreed with neoclassical
definitions of equilibrium, however, and have suggested their own definitions, albeit not defined with
mathematical precision (Shand, 1984). Our computational modeling framework, following the literature on the value capture model, defines equilibrium
mathematically as the core of a cooperative game
(compatible with neoclassical economics) and yet
purports to be following the Austrian theory of
market process. So the question is: what exactly is
meant by equilibrium and how can the core of a
cooperative game be interpreted as an equilibrium
concept in line with Austrian economics?
First, let us look at the sense in which we call the
core of a cooperative game, equilibrium. The core is
defined as a condition under which no group can
improve on its total value by defecting and acting for
themselves. Thus, it is natural to think of the core as
a plausible set of outcomes in a competitive situation. In competitive situations with smaller numbers
and imperfect competition, the core usually provides
a range of equilibrium values. This range converges
to the notion of competitive equilibrium in general
equilibrium theory with a sufficiently large number
of players and perfect competition (Schotter and
Schwödiauer, 1980).
Importantly, the core is always only an equilibrium
relative to the current characteristic function and,
thus, also relative to the time period in which the
game has this characteristic function. Since our
model does not assume the game is in the core when
it starts, equilibrium is not taken as the default state
and, instead, the process of moving toward it through
discovery is traversed. Furthermore, unlike traditional CGT, our model is not assuming a constant
characteristic function (because acts of creation can
change it). It is, therefore, not assuming that any
particular equilibrium is the equilibrium of the
system for all time. An equilibrium is only a center of
gravitation for equilibrating discovery forces in
between creation events, and creation events shift
this center of gravitation accordingly. Since in the
reality of any economy, creation events and external
forces that change the characteristic function are
ubiquitous, there is no guarantee that any particular
relative equilibrium will remain in place for any
prolonged period of time. Nevertheless, these relative
equilibria are useful intellectual constructs depicting
the center of gravitation for discovery forces.
From the description above, we can see that this
notion of equilibrium as a construct relative to
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

the period of time in which the characteristic function is constant and only discovery forces are
operating is compatible with the notion of the
evenly rotating economy (ERE) espoused by
Mises (1949) and Rothbard (1962). The ERE is
described as the end point of a convergence
process that happens when we take tastes/values,
technology, and resources to be constant (Cowen
and Fink, 1985), which are exactly those elements
that would change the characteristic function. The
ERE is considered to be only an imaginary construct, but useful as an analytical building block in
describing the market’s center of gravitation if
disequilibrating forces are frozen. Cowen and
Fink argue that with this logic, if we were to
reverse the matter and keep only equilibrating
forces frozen, the economy will display a tendency
toward disequilibrium. Indeed, this is demonstrated
as a special case in our simulation results. Furthermore, similar to the ERE concept, in our model,
equilibrium is not a stationary state, but a selfreplicating process. Time does not stop in equilibrium. Rather, once they reach the core, players
continue to earn their core profits in each time
period as long as the characteristic function does
not change.
The ERE is not the only—or even the most widely
accepted—notion of equilibrium in Austrian economics. We now turn to Hayek’s more prominent
definition of equilibrium as the consistency of individual plans (Hayek, 1948). For Hayek too, equilibrium is relative to a time period. This is because the
notion of a plan or expectation and whether or not
actions were consistent with it can be defined only
relative to a time period. At the end of a time period,
we can only say relative to the beginning of that
period that the expectation of players did or did not
change, and all players had correct or mistaken
expectations about how all the other players were
going to act in that period. Also for Hayek, equilibrium is not a stationary state, but an ongoing condition: ‘equilibrium will continue, once it exists, so
long as the external data correspond to the common
expectations of all the members of the society’
(Hayek, 1948: 41).
An examination of Hayek’s notion of equilibrium
reveals that in the context of the characteristic function framework, such an equilibrium can only
describe the situation in which the core of a characteristic function has been reached, all players are
aware of this, and the characteristic function hasn’t
changed yet. It is only under this condition, and until
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 65–88 (2016)
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creation changes things, that each person can know
for sure that other players cannot change the coalition structure and profit distribution (assuming they
act rationally), and no act of discovery can change
this because there is no opportunities left to discover.
Thus, in this sense, the notion of the core as an
equilibrium relative to the characteristic function
satisfies Hayek’s consistency of plans criteria in the
game theory framework. Kirzner was also of
the opinion that the concept of the core in cooperative game theory (a Pareto-optimal equilibrium) corresponds to the Hayekian notion. Kirzner considers
the two concepts to correspond in the sense that ‘a
state of full coordinatedness is, of course, Paretooptimal . . . Pareto-suboptimality corresponds to
imperfect coordination’ (Kirzner, 2000: 144), especially if we admit the possibility of interpersonal
utility comparisons.
A caveat should be considered here. Hayek’s
notion of equilibrium has an unusual flexibility
(and, therefore, ambiguity) to it. This is shown
where Hayek attempts to illuminate the relationship
between equilibrium and foresight. It becomes
clear that equilibrium is not only relative to time,
but also relative to the scope of knowledge and
foresight the economist chooses to focus on, i.e.,
matters we decide ‘are relevant for the decisions of
the individuals’ (Hayek, 1948: 42). In other words,
equilibrium depends on our level of analysis and,
hence, the level of detail we analyze in individual
plans. If we analyze someone’s plan as to buy
exactly two red pencils with the $5 in his pocket,
then if he discovers that he can afford only one
pencil given the price, or that there are only black
pencils available, then his original plan was not in
equilibrium. But if we take his original plan to be
just to buy a pencil or two depending on how much
he can afford and whatever color is available, then
the discovery of prices and colors available will not
change his plan; and, therefore, his plan can be said
to have been in equilibrium. Thus, the choice of
equilibrium concept depends on whether or not we
decide in this particular case that the exact quantity
and color of the pencil is relevant. Although we
should be cognizant of this dependability of equilibrium on the level of analysis, we note that the
game theoretical framework abstracts away from
this issue and has only one precise and consistent
level of analysis. While this may be a strength in
precision, it could also be a weakness in the flexibility of the game theoretical versus the Hayekian
notion of equilibrium.
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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CONCLUSION
In this article, we have taken a rigorous and critical
look at the theoretical propositions in the Austrian
economics literature about the equilibrating versus
disequilibrating roles of the entrepreneur, which are
considered by Venkataraman (1997) to be the central
premises of entrepreneurship research. The relationship between entrepreneurship and equilibrium/
disequilibrium is a central issue in Austrian
economics (Vaughn, 1992), and debates on the matter
are still ongoing. Ioannides (1992: 81) notes that the
lack of consensus on this issue ‘reveals the difficulty
of constructing a theory which attempts to describe
the operation of market dynamics while, at the same
time, explaining the overall cohesion of the market
system.’ Our analysis has allowed us to shed some
light on these diverging opinions, leveraging the definitional and logical clarity of formal modeling.
In particular, we were able to refine theoretical
propositions regarding the commonly held views
that discovery is equilibrating and that creation is
disequilibrating. Although we found general support
for these propositions, we also found important ways
in which these statements need to be qualified. The
cooperative game theory notion of the possibility of
an empty core or non-existing equilibrium presents
important challenges to both notions of equilibration
and disequilibration. Although empty cores are more
likely to arise in small numbers situations, they nevertheless present a challenge to equilibrium-based
thinking. Furthermore, we show that Kirznerian discoverers may, in some cases, be motivated to prevent
equilibration and succeed in doing so if there are not
enough other discoverers in the market. Our argument for how discovery can prevent equilibrium
differs from Kirzner’s (1997) notion that ‘mistaken’
entrepreneurs can do so by ‘not’ discovering,
because we attribute purposive agency for this equilibrium prevention to the opportunistic discoverer
who is, in fact, not mistaken.
As for creation, we demonstrate that the extent to
which an innovation of a given magnitude is
disequilibrating depends on the relative power of
that magnitude compared to the maximum possible
value achieved in equilibrium. Moreover, we show
that in the punctuated market process as we have
modeled it, stronger disequilibrating forces compared to equilibrating ones do not necessarily take
the market toward increasing disequilibrium beyond
a certain point, but can simply keep the market at a
higher level of constant disequilibrium on average
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(also with larger fluctuations around that average).
These refinements are an important step in developing stronger conceptual foundations for entrepreneurship research.
The notion of equilibrium in economics has
always had significant normative connotations. The
neoclassical economists saw perfectly competitive
equilibrium as a socially optimum allocation of
resources. In this perspective, any supernormal
profits arising from monopoly power of firms is
viewed as rents that need to be restricted in order to
improve social welfare (Littlechild, 1981). In contrast, Kirzner points out that reaching equilibrium is
not automatic, and entrepreneurs motivated by profit
are needed to drive society toward the efficient allocations. Thus, for Kirzner, in contrast to the traditional mind-set of restricting profit, encouragement
of profit is the only policy that can achieve socially
optimum results (Ioannides, 1992). Our analysis in
this article suggests an important qualification of this
recommendation. As we have observed, the profit
motive of a Kirznerian entrepreneur may actually
drive him/her to expend effort in preventing others
from discovering opportunities by opportunistically
withholding knowledge from them. Thus, the policy
implication is that the encouragement of profitmaking activity is most efficient when accompanied
by an effective distribution of knowledge in society
that minimizes barriers to competition and entry,
independent of the distribution of knowledge left on
the shoulders of the market mechanism. The challenge remains to maximize the distribution of knowledge and minimize barriers to competition and entry
without undermining the property rights mechanisms that encourage the production of knowledge in
the first place (Foss and Foss, 2008).
Aiming to heed the recent calls by organization
and management scholars (Adner et al., 2009; Davis
et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2007), this article makes
an effort to advance entrepreneurship theory using
the formal tools of mathematical modeling and computer simulation. Inspired by works such as Foss
(2000) and Littlechild (1979a, 1979b) to model the
market process as envisioned by the Austrian school
and the recent line of work in strategy on the value
capture model sparked by Lippman and Rumelt
(2003), MacDonald and Ryall (2004), and
Makowski and Ostroy (2001), we have used a cooperative game theory framework based on Keyhani
et al. (2015) to model the market as a dynamic
process rather than a state of equilibrium. In applying this framework to new questions, we have gained
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

new insight into central theoretical propositions in
entrepreneurship research. However, the adapted
framework assumed equal bargaining power among
agents, no value-destroying innovations, and no
exogenous shocks to the economy. Experimenting
with changes in these assumptions as well as adding
other variables—such as communication and
network constraints among players, dynamically
changing entrepreneurial capabilities, and various
kinds of myopic and farsighted learning—are promising avenues for future research that can leverage
the potential of formal modeling and simulation to
develop fresh insights on the conceptual foundations
of entrepreneurship theory.
Perhaps the greatest challenge of this article has
been the attempt to bring modeling and formalism to
the analysis of a very hard-to-model context, based
on a traditionally modeling-resistant school of
thought. It is unlikely that any single model can
satisfy every concern the Austrians have ever had,
and continue to have, about the possibility of formalizing their central constructs. What we can hope for
is merely to add a decent effort and worthy argument
to the debate. Faced with the complexity of modeling the Austrian constructs, one can either give up or
give it a try. Some have tried, but many who could
have tried have not, for fear of being unable to stay
true to the key tenets of the Austrian tradition. We
believe that a worthy approach to facing what seems
like an insurmountable challenge is to take a step.
Such a step, however flawed, at least provides something for others to build on. If the modeling
rejectionists are right, they should welcome an
opportunity to prove so by scrutinizing such efforts.
And if they are wrong, such efforts will allow us to
gradually overcome the fear of trying and actually
make substantive progress in understanding the complexity of the market process with new methods. So
in the end, no one loses for trying.
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APPENDIX
Outline of simulation algorithm
Adapted from Keyhani et al. (2015). Variables and parameters in bold type are defined in Table 3.
For each time period, do the following:
Choose a player between all players and a null player to initiate an act of creation. The probability of an
agent being chosen is their creation capability. The probability of the null player (no one) being chosen
is 1 minus the sum of all players’ creation capabilities.
The act of creation is executed by adding the chosen player’s innovation magnitude to all possible
coalitions that include the chosen player.
Choose a player between all players and a null player to initiate an act of discovery. The probability of an
agent being chosen is their discovery capability. The probability of the null player (no one) being chosen
is 1 minus the sum of all players’ discovery capabilities.
For all possible coalitions S that include the chosen player, calculate total excess of those coalitions as
v(S)-x(S).
If no possible coalition including the chosen player has total excess above zero, do nothing and move on
to the next step in the algorithm (i.e., record distance from equilibrium).
Else, i.e., if one or more coalitions including the chosen player has total excess above zero, choose the
coalition with the highest excess per capita as the blocking coalition (if there is a tie, choose randomly
between them). This coalition may be the coalition that the chosen player is already in, or a different
coalition.
Calculate the excess discovered as the excess of the blocking coalition times the exploitation efficiency
of the chosen player.
Form the blocking coalition and increase each players current profit by an amount equal to the excess
discovered divided by the number of players in the blocking coalition (due to the equal bargaining
power assumption).
Reshape the rest of the coalition structure of the game as follows:
For each coalition that has not lost a player to the blocking coalition, keep the coalition and the
previous profit allocated to its members.
For each coalition that has lost players to the blocking coalition, the remaining members stay together
and the pie shared between them is just the sum of the profits they were already getting, unless this
sum is larger than the value of their coalition as allowed by the characteristic function, in which case
the pie is set to that value.
Record distance from equilibrium.
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Research summary: The literature reveals a broad range of inconsistencies in defining entrepreneurship and in identifying personal characteristics that predict and explain the phenomena
of entrepreneurship. The purpose of this work is to propose a model for consistency in
predicting entrepreneurial propensity. This article acknowledges categories of entrepreneurs
such as: business enterprise creating entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs, student entrepreneurs, academic entrepreneurs, and corporate entrepreneurs. The proposed theory is specifically focused on business enterprise creating entrepreneurs, defined as Type One. These are
individuals who risk their personal capital, time, and reputation in the pursuit of business
ventures. Existing theories and observations regarding affect and personality as characteristics
of entrepreneurs are reviewed and a new three-dimensional taxonomy of personal characteristics for predicting Type One entrepreneurial propensity is introduced.
Managerial summary: The academic literature has revealed a wide range of definitions of
entrepreneurship and this has resulted in inconsistent conclusions for defining and predicting
entrepreneurial propensity. This has likely proven problematic for educational institutions
interested in expanding entrepreneurial programs, governmental agencies interested in promoting localized economic activity, and lending institutions that wish to strengthen their
confidence in entrepreneurs to whom they lend operating capital. This theory article is
designed to propose a path to clarity and offer a model for predicting business enterprise
creating entrepreneurs. These individuals are defined as Type One entrepreneurs, represented
by those who risk their personal capital, time, and reputation in the pursuit of business
ventures. A new three-dimensional taxonomy of personal characteristics of these individuals is
proposed. Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society.

INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurship is a vibrant field of study that has
experienced continuous change including the expansion of issues and accumulation of perspectives with
which entrepreneurs can be distinguished as a subset
of managers (Rindova, Barry, and Ketchen, 2009).
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Its vibrancy has led to a rich array of definitions of
entrepreneurship and ‘conceptual frameworks of the
entrepreneurial process’ (Leyden, Link, and Siegel,
2014: 1157). The range of conceptual interpretation
of entrepreneurship includes: ‘efforts to create new
economic, social, institutional, and cultural environments’ (Rindova et al., 2009: 477), the creation of
new organizations (Gartner, 1988), the identification and exploitation of opportunities (Hitt et al.,
2001), and the ‘scholarly examination of how, by
whom, and with what effects opportunities to create
future goods and services are discovered, evaluated,
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Entrepreneurship as a three-sector construct

and exploited’(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000: 218).
Busenitz et al. (2003: 285) believe entrepreneurship
is a multilevel phenomenon and that research should
focus at the ‘intersection of the constructs of individuals, opportunities, modes of organizing, and the environment.’ Further, Busenitz et al. (2003) suggest
interpreting entrepreneurship in terms of networks
and information flow will provide the opportunity for
a clearer understanding of how the characteristics and
heuristics of individuals influence the entrepreneurship process. Some scholars interpret entrepreneurship as transcending the boundaries of business
enterprise development by including student organizations, social organizations, and entrepreneurial
behaviors within established organizations (cf. Mair
and Marti, 2006; Mars, 2009; Klofsten and
Jones-Evans, 2000; Powers and McDougall, 2005;
Morris, Kuratko, and Covin, 2008). The vast array of
methods for interpreting and defining entrepreneurship suggests the field lacks a generally accepted
definition and uniting conceptual framework and
theory (Iversen, Jorgensen, and Malchow-Moller,
2008). Perhaps a step toward a generally accepted
definition and unifying conceptual framework of
entrepreneurship is to trichotomize the construct
into sectors: (1) entrepreneur characteristics; (2)
entrepreneuring processes; and (3) enterprise corollary, each as a distinct field of study (see Figure 1).

THEORY DEVELOPMENT
The central focus of this article is on the theory
surrounding entrepreneur characteristics. For the
purpose of this work, entrepreneurs are defined as
individuals who have risked or intend to risk their
personal capital, personal time, and/or personal
reputation in pursuit of business ventures. These
individuals will be described as Type One entrepreCopyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

neurs as a method of differentiating them from other
individuals who may be engaged in other types of
entrepreneurial endeavors. Type One entrepreneurs
can fail at multiple business attempts before finally
succeeding, therefore issues surrounding success
and failure are not considered crucial in predicting
Type One entrepreneurial propensity. The primary
objective behind this work is to develop a new, verifiable theory for more consistently predicting this
entrepreneurial propensity.
Scholars have confirmed that entrepreneurs continually demonstrate unique characteristics (Barrick
and Mount, 1991; Ciavarella et al., 2004; Zhao,
Seibert, and Lumpkin, 2010). However, a model of
personal characteristics for consistently predicting
entrepreneurial propensity remains elusive. Historically, characteristics of entrepreneurs have been
investigated from one of two perspectives or dimensions: affect or personality. For example, Baron
(2008), created a model of affect for conceptualizing
how this particular dimension might explain and
predict the ability of entrepreneurs to recognize
opportunities and act to acquire resources. Other
scholars, such as Adenuga and Ayodele, have used
the conceptual model of personality traits to study
and predict entrepreneurial behaviors. These singledimensional models of affect and personality
provide some foundation for researchers. However,
if they are combined and then merged with a new
third dimension, work ethic, a more reliable predictive multidimensional model for Type One entrepreneurial propensity will emerge. This new model
amalgamates positive affect with other potentially
potent predictors of entrepreneurial behaviors. While
the potent predictors have been isolated from academic studies, there is no evidence that these previously have been combined into a multidimensional
model for predicting entrepreneurial behaviors.
Identifying the collection of personal characteristics that propel individuals toward entrepreneurial
propensity would be a major contribution to management science and, in particular, to the domain of
entrepreneurship research. It is noted that external
factors shaping or influencing these characteristics
—such as early life experiences, family entrepreneurs, unique enterprise opportunities, supportive
environments, or other positive external conditions
—provide beneficial platforms for entrepreneurs.
These external influences are crucial areas for comprehensive investigations by scholars; however, they
are not the central focus of the multidimensional
personal characteristics model proposed in this
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 89–96 (2016)
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gratification, Optimize productive time

Taxonomy of entrepreneur-focused research

work. The proposed model is centered on identifying
the distinguishing characteristics of Type One entrepreneurs as they exist rather than on how these characteristics were shaped or influenced by external
conditions surrounding entrepreneurial activities.
Issues influencing entrepreneurial engagement
can be indistinct, particularly when the predictors
become personal or professional experiences rather
than personal characteristics. For example, an
intriguing and comprehensive study into the influence of professional experiences suggested job
mobility may influence entrepreneurial tendencies.
After an intensive study of scientists, Krabel, Siegel,
and Slavtchev (2012) determined that a positive relationship exists between career mobility and propensity to engage in academic entrepreneurship. They
concluded that foreign-born scientists have a greater
likelihood of becoming entrepreneurs than native
scientists. The question, of course, is whether mobility or professional experience is the fundamental
stimulator of entrepreneurial behaviors, or whether
these behaviors are more closely affiliated with preexisting personal characteristics. It is posited that
personal characteristics are the triggers leading to
the willingness and ability to recognize and capitalize on enterprise opportunities with professional
experiences, opportunities, and supportive environments serving as auxiliary reinforcements. In other
words, without a unique set of characteristics,
regardless of supportive external factors, individuals
are unlikely to engage in the entrepreneurship
process. Therefore, it is suggested that the key to
understanding entrepreneurial engagement is a comprehensive study of personal characteristics.
We propose that entrepreneurs, whether
grassroots or highly educated and professionally
experienced, have a set of distinguishing personal
characteristics and that investigating these can lead
to a better understanding of the entrepreneurial phenomenon. For example, the personal characteristics
of entrepreneurs tend to reveal that they are more
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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optimistic and are less risk averse (Astebro,
Braunerhjelm, and Brostrom, 2013), more conscientious (Ciavarella et al., 2004), and more motivated
toward autonomy or self-reliance (Rind ova et al.,
2009).
The taxonomy of personal characteristics proposed is trichotomized into: (1) affect; (2) personality; and (3) work ethic (see Figure 2). The crucial
factor/traits within each are then molded into a
model of entrepreneurial propensity. Prior research
has tended to focus on only one dimension of personal characteristics rather than investigating all
three simultaneously. It is believed that entrepreneurs are distinguishable by a combination of personal characteristics that transcends any one of the
three individual dimensions and when these are
investigated concurrently, the likelihood of misleading or inconsistent findings is moderated.
Affect
Affect is conceptualized as a combination of state
(event-generated) affect and trait (dispositional)
affect. State affect represents shifts in current moods
associated with external events, while trait affect is
indicative of a more static tendency across different
situations. State and trait affect have been shown to
have parallel consequences, with overall positive
affect being more frequently associated with entrepreneurial behavior (Baron, 2008). Perhaps the most
entrepreneur-pertinent elements of affect are those
associated with moods and cues for reactions
(Baron, 2008).
Clearly, affect has linkages with personality. For
example, neuroticism (the opposite end of the emotional stability continuum) is associated with negative affect, while extraversion is associated with
positive affect (Gross, Sutton, and Ketelaar, 1998).
Negative affect is a trait associated with feelings
of helplessness and negative expectancy of the
future, while positive affect is linked to optimism
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 89–96 (2016)
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and effective coping strategies during periods of
stress (Lindahl and Archer, 2013). Nevertheless,
while there are some peripheral overlaps among the
dimensions of affect, personality, and work ethic,
each has a distinct range in that they address issues
not considered by the others and provides unique
additional information with respect to differences
across individuals (Miller, Woehr, and Hudspeth,
2002).
In general, affect relates to moods, inferences,
perceptions, judgments, and cognitive processes and
while individual traits within the dimension of affect
are identifiable, they are also strongly symbiotic.
Individual traits that may be exceptionally relevant
to studies of entrepreneurs include: positive moods,
since entrepreneurs are assumed to be optimistic
about their own ideas; perceptions, particularly of
risks since business venturing can involve considerable risk to personal time, capital, and reputation;
inferences since these are cues for reactions to
opportunities (cf. Baron, 2008; Baron, Tang, and
Hmieleski, 2011; Fujita, Diener, and Sandvik, 1991);
cognitive processes, since strategies are employed
during intense and persistent stress (Lindahl et al.,
2013), which entrepreneurs will almost certainly
face. In general, overall positive affect is considered
an important personal characteristic of entrepreneurs
since positive affect is ‘associated with increased
energy, enhanced cognitive flexibility, increased
generation of new ideas, greater confidence, adoption of efficient decision-making strategies . . .’
(Baron et al., 2011: 101).
Personality
Social psychologists have long been interested in the
relationship between work commitment, work effectiveness, and entrepreneurs. Since behavior occurs in
accordance with an individual’s personality, ‘it is
reasonable to presume individual differences in
opportunity recognition, opportunity exploitation,
innovation, and value creation is at least partly a
function of an individual’s personality’ (Leutner
et al., 2014: 58). John, Naumann, and Soto (2008)
noted that the personality trait/performance relationship is particularly applicable to self-employed individuals. Matching the personality to the work
requirement has long been considered important.
Goldberg (1993) provided evidence of the work/
personality significance and concluded that individuals falter when their personality traits are not
congruent with work requirements.
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Career satisfaction is dependent upon a cohesive
alignment between personality type and work environment (cf. Holland, 1962; Holland, 1985, Holland,
Johnston, and Asama, 1994) and personality plays
an important role in vocational interests, such as
entrepreneurial tendencies (cf. Almeida, Ahmetoglu,
and Chamorro-Premuzic, 2014). Almeida et al.,
(2014) believe the relationship between personality
and career choice is particularly important, and they
have highlighted the need for more integrative predictive models of this association.
However, developing models related to personality can be challenging since human beings tend to
exhibit thousands of different patterns or behavior
choices associated with personality (John et al.,
2008). Fortunately, a consensus among social scientists was reached on a method of categorizing personality traits. These were clustered into five
different phenotypic characteristics that include: (1)
conscientiousness; (2) emotional stability; (2) extraversion; (3) openness to experience; (4) neuroticism;
and (5) agreeableness (Soto and John, 2009).
Referred to as the Big Five personality traits, they
have been shown to be helpful in predicting likely
future reactions and behaviors and may be significant predictors of entrepreneur-leaning individuals
(Adenuga and Ayodele, 2013). The taxonomy of
traits can also be a tool for assessing differences
between entrepreneurs and business managers (cf.
Ciavarella et al., 2004).
The literature suggests two of the five personality characteristics may be the most potent predictors of entrepreneurial behavior: high levels of
conscientiousness (Adenuga and Ayodele, 2013) and
emotional stability (Zhao et al., 2010). Conscientiousness is associated with proficiency (Barrick and
Mount, 1991) and emotional stability is associated
with self-confidence (Ciavarella et al., 2004). These
characteristics may be important precursors to recognizing and acting upon new opportunities, which
entrepreneurs appear to do more quickly than their
average counterparts (Busenitz et al., 2003). Further,
emotionally stable individuals tend to be calm, even
tempered, and comfortable (Ciavarella et al., 2004).
They are also likely to form stronger social networks
which have been shown to be important to entrepreneurial behaviors (cf. Leyden et al., 2014).
Work ethic
Work ethic, based on Max Weber’s theory (Weber,
1958) is the degree of value one places on such
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 89–96 (2016)
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things as work diligence and efficiency. Work ethic is
commitment to the value and importance of hard
work and is an assemblage of attitudes and beliefs
about work behavior (Miller et al., 2002). It is a
multifaceted set of work-oriented values and is a
construct with multiple components. Miller et al.
(2002) created a model of work ethic consisting of
seven distinct dimensions: (1) work centrality (intensity of focus); (2) self-reliance (autonomy); (3) hard
work (intensity of effort); (4) leisure (versus leisuredisinclination); (5) morality/ethics (honesty); (6)
delay of gratification (rewards can wait); and (7)
wasted time (versus optimize productive time). Since
Miller et al.’s (2002) leisure and wasted time components are at the opposite ends of his work ethic
scale from the other five factors, these are frequently
inversed. Leisure orientation is reversed to leisure
disinclination and wasted time is reversed to optimize productive time. The literature suggests that
three of the seven dimensions of work ethic identified by Miller et al. (2002) may be most strongly
associated with entrepreneurs. They are work centrality, self-reliance, and delay of gratification.
Work centrality may be important to Type One
entrepreneurs since they generally demonstrate the
willingness to invest significant personal capital,
personal time, and personal reputation in their business ventures. It is postulated that their perceptions
of their personal identity will be entwined with their
business entity and they will, therefore, demonstrate
intense commitment to the enterprise (cf. Hirschfeld
and Field, 2000; Mohrman and Cohen, 1995). The
desire to be self-reliant and able to act autonomously
may be a primary motivator for entrepreneurs
(Kolvereid, 1996). Entrepreneurs routinely demonstrate this self-reliance aspiration or the desire to be
free from authority (Rindova, Barry, and Ketchen,
2009). Accompanying self-reliance is the probability
of considerable risks. However, this does not appear
to dissuade entrepreneurs since they demonstrate a
significantly higher risk proclivity compared to nonentrepreneurial business professionals (Stewart and
Roth, 2004). Reinforcement for the theory that entrepreneurs have a higher risk tolerance was found in a
meta-analysis by Zhao et al. (2010) that determined
risk propensity to be positively associated with
entrepreneurial intentions. The ability and willingness to delay gratification is demonstrated by the
capacity to relinquish short-term rewards in order to
secure some advantage in the future (Joy and Witt,
1992). Since entrepreneurs may need to work long
hours, sometimes for weeks or even years before
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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realizing the benefits of their efforts, it is proposed
they have a distinctively strong willingness and
ability to delay gratification.

THEORETICAL MODEL
The literature has attempted to identify unique characteristics of entrepreneurs, but prior studies have
managed to capture only fragmented data about the
personal characteristics of entrepreneurs. The new
multidimensional model proposed in this work is
designed to capture a more complete picture of
the personal characteristics of entrepreneurs by combining the three individual dimensions of personal
characteristics and highlighting the most potent predictors of entrepreneurship. Assessing personal characteristics from each of the three dimensions
simultaneously enhances the probability of a more
complete understanding of an individual’s characteristics than using a single dimension approach (as
previously done). Examining characteristics from
multiple perspectives offers the opportunity to
develop a more precise and consistent picture of
the internal factors motivating entrepreneurial
propensity.
Examining and coalescing evidence from previous studies in each of the three different dimensions
of personal characteristics has led to the conclusion
that individuals who demonstrate strongly positive
affect and possess the traits of conscientiousness,
emotional stability, work centrality, self-reliance,
and ability to delay gratification will be positively
associated with Type One entrepreneurial propensity. We believe that individuals with ALL of these
characteristics will consistently show a strong interest in personally developing business enterprises.

SUMMARY
Multidimensional personal characteristics models
that include affect, personality, and work ethic may
serve to answer many unanswered questions about
entrepreneurs. The previous lack of multidimensional models might explain why the literature,
beginning in the late 1980s, frequently concluded
that there is no consistently predictable relationship
between personal characteristics and entrepreneurial
propensity (cf. Brockhaus and Horwitz, 1986;
Gartner, 1988).
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Attempts to find a single definition to describe
entrepreneurs have continuously failed, as evidenced
by the rich array of diverse definitions found in the
literature (Gartner, 2001; Solomon and Winslow,
1988). This may, in part, account for entrepreneurship being viewed as a fragmented domain lacking in
unifying theories (cf. Christensen, 2004).
We believe it is important to interpret the concept
of entrepreneurs as more than a single category of
individuals. For example, categories might include
business enterprise creating entrepreneurs, social
entrepreneurs, student entrepreneurs, academic
entrepreneurs, corporate entrepreneurs or intrapreneurs, and perhaps others. Broadening the conceptualization of entrepreneur to view the term as
representing multiple distinctive groups, each with
diverse motives and objectives, will enhance the
understanding of data related to the personal characteristics of individuals within these groups.
From this group of entrepreneurs, the theory proposed in this article relates to business enterprise
creating individuals. These Type One entrepreneurs
willingly risk personal capital, time, and reputation
in the pursuit of new business ventures. Type One
entrepreneurs frequently face considerable risks and
stresses, which they appear to readily accept. We
believe that Type One entrepreneurs possess a
strongly positive affect as well as the personality
traits of conscientiousness and emotional stability.
Additionally, they possess the work ethic traits of
work centrality, self-reliance, and ability to delay
gratification. It is proposed that individuals who
possess all of these characteristics will consistently
demonstrate Type One entrepreneurial propensity
(see Figure 3).
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

The proposed multidimensional characteristics
model is designed to strengthen the ability to predict
and explain the phenomenon of Type One entrepreneurs. This model offers a more precise picture of an
individual’s entrepreneur-relevant characteristics
and may be beneficial to a wide range of stakeholders, including individuals who wonder how their personal characteristics align with archetypal Type One
entrepreneurs.
Our work was designed as a platform for extending
the understanding of the personal characteristics of
individuals who risk their personal capital, time, and
reputation in pursuit of business opportunities. We
encourage the empirical testing of the proposition
outlined in the article. Validated questionnaires are
available for data collection in each of the three
dimensions of personal characteristics. For a validated questionnaire relating to affect, Big Five personality traits, or work ethic, please contact the
authors of this article. Alternatively, reference
Watson, Clark, and Tellegen (1988) for affect and
John, Donahue, and Kentle (1991) for a complete
44-item inventory of the Big Five personality traits. A
10-item abbreviated version with slightly diminished
psychometric properties also exists (cf. Gosling,
Rentfrow, and Swann, 2003). A validated, albeit
extensive, questionnaire for measuring work ethic
(the Multidimensional Work Ethic Profile or MPWE)
is also available (see Miller et al., 2002). Other excellent instruments for testing are also available.
There are multiple benefits to solidifying the
knowledge of distinctive characteristics associated
with Type One entrepreneurs. It provides a more
complete picture of the internal traits stimulating
enterprise creating activities. This new knowledge
may assist educators in designing more effective
entrepreneurial curricula. Governmental agencies
may increase their ability to effectively target their
limited resources to reinforcing and supporting
entrepreneurial processes. Lending institutions may
be empowered to extend credit based on entrepreneurial characteristics rather than solely on an individual’s collateral. Entrepreneurs and their
employees may benefit from additional support and
encouragement, and communities may experience
increased vibrancy from economic activity.
Given the growing interest in entrepreneurship as
an economic engine and as a field of scholarly
research, the development of stronger theories to
predict and explain the phenomena of entrepreneurs
is essential to scholars, policy makers, and others
(Audretsch, Grilo, and Thurik, 2007). Clearly, it is
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 89–96 (2016)
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important to have more definitive information about
these unique individuals who make such major contributions to communities and economies (Busenitz
et al., 2003). Better techniques for isolating the characteristics associated with Type One entrepreneurial
propensity may assist scholars in unifying the fields
of research and may assist other organizations as
they develop more effective support systems geared
toward enhancing opportunities for entrepreneurial
success.
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Research summary: Entrepreneurs often need resources controlled by stakeholders to form
and exploit opportunities. While many of these resources can be acquired through simple
contracts, the acquisition of some may require efforts on the part of stakeholders that go
beyond what can be specified contractually. Such efforts—extra-role behaviors—generally
involve the formation of deep psychological bonds between stakeholders and entrepreneurial
endeavors. In an entrepreneurial context, the process of creating these bonds can be called
stakeholder enrollment. Critical attributes of this process are shown to vary by the informational setting (risky or uncertain) within which entrepreneurship takes place.
Managerial summary: Entrepreneurs often need to gain access to resources controlled by
other stakeholders to be successful. In some cases, entrepreneurs must induce these stakeholders to form deep psychological bonds in order to obtain the required resources. The process of
creating these bonds is called stakeholder enrollment. This article notes that entrepreneurs can
use information about the nature of the opportunity they are pursuing, information about
themselves (i.e., the entrepreneurs’ charisma, trustworthiness, and reputation), or both, to
enroll stakeholders. This article suggests that the more uncertain a particular opportunity is,
the less entrepreneurs can use information about the opportunity and the more they must rely
on information about themselves to successfully enroll stakeholders. Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society.

INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurs often need resources they do not
control in order to form and exploit opportunities
(Cooper, Woo, and Dunkelberg, 1989). These
resources range from financial to human capital,
from technical and marketing expertise to accounting capabilities, and from direct social ties to indirect
networks and affiliations (Freeman, 1984). Some of
these resources can be obtained through simple
Keywords: entrepreneurship theory; stakeholder enrollment;
opportunity formation; risk; uncertainty; workplace
commitment
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contracts between an entrepreneur and the stakeholders who control these resources (Argyres and
Mayer, 2007). However, other resources can be
acquired only when those providing them are more
deeply committed (Klein, Molloy, and Brinsfield,
2012) to an entrepreneurial endeavor (Shane, 2000).
In entrepreneurial settings, the process of creating
this deeper level of commitment can be called stakeholder enrollment.
A substantial literature describes the various
types, antecedents, and outcomes of commitment in
established organizations (Klein et al., 2012; Meyer
and Herscovitch, 2001). However, none of this previous literature has examined the special challenges
associated with inducing commitment in entrepreneurial settings. These challenges reflect, among
other things, the informational context within which
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enrollment occurs. For example, recent research has
identified two informational settings that have an
important impact on the opportunity-formation
process—risk (where decision makers know the possible outcomes of their choices and the probability of
those outcomes) and uncertainty (where decision
makers know neither the possible outcomes nor their
probability) (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). It may well
be the case that the process of enrolling stakeholders
in entrepreneurial endeavors varies depending on
whether a setting is risky or uncertain.
The purpose of this article is to examine how the
process of enrolling stakeholders varies as a function
of the informational setting within which an entrepreneur is operating—risky or uncertain. The theory
developed here suggests that different approaches to
enrollment will be more or less effective depending
on whether an entrepreneur is operating under conditions of risk or uncertainty. The article also suggests that under conditions of risk, the ability of
entrepreneurs to analyze and describe opportunities
will have a significant impact on their ability to
enroll key stakeholders, while under conditions of
uncertainty, the enrollment process cannot be based
on the attributes of opportunities, but instead must be
based on the attributes of the entrepreneur, e.g., his/
her charisma, trustworthiness, and reputation.
The article begins by examining the concept of
stakeholder enrollment and then suggests that the
process of enrollment—both the bases upon which
entrepreneurs enroll stakeholders and the timing of
the enrollment process—varies depending on the
informational context within which an entrepreneur
is operating. The article generates a series of testable
propositions and concludes with a discussion of the
implications of these propositions for a variety of
issues in the field of entrepreneurship—including the
theory of the entrepreneurial firm. In sum, this article
addresses three important theoretical gaps in the
literature: (1) the role of enrollment in acquiring
certain critical resources for an entrepreneur; (2)
how the enrollment process varies between conditions of risk and uncertainty; and (3) the relationship
between entrepreneurial enrollment and more traditional research on organizational commitment (Klein
et al., 2012).

STAKEHOLDER ENROLLMENT
The concept of stakeholder enrollment is closely
related to the concept of workplace commitment
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

(Klein et al., 2012). However, where workplace
commitment examines the causes and consequences
of psychological bonds of individuals to various
aspects of an established workplace, stakeholder
enrollment focuses on these bonds in entrepreneurial
settings, where workplaces may not yet exist.
Commitment to existing workplaces
An extensive literature has explored the psychological bonds or attachments that individuals form with
organizations, groups, individual leaders, projects,
goals, or even abstract concepts within the workplace (Klein et al., 2012; Meyer and Herscovitch,
2001), as well as the antecedents (Basu and Green,
1997; Becker, 1992; Cheng, Jiang, and Riley, 2003;
Ferris et al., 2003; Guthrie and Hollensbe, 2004;
Hollenbeck and Klein, 1987; Johnson, Chang, and
Yang, 2010; Lok, Westwood, and Crawford, 2005;
Silverthorne, 2004) and consequences (Hollenbeck
and Klein, 1987; Klein et al., 1999; Mathieu and
Zajac, 1990; Meyer et al., 2002; Meyer, Becker, and
Vandenberghe, 2004; Rich, Lepine, and Crawford,
2010) of such bonds.
Klein et al. (2012), for example, identify four
types of psychological bonds that individuals can
form with a target in the workplace, each with different behavioral implications: acquiescence (when
bonds form because individuals see few other
options), instrumental (when bonds form because
individuals calculate that such bonds reduce the risks
associated with prior investments), commitment
(when individuals choose to dedicate themselves to
the success of the target), and identification (when
individuals merge their identity with the identity of a
target). The first two types of bonds—acquiescence
and instrumental—lead to mostly in-role behaviors
with minimal extra-role behaviors. The last two
types of bonds—commitment and identification—
are generally associated with higher levels of extrarole behaviors. In this literature, extra-role behaviors
are defined as discretionary acts that go ‘above and
beyond the call of duty’ when stakeholders provide
resources to a target (Meyer and Herscovitch, 2001).
In-role behaviors, however, refer to a series of
expected actions typically contracted for in advance.
Despite the diverse theoretical and empirical literature on the psychological bonds that underpin
workplace commitment, to date, this work has
focused on understanding these phenomena only in
the context of established workplaces (Becker,
2012). In particular, the causes and consequences of
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 97–106 (2016)
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these bonds in entrepreneurial settings have yet to be
addressed. This is the case even though entrepreneurs often need access to stakeholder resources they
do not control and even though extra-role behaviors
associated with higher levels of commitment may be
important if stakeholders are going to make their
resources available to entrepreneurs under conditions of risk or uncertainty. This article focuses on
these issues.
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an entrepreneurial endeavor—including commitment and identity bonds (Klein et al., 2012). Stakeholders with these deep psychological bonds can be
thought of as being strongly enrolled in an entrepreneurial endeavor. Moreover, these deep psychological bonds, to the extent that they are valuable and
rare, may also be a source of sustained competitive
advantage. Because of their socially complex nature,
it may be difficult for others to imitate them at a low
cost (Barney, 1991).

Enrollment in entrepreneurial settings
It is often the case that the same kinds of deep
psychological bonds that emerge between an individual and an established workplace can also emerge
between stakeholders and an entrepreneurial
endeavor. When such bonds exist and when they
help an entrepreneur gain access to critical
resources, the stakeholder who has made these
resources available is said to be enrolled in this
entrepreneurial endeavor.
Of course, entrepreneurs can acquire many of the
resources they need from actors who have not
formed any deep psychological bonds with an entrepreneurial endeavor. For example, fuel for an entrepreneur’s delivery van can be secured through a
simple market exchange without forming such
bonds. Moreover, the first two types of bonds identified by Klein et al. (2012)—acquiescence and
instrumental bonds—do not involve deep psychological commitments and, thus, do not typically lead
to important stakeholder extra-role behaviors. In this
sense, those with these psychological bonds with an
entrepreneurial endeavor can be thought of as only
weakly enrolled.
However, there are times when all that must be
done for a stakeholder to make resources available
to an entrepreneurial endeavor cannot be specified ex
ante. Sometimes, for example, stakeholders and
those associated with an entrepreneurial endeavor
may not know precisely which resources will be
most valuable for that endeavor, when those
resources need to be made available, how they might
need to be modified, and so forth. In these settings,
stakeholder actions to make resources available to an
entrepreneurial endeavor must, by definition, involve
extra-role behaviors because, in this setting, all the
relevant roles and responsibilities in this exchange
are yet to be fully specified.
Work on organizational commitment suggests that
these extra-role behaviors are likely only when
stakeholders have strong psychological bonds with
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

Enrollment targets
Of the many targets of the psychological bonds to
existing workplaces identified in the organizational
behavior literature (Becker, 1992; Klein et al., 2012;
Meyer and Herscovitch, 2001; Reichers, 1985), two
are particularly important in an entrepreneurial
enrollment setting: the individual entrepreneur and
the entrepreneurial opportunity. An individual entrepreneur is an example of a leader as the target of
these psychological bonds (Klein et al., 2012). In
practice, an entrepreneur might be a single individual or a small team with whom stakeholders form
psychological bonds. An entrepreneurial opportunity
is an example of an abstract concept as a target of
these bonds (Meyer and Herscovitch, 2001).
Alvarez and Barney (2007) define an opportunity
as competitive imperfections in product or factor
markets. However, when stakeholders are enrolled to
an entrepreneurial endeavor, whether or not these
competitive imperfections actually exist is typically
not known with certainty. In this sense, the psychological bonds that emerge between stakeholders and
an opportunity focus more on the potential for competitive imperfections, rather than the existence of
these imperfections.

THEORY DEVELOPMENT
Prior work has identified a variety of activities that
entrepreneurs can engage in to gain access to the
resources they need to form and exploit opportunities. For example, Aldrich (1999) and others
(Davidsson and Honig, 2003; Roberts and Sterling,
2012; Shane and Cable, 2002) show that entrepreneurs can use their direct and indirect social ties to
attract employees and secure external financial
investments. Also, entrepreneurs can use their business plans (Brinckmann, Grichnik, and Kapsa, 2010;
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 97–106 (2016)
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Delmar and Shane, 2003), secured intellectual property (Roberts, 1991; Shane and Stuart, 2002), external accreditations and endorsements (Drori and
Honig, 2013; Zott and Huy, 2007), and their willingness to invest their own funds in a project (Carter and
Van Auken, 1990; Gartner, Frid, and Alexander,
2012) to obtain the resources needed to form and
exploit an opportunity. In addition, entrepreneurs
can use a variety of financial incentives (Gompers
and Lerner, 1999; Kaplan and Strömberg, 2003;
Arcot, 2014; Kotha and George, 2012; Ravid and
Spiegel, 1997) and communication strategies to gain
access to these resources (Cable and Shane, 1997;
Cornelissen and Clarke, 2010; Parhankangas and
Ehrlich, 2014).
However, this prior work has failed to distinguish
between access to resources that requires simple
contracts or weak form enrollment, on the one hand,
and strong form enrollment on the other hand. This
work has also failed to examine the impact of the
informational context of an entrepreneurial endeavor
on the enrollment process.

Risk and uncertainty
The distinction between risk and uncertainty was
first introduced by Knight (1921). Knight defined an
informational setting as risky when those making
decisions in the setting did not know, for sure, how a
decision would turn out, but did know the possible
outcomes associated with a decision and the probability of those different outcomes occurring. An
uncertain informational setting, however, is a setting
where the decision maker cannot know the possible
outcomes and, thus, cannot know the probability of
these outcomes occurring. In an entrepreneurial
context, risk and uncertainty exist about whether or
not an opportunity exists, the actions required to
form and exploit that opportunity, the entrepreneurial skills required to form and exploit an opportunity,
the potential for that opportunity to generate economic profits, and so forth.

Stakeholder enrollment under risk
Rarely are the outcomes of entrepreneurial endeavors known with certainty ex ante. Thus, in this sense,
stakeholder enrollment typically takes place in conditions that are at least risky. Under conditions of
risk, information about both the opportunity and the
ability of the entrepreneur to exploit that opportunity
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

does exist, but only probabilistically. Thus, for
example, under conditions of risk, the possible outcomes associated with an opportunity, and their
probabilities, can be known ex ante, but not the level
of return an endeavor will actually generate. Moreover, while stakeholders can often directly observe
some things about an entrepreneur, such as his/her
experience, reputation, personality, trustworthiness,
charisma, and leadership style (Gupta, MacMillan,
and Surie, 2004), they can know only
probabilistically whether or not these attributes of
the entrepreneur will enable that entrepreneur to
exploit a particular opportunity.
Even though the outcomes associated with enrolling under risk can only be known probabilistically, it
is nevertheless possible for stakeholders to develop
psychological bonds with both opportunities and
entrepreneurs in these settings. Stakeholders develop
these bonds with opportunities when they develop a
sense of commitment and identity with an opportunity, even if the full dimensions of that opportunity
are not yet known. Stakeholders develop these bonds
with entrepreneurs when they develop a commitment
and identity with entrepreneurs even when their
ultimate success (or failure) cannot be known
with certainty. These observations lead to the first
proposition.
Proposition 1: Under conditions of risk, the target
of stakeholder enrollment can be the opportunity,
or the entrepreneur, or both.
Later, it will be shown that Proposition 1 does not
hold under conditions of uncertainty.
It follows from Proposition 1 that the enrollment
process may begin with the entrepreneur as a target
or with the opportunity as the target. This is because,
under risk, at the time enrollment takes place, stakeholders can have some information about an opportunity or some information about an entrepreneur.
These observations lead to Proposition 2:
Proposition 2: Under conditions of risk, stakeholder enrollment may begin with the opportunity
as a target or with the entrepreneur as a target.
As with Proposition 1, it will be shown that
Proposition 2 does not hold under conditions of
uncertainty.
Stakeholder enrollment under uncertainty
Of course, not all entrepreneurial settings are risky.
When neither the possible outcomes associated with
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 97–106 (2016)
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a decision nor the probability of those outcomes is
known, a decision-making setting is uncertain
(Knight, 1921). Stakeholder enrollment is very different under conditions of uncertainty compared to
conditions of risk.
Even under conditions of uncertainty, stakeholders can still know some things about the attributes of
an entrepreneur. For example, a prospective stakeholder can often directly observe an entrepreneur’s
experience, reputation, personality, trustworthiness,
charisma, and leadership style.
However, stakeholders cannot know, even
probabilistically, whether these attributes of an
entrepreneur will enable him/her to exploit a
particular opportunity—because the opportunity in
this uncertain setting does not yet exist. In uncertain settings, Alvarez and Barney (2007) suggest
that entrepreneurs engage in actions to endogenously create the opportunities they ultimately
exploit. One of the challenges entrepreneurs face
in this setting is that in order to act in ways that
ultimately may create an opportunity to be
exploited, they may need resources they themselves
do not control. Thus, to act to create an opportunity, entrepreneurs need to enroll important stakeholders, and they must do this before the
opportunity they will ultimately exploit is known,
even probabilistically. Such opportunities are
cocreated through the joint actions of entrepreneurs
and enrolled stakeholders. Only after engaging in
these actions does an opportunity emerge with
dimensions that can be known or measured
probabilistically.
It follows that to enroll stakeholders before the
nature of entrepreneurial opportunities are understood, entrepreneurs must rely on attributes of themselves, as individuals, independent of the impact
these attributes might ultimately have on their ability
to exploit an opportunity. This can happen in at least
two ways (Alvarez and Barney, 2005). First, entrepreneurs can seek to enroll stakeholders with whom
they already have prior trusting relationships. Trust
is important in this context because entrepreneurs
are typically asking stakeholders to make specific
investments in them—investments that generate the
potential for opportunism on the part of entrepreneurs (Williamson, 1985). And because of uncertainty, the sources of this threat of opportunism
cannot be known ex ante and, thus, appropriate contractual protections cannot be devised. In this
setting, enrolling stakeholders who already have
prior trusting relationships with an entrepreneur set
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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aside opportunism concerns, which can enable an
entrepreneur to get access to the resources needed to
create an opportunity.
Second, stakeholders may become willing to
invest in an entrepreneur in this setting because of
that entrepreneur’s charisma (Dobrev and Barnett,
2005). There is a substantial literature in sociology
and organizational behavior on the ability of
dynamic and charismatic individuals to enroll others
in highly uncertain enterprises (Bass and Riggio,
2005; Weber, 1949). Charismatic leaders are able to
enroll stakeholders by conveying a compelling
vision of how the future might be created (Alvarez
and Barney, 2005). Charisma is, therefore, likely to
be particularly effective under conditions of uncertainty (Weber, 1949).
These observations lead to the following
proposition:
Proposition 3: Under conditions of uncertainty,
the entrepreneur, and not the opportunity, is the
target of stakeholder enrollment.
Note that entrepreneurs, under conditions of
uncertainty, are not likely to abandon their efforts to
describe the opportunities they believe they are
going to exploit as a way to enroll stakeholders.
However, given uncertainty, the nature and dimensions of this opportunity are likely to change dramatically as entrepreneurs create it. If stakeholder
enrollment relied only on these descriptions of
opportunities, then each time entrepreneurs engaged
in a ‘pivot’ (Arteaga and Hyland, 2013), they would
have to re-enroll all their key stakeholders. Some
re-enrollment is probably likely whenever the
espoused opportunity is changed. But with trust and
charisma in place, this enrollment process is much
simpler post-pivot than would be the case if enrollment were based solely on attributes of the espoused
opportunity.
This logic has an important impact on the processes by which enrollment takes place. For
example, because entrepreneurs cannot reliably
anticipate the return potential of opportunities under
conditions of uncertainty, they cannot use the opportunity as the target of enrollment. This means that,
under uncertainty, enrollment in an opportunity must
come after enrollment in an entrepreneur. This logic
leads to the last proposition:
Proposition 4: Under conditions of uncertainty,
enrollment in an entrepreneur precedes enrollment in an opportunity.
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 97–106 (2016)
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Evolution of uncertainty and risk
Of course, uncertain situations can evolve into risky
situations. This can happen as entrepreneurs gain
additional information about the opportunities they
are seeking to exploit. Risky situations may also
evolve into uncertain situations. This can happen
when changes in technology, consumer tastes, or
other environmental conditions generate settings
where neither the possible outcomes associated with
a decision nor their probability can now be known
ex ante.
The fact that the informational conditions associated with an opportunity can change suggests that
enrollment processes that enable access to
resources during one time period may actually
reduce the chances for success in another time
period. For example, entrepreneurs who are very
skilled at enrolling stakeholders under conditions
of risk may find those same skills to be less effective if a risky situation becomes uncertain. The
same is true for those skilled in these activities
under conditions of uncertainty who find themselves under conditions of risk. Thus, the skills that
can make an entrepreneur successful in enrolling
stakeholders under conditions of uncertainty—including personal charisma and the ability to learn
quickly and pivot—may be ineffective as the
decision-making situation evolves from uncertainty
to risk. This may be one reason it is not uncommon
for sources of later stage funding to insist that
founders—individuals with uncertainty-appropriate
enrollment skills—be replaced by more professional managers—individuals with more riskappropriate enrollment skills—as the informational
context of an opportunity changes (Hellmann and
Puri, 2002).

DISCUSSION
This article began by acknowledging the importance of stakeholder enrollment in the success
of entrepreneurial endeavors. The article then
reviewed the information conditions of risk and
uncertainty under which entrepreneurs commonly
operate and developed a series of propositions.
These general arguments fill several important
theoretical gaps in the literature and have a variety
of implications for the study of entrepreneurship,
for the practice of entrepreneurship, and for related
academic disciplines.
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Implications for entrepreneurship
process research
Much entrepreneurship research focuses on the attributes of entrepreneurs (Nicolaou et al., 2008) or
entrepreneurial organizations (Lumpkin and Dess,
1996) and the implications of these attributes for a
variety of entrepreneurial outcomes—including survival, the level of innovation, profitability, and so
forth. Relatively less attention has been focused on
the processes that link the attributes of entrepreneurs
and entrepreneurial organizations with entrepreneurial outcomes. The process of enrollment, contingent
on the informational context an entrepreneur is operating in, is largely determinative of entrepreneurial
outcomes.
Enrollment under risk focuses on the attributes of
the opportunity to be exploited, the valuable, rare,
and costly to imitate capabilities of the entrepreneur,
or both. Under conditions of risk, the process of
enrollment to an opportunity may precede enrollment to an entrepreneur, or vice versa. Both these
conclusions depend on information about the
opportunity and/or the entrepreneur being known,
probabilistically, ex ante.
Under conditions of uncertainty, enrollment in an
entrepreneur precedes enrollment in an opportunity
and builds on prior trusting relationships and the
personal charisma of an entrepreneur. Thus, in this
setting, stakeholders enroll—with the entrepreneur
as the target—before the opportunity they will ultimately exploit is known, even probabilistically.
Of course, the enrollment process is more difficult
to study than the attributes of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurial organizations, on the one hand, and
entrepreneurial outcomes on the other hand.
However, these processes are the underlying causal
mechanisms that link inputs to outputs and, thus,
their study is essential to enhancing our understanding of entrepreneurial performance, broadly defined.
Not surprisingly, the emphasis on process also
implies an emphasis on the social underpinnings of
entrepreneurial activities. Much of the current entrepreneurship research focuses on the implications of
technological innovation. The theory developed in
this article suggests that such innovation is, in fact,
an outcome of an entrepreneurial process of enrolling the stakeholders needed to exploit that opportunity. In this sense, technological innovation is the
effect of an entrepreneurial process, not the cause
of that process nor the cause of entrepreneurial
outcomes.
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And the stakeholder enrollment process—
especially under conditions of uncertainty—grows
out of deeply social roots. Enrollment under
uncertainty builds on trusting social relations and
charismatic leadership. In this sense, it is the essentially social elements of relationships that make
technological innovation possible, especially under
conditions of uncertainty. That is, the study of
entrepreneurship—especially under uncertainty—is
the study of how social groups are formed, how they
evolve, and, ultimately, how they perform.
Implications for the theory of the
entrepreneurial firm
Discussion of the process of enrolling critical stakeholders in order to form and exploit an opportunity
link the theory developed here with broader questions about the entrepreneurial theory of the firm,
i.e., when entrepreneurial firms will be formed, what
their size and scope will be, etc. Under conditions of
risk, most extant theories of the firm—including
transactions cost economics (Williamson, 1985),
incomplete contract theory (Hart and Moore, 1990),
and resource-based theories of the firm (Conner,
1991)—seem likely to apply. This is because under
conditions of risk, enrollment in an opportunity may
precede enrollment to an entrepreneur, or vice versa.
This means that the enrollment process unfolds in a
setting where the value of an opportunity can be
known, at least probabilistically, and, thus, that many
of the transactional hazards that might be associated
with collaborating with an entrepreneur to exploit an
opportunity can also be known ex ante, at least
probabilistically. In this setting, decisions about
whether or not to create a firm can be based on
knowable threats of opportunism (consistent with
transactions cost logic), knowledge about who has
the most to gain from a particular transaction
(consistent with incomplete contracts logic), and
knowledge about who has the most valuable, rare,
and costly to imitate capabilities (consistent with
resource-based logic). Under risk, all this information can be known, probabilistically, ex ante, and
appropriate decisions about firm boundaries can be
made.
This is not likely to be the case under conditions
of Knightian uncertainty. Under uncertainty, the
value of a transaction is not known ex ante and, thus,
potential sources of opportunism in exploiting that
opportunity cannot be known ex ante. Under uncertainty, the thing that is not known is who has the
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society
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most to gain from an opportunity; the value, rarity,
and inimitability of resources and capabilities cannot
be known either. Under Knightian uncertainty, an
entirely different basis for forming an entrepreneurial firm may be required.
Alvarez and Barney (2005) show that transactions
cost and incomplete contracts theories of the firm
can be modified to apply under conditions of
Knightian uncertainty. However, the implications of
these modifications for our understanding of how
entrepreneurial firms arise—if they arise—have not
yet been fully discussed. The arguments developed
in this article parallel Alvarez and Barney (2005) in
their emphasis on trusting prior relationships and
entrepreneurial charisma which, taken together, may
ultimately lead to the creation of a theory of the
entrepreneurial firm (under uncertainty) as opposed
to the theory of the entrepreneurial firm (under risk).
Implications for workplace
commitment research
Although the term enrollment is not used, organizational behavior scholars provide insight about the
psychological bonds that individuals form with
various targets in the workplace. In particular, organizational behavior scholars consider different types
of bonds that vary in degree of psychological
involvement or emotional and cognitive association.
All types of psychological bonds between an individual and a target can be weak or strong. Although
the role of psychological bonds in entrepreneurial
settings has yet to be studied, the theory developed in
this article suggests that different approaches to
enrollment will be more or less effective depending
on whether the entrepreneur is operating under conditions of risk or uncertainty.
It can be difficult to facilitate the development of
a particular type of bond even under conditions of
risk. This challenge is exacerbated under conditions
of uncertainty where neither the possible outcomes
associated with a decision nor the probability of
those outcomes is known. Indeed, it is this uncertainty that excludes instrumental bonds (Klein et al.,
2012) from consideration as enrolled—or at best
only weakly enrolled—in uncertain entrepreneurial
endeavors.
The entrepreneur’s challenge under uncertainty,
then, is to develop strong—identification or commitment (Klein et al., 2012)—bonds between stakeholders and some aspect of their entrepreneurial
endeavor. Moreover, this article suggests that under
Strat. Entrepreneurship J., 10: 97–106 (2016)
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uncertainty, this target must be, at least initially, the
entrepreneur. This is because the entrepreneur needs
stakeholders who are willing to make resources
available in order to create opportunities and, thus,
cannot use opportunities to enroll those stakeholders. It is through these strong bonds that stakeholders
engage in extra-role behaviors crucial to an entrepreneurial endeavor.

Implications for precommitment
The arguments presented in this article also have
important implications for the concept of
precommitment (Sarasvathy, 2001). In her (2001)
work, Sarasvathy states that precommitments from
stakeholders are an important way to help entrepreneurs reduce uncertainty and establish barriers to
entry. According to this view, entrepreneurs do not
sell a predetermined vision or goal to stakeholders
but instead allow stakeholders who choose to make
precommitments to participate in the shaping of the
entrepreneurial endeavor (Sarasvathy, 2008: 86–87).
Thus, precommitments are a way that stakeholders
can make resources available to entrepreneurs creating opportunities.
But why do these stakeholders precommit? This
article develops a theory of why stakeholders
may precommit to an entrepreneurial endeavor—
precommitments are the result of strong psychological bonds that can emerge between stakeholders and
entrepreneurial endeavors, i.e., the stakeholder
enrollment process is the cause of precommitment.
The theory developed here also suggests what the
targets of enrollment might be (i.e., the opportunity
or the entrepreneur) and how this process is likely to
change under conditions of risk versus uncertainty.
There is little doubt that precommitment, as discussed by Sarasvathy (2008), is important in many
entrepreneurial settings. But understanding why
stakeholders might precommit, who (or what) they
might precommit to, and how the process of
precommitment varies in different informational settings is central to understanding the cocreation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities.

Empirical implications
The propositions derived from the theory developed
in this article are inherently testable. Future empirical work will need to identify conditions that are
risky and conditions that are uncertain and then
Copyright © 2015 Strategic Management Society

examine the process by which enrollment occurs in
these different settings and the outcomes of these
processes. It is likely that this research will include
both quantitative and qualitative dimensions—the
quantitative to measure, for example, the outcomes
of the enrollment process, and the qualitative to
examine the process of enrollment (Alvarez, Barney,
and Anderson, 2013; Alvarez, Young, and Woolley,
2015).
Implications for entrepreneurial practice
These arguments also have important implications
for entrepreneurial practice. First, they suggest that
there is no ‘one best way’ of doing entrepreneurship.
While it is possible for enrollment in an opportunity
to precede enrollment in an entrepreneur under conditions of risk, stakeholder enrollment to an entrepreneur precedes enrollment to an opportunity under
conditions of uncertainty. While focusing on the
attributes of the opportunity and/or entrepreneur in
order to enroll stakeholders is perfectly reasonable
under conditions of risk, using preexisting trusting
relationships and personal charisma to enroll people
under conditions of uncertainty is perfectly reasonable under conditions of uncertainty. Any prescription that fails to recognize these informational
contingencies seems destined to be misleading, at
least some of the time.
Of course, this article has examined just one contingency that can have an impact on the efficacy of
entrepreneurial processes—risk versus uncertainty.
It seems likely that many other such contingencies
exist for entrepreneurs. Ultimately, the advice given
to entrepreneurs and the content of the class material
students read, need to be much more contextual than
is often the case.
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Research summary: Venture founders rely on the help of others in their community to move
their emerging enterprises forward. While these helping behaviors, here called venture
advocate behaviors (VABs), are critical for founders with limited resources, they have received
little theoretical or empirical attention. We explore VABs and develop propositions regarding a
venture advocate’s propensity to engage in such behaviors. Using social exchange theory, we
examine how reciprocity between different actors, including paying back and paying forward,
and other factors promote VABs.
Managerial summary: Founders of new ventures need to understand the factors that encourage
others to give them the help they need for their new firms to survive and grow—what we call
venture advocate behaviors (VABs). A new firm that enables these VABs is able to access
resources without a monetary burden because they are activated through social exchanges.
In order to enable VABs, founders need to understand the individual characteristics of
potential advocates, how they will assess the likelihood of success of the new venture, and
the decision rules they will use, such as reciprocity, building socioemotional wealth, and the
positive identification the potential advocate has within the local venture ecosystem.
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society.

Alice was at a key transition point in her online
retailing venture.1 While she had an interesting
concept and rave reviews from early prototype users,
she was struggling with developing supplier
relationships, driving paying customers to her Web
site, and validating her general business model. She
was considering abandoning the venture. At a local
venture community function, Alice happened to
connect with a local banker, Bob, who specialized in
small business lending. Bob realized that Alice was
not a good lending prospect, but decided to help Alice
anyway. Bob not only provided some sound advice
about Alice’s business model, he also referred her to
another entrepreneur, Charlie, to whom he had
loaned start-up funds in the past. Charlie still leads
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the Fortune 1000 retailer Bob helped him create. Like
Bob, Charlie met with Alice to help her sort through
her business model. He also connected her with some
of his offshore suppliers. Following these meetings,
Alice pursued offshore sourcing for her product,
changed her approach to market, and took her venture
to the next level. She currently supplies Target and
Walmart with her product and has developed a
growing Internet customer base. To this day she
credits these chance encounters and the targeted
assistance she received for moving her from having
a product idea to launching a ‘real company.’ But
why did Bob and Charlie help Alice with no
compensation or quid pro quo?

INTRODUCTION
New ventures face uncomfortable odds in the
development phase. Researchers consistently note
that founders struggle with scarce resources, including
time, human capital, the physical and strategic
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resources required to turn ideas into commercialized
products, and capital to develop and launch the
emerging enterprise (Alvarez, 2003; Baum, Locke,
and Smith, 2001; Gartner and Carter, 2003).
Navigating the embryonic stage also requires
information and resources obtained through interaction with others in their network, a network in
which founders may have only weak ties at best
(Johannisson, 2000; Newbert, Tornikoski, and
Quigley, 2013). Why, when, and how entrepreneurs
overcome these barriers to successfully exploit
opportunities are some of the central questions in
entrepreneurship research (Acs and Audretsch, 2003;
Venkataraman, 1997).
But entrepreneurs rarely ‘go it alone.’ In fact, the
first tasks of an entrepreneur include vetting ideas,
gathering resources, and seeking out assistance from
others (Alvarez and Busenitz, 2001; Bruderl and
Schussler, 1990; Dyer, Gregersen, and Christensen,
2008; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Wood and
McKinley, 2010). As part of opportunity recognition,
for example, founders rely on mentors and other
networking partners in information gathering (Ozgen
and Baron, 2007). Entrepreneurship scholars
recognize these as integral steps in the venture creation
process—in reality, founders often engage in an
iterative sensemaking process with others as their
venture concept evolves to create and shape, as
opposed to discover, opportunity (Alvarez and
Barney, 2007; Audretsch and Keilbach, 2007).
Entrepreneurs must engage in this process with others
under conditions of uncertainty, well before they can
even assign decision rights and residual claims to the
economic value created from the venture (Alvarez
and Barney, 2005). Entrepreneurs, then, are embedded
in a community with other actors who may or may not
choose to engage and help them move forward from
these first tasks. In a sense, founders interact with
multiple stakeholders (Freeman, 1984; Jones, 1995)
before the stakes have even been determined.
It is the complementary behaviors of other actors
who interface with the entrepreneur while dealing
with uncertainty that we focus on here. Without the
help of these other actors, it is possible that many
new ventures would not fully develop an opportunity
or even materialize as an entity. Using the Alvarez and
Barney metaphor (2007) entrepreneurs are not
discovering and climbing a mountain, they are
building one—but not doing so alone. While
entrepreneurship researchers have delved into the
steps that founders/entrepreneurs take (e.g., Hallen
and Eisenhardt, 2012), little attention is given as to
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

why a person with resources and knowledge would
provide assistance and support to budding
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs have many potential
stakeholders: advisors, potential service providers,
initial investors, employees, customers, and others in
the venture community. But in the emergent phase,
they have little capital or resources to incentivize these
actors. Many of these actors are not in the founder’s
network—ties are neither strong nor weak (Newbert
et al., 2013; Uzzi, 1999), but initially nonexistent.
Stakeholder theory stresses the instrumental premise
that firms pragmatically engage with others ‘whose
relationships…can affect or be affected by the
achievement of the organization’s purposes’
(Freeman, 1999: 234). But when ties do not exist,
the stakes are unknown, and benefits of engagement
are uncertain, why do actors as future stakeholders
choose to engage?
This article focuses on how and why local venture
community members as potential stakeholders help
founders in the developmental stages of ’emerging’
enterprises, i.e., those ventures that are not already
‘in business’, but are transitioning from concept to
viable commercial entities (Gartner and Carter,
2003). As such, the opportunity to be captured by
the venture is still being shaped (Alvarez and Barney,
2004). Henceforth, we will refer to these venture
community members as venture advocates and the
actions they take to help emerging enterprises as
venture advocate behaviors (VABs). As opposed to
viewing the relationships from the entrepreneur’s
perspective (and his/her network), we focus on the
perspective of the potential advocate in terms of what
they provide the founder, and why.
Social exchange theory (Meeker, 1971) notes that
it is important to explicitly identify the different types
of entities involved in these exchanges—the
individuals engaged in one-to-one exchanges with
others, as well as the broader group or community
with which they interact (many-to-one and vice
versa). Translating to the venture context, there are
three key entities to consider. The entrepreneur is the
founder and champion of the venture concept.
He/she engages with a number of venture advocates
to refine the venture concept and seek additional
contacts. Finally, founders and venture advocates are
all embedded in a venture community—a formal or
informal collection of individuals and organizations
that share geographic location as well as resources
and other interests. This mix of entities gives rise to
one-to-one interactions (e.g., between an founder
and a venture advocate), with spillover inputs and
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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benefits related to the ‘many’ in the community—that
is, there are implications for many-to-one and one-tomany relationships. We will focus our discussion
primarily on the venture advocate by identifying types
of helping behaviors and motives for providing this
assistance. While we do not specifically focus on
community outcomes in our propositions, we do
recognize that the venture community is a reflection
of the aggregate of these behaviors and benefits from
all of the healthy interactions between individuals. We
will explore venture community effects more in the
discussion.
A theoretical framework that is ideally suited to
examining such interactions is social exchange theory
(SET). SET has its roots in a variety of disciplines,
including sociology (Blau, 1964); social psychology
(Gouldner, 1960; Homans, 1958); anthropology
(Sahlins, 1972); and management (Cropanzano
et al., 2001; Shore, Tetrick, and Barksdale, 1999).
This diverse set of fields signals the pervasive nature
of social exchange relationships. Social exchange
relationships are those in which individuals exchange
ideas and resources with no prespecified quid pro quo
or obligations, in contrast to economic exchanges with
specified values and obligations often codified in
contracts (Blau, 1964; Cropanzano and Mitchell,
2005; Meeker, 1971). A common set of elements have
emerged over time in SET research: (1) individual
interactions occur (2) within a community or
organization in which interdependencies are high,
yet (3) obligations or ‘payoffs’ are undetermined or
unspecified, typically due to uncertainty (Cropanzano
and Mitchell, 2005).
The entire entrepreneurial process is an exercise in
making decisions and taking action in the face of
uncertainty (Alvarez and Barney, 2005; McMullen
and Shepherd, 2006). By uncertainty, we refer to
Knight’s (1921) premise that investments are
uncertain when neither the possible outcomes nor
the probability of those outcomes are known when
the decision is being made. We also recognize that
there are multiple forms of uncertainty—state, effect,
and response (Milliken, 1987). Further, we hold with
the perspective that this process is one of opportunity
formation as opposed to discovery (Alvarez, Barney,
and Anderson, 2013). During the fragile and chaotic
times of converting an idea into a company, founders
interact with others to refine their ideas, identify the
appropriate product/market mix, and build the initial
resources necessary to attract funding (Baker and
Nelson, 2005; Hallen and Eisenhardt, 2012; Newbert
et al. , 2013; Ozgen and Baron, 2007). As part of this
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process, founders constantly engage in social
exchanges with potential advocates. Some of these
exchanges may, in fact, be part of the founders’ efforts
to at least begin to determine possible outcomes. More
importantly, these exchanges may help reduce
response uncertainty. Even if the outcome cannot be
known, founders can leverage this help to determine
what steps to take next. These venture advocates help
them turn opportunities into commercializable entities
without specified obligations (Vaghely and Julien,
2010). Moreover, VABs support informal norms that
assure effective functioning of a community
(Malinowski, 1932; Mauss, 1925) by helping
entrepreneurs navigate through this uncertain period
without accumulating specific debts. But this occurs
in an environment characterized by unknowns and
uncertainty—in fact, the inability to apply transaction
cost economics and incomplete contract theory is a
defining characteristic of organization of the new firm
(Alvarez and Barney, 2005). For this reason, theories
of interactions at this stage in entrepreneurial
development would benefit from viewing them
through the lens of social exchanges as opposed to
economic transactions.
To enhance theory on firm development in the
embryonic stage, we hope to accomplish the following:
(1) to incorporate the behavior of venture advocates
(what we call VABs) into research on entrepreneurial
strategy and growth; and (2) to explore the motivation
behind these alternative types of entrepreneurial
behaviors using SET. Related literature on helping
behaviors (Ames, Flynn, and Weber, 2004; Flynn,
2003b; Flynn et al., 2006) also guides our theory
development and propositions. The following sections
of the article will first identify what we feel are the most
prevalent of the many assistive behaviors in which
venture advocates engage. We then explore the
characteristics of the venture, venture advocates, and
the venture community that we postulate will be
associated with VABs. We close by discussing implications, extensions, and limitations of our theory
development.

DEFINING VENTURE ADVOCATE
BEHAVIORS (VABS)
In the formative stages, new ventures rarely have
revenue streams, employees, customers, tangible
assets, or even products to exhibit (Gartner and Carter,
2003)—and the economic value of the future profit
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stream is largely undetermined (Alvarez and Barney,
2005). Stakeholders such as potential investors and
customers are not formally engaged with the firm,
and they interact without predetermined economic
benefit. Founders instead must rely on a combination
of transactional and non-transactional methods to
engage potential partners and/or venture advocates
to overcome the liability of newness, reduce
uncertainty and continue to develop their emerging
enterprises (Baker and Nelson, 2005; Bruderl and
Schussler, 1990; Singh, Tucker, and House, 1986).
While such stakeholders could provide tangible
resources and engage in cooperative relationships that
span a considerable time period, VABs are defined
here as a temporary type of assistance. Consistent with
SET, they are uncompensated actions provided by
members of the venture community to a founder in
the emergent phase of a venture, with no specific
monetary or transactional (e.g., equity) consideration.
They are not prescribed by any formal role or
agreement, but instead are ‘goodwill’ gestures on the
part of the advocate to help the founder move his/her
idea forward. In short, we define VABs as discretionary, uncompensated actions venture community
members engage in to help a founder in an emergent
venture. Consistent with SET and the conditions of
exchange summarized by Molm, Schaefer, and
Collett (2007), exchanges between the founder and
venture advocates must have the potential to be
recurring over time, where terms of reciprocity have
not been specified or agreed upon, and reciprocal
behaviors are voluntary.
But what specific activities occur during this
emergent period? In what domains could venture
advocates be providing input? Our leading anecdote
suggests some areas of activity, but the extant research
has ample material as well. Gartner and Carter (2003)
provide a synthesis of studies regarding key
entrepreneurial activities during this period from the
Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics (PSED).
These responses are from entrepreneurs who have
been actively attempting to start businesses over the
last 12 months, with their ventures in the ‘gestation’
phase but not yet infant firms (Gartner and Carter,
2003). Some of the more common activities include
thinking about starting the business, taking classes,
attending workshops, saving money to or investing
in the business, developing the business model and
plan, defining marketing opportunities and
developing marketing materials, building a founding
team, and finding and hiring employees. Additionally,
logistics like leasing property and equipment, filing
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

forms for incorporation and taxes, applying for
trademarks, patents, incorporation, and taxes, and
opening bank accounts round out the list.
Researchers have grouped these activities into
common task areas. For example, Vesper (1990) notes
that five ingredients are involved in creating an
organization: (1) technical know-how for creating
the product/service; (2) the product/service idea itself;
(3) personal contacts; (4) physical resources; and (5)
customer contacts. Similarly, Reynolds and Miller
(1992) identify properties of firm emergence
according to four stages of activities and commitment:
(1) personal commitment to start the business; (2)
financial support to develop and launch; (3) first sales
to customers; and (4) hiring or securing human
resources. While some differ (e.g., Birley, 1986), most
researchers support the notion that the sequence may
vary across founders and circumstances, even if all
ventures do share certain common activities—that is,
there is no prescribed order that all ventures follow,
but rather an accumulation of resources, technologies,
and/or processes necessary to move from gestation to
birth (Van de Ven et al., 1989).
Synthesizing and simplifying these lists, founders
must address issues related to three primary core areas:
the idea or the product/service (hereafter, product) and
to whom it will be sold, the people or human resources,
and the financial resources. Venture advocates can help
in each of these areas, as we will describe.
Every venture must eventually design and build its
first product, as well as identify its first customer
(Gartner and Carter, 2003; Vesper, 1990). Some
founders seek input from venture advocates before
making prototypes or selling their first products, to
determine the feasibility of manufacturing to
customers’ specifications and the economic viability
of scaling. As the product offering emerges, venture
advocates can offer ideas about potential beta
customers who can experiment with and further refine
the product offering. Further in product development,
venture advocates may even provide word-of-mouth
referrals to potential customers. In essence, venture
advocates lend their credibility to help recruit
potential customers. While such access and
subsequent feedback has little economic value for
the venture advocate, such assistance is invaluable
for the founder. In addition to providing no-cost
feedback, it may prevent the founder from failing in
the launch phase because the product or service does
not meet market needs.
In terms of human capital, founders can turn to the
venture community for specific expertise they do not
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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possess (Baker and Nelson, 2005). For example, new
ventures often do not have the recruiting infrastructure, processes, or resources to recruit the talent
they need to actually get their work done (Reynolds
and Miller, 1992). Instead, the ‘phantom workforce’
of the venture community includes those individuals
who generously donate time beyond the normal
workday to help write software code for technology
ventures, create Web sites, develop marketing
strategies, conduct market research, etc. Likewise,
venture advocates often suggest others who have
expertise that can help the founder. In this way,
advocates may function as free employment search
firms, again saving founders from costly investments.
The free advice and technical assistance founders
receive through the venture community, as well as
networking to identify human assets, is an important
component of the emerging venture’s human resource
management in the absence of a formal organization.
Thus, providing discretionary, unpaid labor and/or
referring potential employees to the founder is one
of many human resource-related VABs.
The third core type of VAB is funding related.
During the early stages of the emerging enterprise,
founders often exhaust their personal capital and must
turn to friends, family, and capital markets for funding
(Gompers and Lerner, 2003; Reynolds and Miller,
1992). Venture founders can be challenged to gain
an audience with private investors and venture
capitalists, as such entities must be approached
through persistent networking and with considerable
care— after all, founders may receive only a single
opportunity to gain access to funding sources such
as these. The referral of a founder to potential funding
sources by a venture advocate is a critical networking
behavior for the would-be founder. It is not unusual
for venture capitalists to note that they do not even
evaluate unsolicited business plans. Rather, the only
plans that receive any attention are those referred by
members of their networks. Occasionally, these
advocates may provide limited interest-free loans or
other seeding to help a venture move from one stage
to another. Of course, this type of seed funding would
have to have no reciprocal obligation to be considered
a VAB. In addition, the founder often relies on the
early advice of venture advocates to get their funding
pitch refined for capital market audiences. Finally, the
process of working through the funding of a new
venture can seem like an insurmountable task to a
founder. Venture advocates at this stage can provide
guidance on how to structure a deal and come up with
financing terms that are beneficial to both groups and
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yet not onerous. Thus, venture advocates’ guidance
and use of their networks to assist the entrepreneur
in capital access is another VAB important to the
launch and survival of a new venture.
The aforementioned three categories of VABs are
not exhaustive (see Gartner and Carter, 2003).
Offering free advice and feedback, networking, and
suggesting business models or product extensions
may not neatly fit into one of the above categories or
may overlap with some of them, but are a critical part
of determining how to organize resources into rentgenerating activities to create opportunity (Alvarez
and Barney, 2004). Founders may also seek legal
guidance on corporate governance and structural
issues, tax implications, and intellectual property,
often well before the emerging enterprise becomes a
legal entity and the founder is prepared to pay for
those services. Venture advocates can also offer
general advice, relating activities and decisions that
they have seen other entrepreneurs undertake. This
advice, based on the success and failures of others,
can help founders sort through alternatives they are
considering. While these VABs may not fit clearly
into one of the three categories we have described,
they are nonetheless other important, uncompensated
assistive actions. Table 1 summarizes these VABs
and their benefits to the fledgling venture and its
founder.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT AND
PROPOSITIONS
Generally, social exchanges consist of a series of
interactions that generate implied obligations
(Emerson, 1976). In exploring these interactions,
Meeker (1971) notes the differences between values
and behaviors. Humans engage in social behaviors
based on: (1) individual values; (2) perceptions of
alternative behaviors; (3) expectations of consequences; and (4) decision rules. While individual
values may be involuntary, decisions and behaviors
are not (Hamblin and Smith, 1966). Like Meeker and
others in the SET tradition, we are primarily interested
in behaviors; but to develop a robust theory of social
exchanges in the venture context, we must consider
the drivers of these behaviors. Our model, then,
includes individual values we posit will be associated
with a predisposition to engage in VABs (Propositions
1 and 2), the role of expectations in outcomes
(Propositions 3 and 4), and the decision rules or norms
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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Categories of VABs and their benefits

Category of VAB
Product

Human

Funding

Other

Example VABs

Benefits to venture and founder

•Offering feedback on features, design,
market needs
•Serving as beta site for product testing
•Suggesting use to others via wordof-mouth support
•Offering advice/assistance in operations,
functional areas
•Providing referral to potential employees
•Networking to extend founder’s personal
human capital
•Providing referral to angel/venture capital
investors
•Offering interest-free loan or donation to
seed idea
•Giving advice on structuring terms sheet
or approach to financing and refine
funding pitch
•Providing advice on business model,
business plan
•Providing legal guidance
•Storytelling to relate success and failure
stories
•Providing general advice

that guide a venture advocate’s decision to engage in
VABs (Propositions 5 and 6). In examining these
decision rules, we also acknowledge that actors are
engaging in a rational process of value maximization,
but that some decisions may be guided by
noneconomic benefits and perhaps even collective gain
rather than personal gain (Parsons, 1951). Our model
incorporates the three key elements of a social
exchange: the actors involved, the acts themselves,
and the costs and rewards or benefits the actors receive
as motivation for their behavior (Meeker, 1971).
We’ve previously defined the acts themselves as
VABs. As noted, the actors include the founder, the
venture advocates, and the venture community. So,
we must next examine motivation.
To explore this motivation, we first examine
reciprocity as a central precept in SET (Gouldner,
1960; Meeker, 1971; Nowak and Sigmund, 2000).
Reciprocity, or repayment in kind, is perhaps the most
widely accepted social exchange rule (Cropanzano
and Mitchell, 2005; Molm et al., 2007). First,
reciprocity can occur in several forms: a transactional
pattern of interdependent exchanges, a folk belief,
and/or a moral norm (Gouldner, 1960). Next,
reciprocity can have both direct (A gives to B and B
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

Gives founder information on market potential
and target user during developmental phases
Lends credibility to business plan and pitch to
potential investors

Source of human resources and employee leads
without investment in human capital or HR
processes

Reduces information asymmetry and shortens
process to access funding sources

Leverages personal investment and provides
legitimacy to referrals
Helps founder learn the terminology of the
venture community, make contacts necessary
for progress, and learn from the mistakes
and successes of other entrepreneurs

reciprocates by giving back to A) or indirect (A gives
to B and receives benefits from C) effects (Molm
et al., 2007). Finally, reciprocity is also dependent on
the nature of the relationship between two parties. In
dyadic social exchanges, it is the interdependence
(outcomes for A are based on a combination of A and
B’s actions) rather than dependence or independence
that is a necessary condition for SET (Molm, 1994).
Consistent with our definition of VABs, reciprocal
exchanges are not based on explicit bargaining, but
driven by this recognized interdependence (Molm,
2000), a folk belief as a cultural expectation that people
get what they deserve (Gouldner, 1960; Malinowski,
1932), and/or a norm or cultural mandate as to how
one should behave (Malinowski, 1932; Mauss, 1925;
see also Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005). Thus, within
the context of VABs, reciprocity may take many forms
and directions.
Exchanges are not temporally constrained to a
single event or transaction (Molm et al., 2007), and
they also extend beyond the dyadic relationship
between two parties (i.e., both direct and indirect
effects occur over time). Reciprocity may be driven
by an obligation based on past events (paying back),
but also by the expectation of future returns (paying
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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forward) (Molm et al., 2007). So, a complete
exploration of the motivation behind VABs must
consider not only the predispositions or values of the
venture advocates, but also the following relationships
which may provide the decision rules that guide
behavior:
1. The prior relationship between the venture
advocate and the venture community (indirect
payback);
2. The prior relationship between the venture
advocate and the founder (direct payback);
3. The expected future relationship between the
venture advocate and the venture community
(indirect pay forward);
4. The expected future relationship between the
venture advocate and the founder (direct pay
forward).
Our model then consists of three components
and relationships: the characteristics of the venture
advocate, the nature of the relationship between
venture advocate and founder, and the nature of
the relationship between the venture advocate and
his/her venture community. This model captures
one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-one
relationships. Figure 1 graphically displays this
model.

Figure 1.
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Values of venture advocates
Theories of managerial action recognize that
individuals need motivation, knowledge, and a
stimulus to act (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006).
Individual values may provide the motivation for
venture advocates to reach out and help. More
specifically, we suggest that the individuals who are
exchange oriented and are interested in building social
capital will be motivated and, therefore, will be more
likely to engage in VABs.
As Meeker (1971) notes, values may not be
voluntary, but they do influence how individuals will
respond to opportunities and use decision rules to
guide behavior. While reciprocity may be a universal
principle, individuals differ in the degree to which
they endorse or engage in reciprocal behaviors (Clark
and Mills, 1979; Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005).
Research in social psychology suggests individuals
have an exchange orientation. Those high in exchange
orientation are more likely to ‘keep score’ or track
obligations and expect similar behavior from others,
while those low in exchange orientation are less likely
to feel obligated or expect reciprocal behavior from
others (see Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005, for a
review). Whether as payback for past help or paying
forward for future assistance, some individuals’
behavior is more strongly shaped by norms of

Model of the underlying relationships in VABs
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reciprocity. Specifically, high exchange orientation
has been empirically linked to a higher likelihood to
return a good deed (Eisenberger et al., 1986) and
engage in supportive organizational behaviors
(Eisenberger et al., 2001; Orpen, 1994; Witt, 1991).
In this context then, a high exchange orientation will
motivate venture advocates to engage in VABs.
Proposition 1: The exchange orientation of a venture
advocate is positively related to a willingness to
engage in venture advocate behaviors.
Foa and Foa (1974, 1980) have conducted research
on resources exchanged in relationships and
categorized two types of benefits: economic (typically
associated with negotiated exchanges and quantifiable
benefit) and socioemotional (typically associated with
open-ended exchanges addressing social and esteem
needs with symbolic value). The latter is more
consistent with SET and our investigation of VABs,
and it is supported by research on social capital. We
have already noted the possibility of a ‘paying
forward’ motivation or an advocate’s interest in
securing future benefit from their venture community.
Membership within any community has its benefits.
The venture community serves as a social network
based upon shared professional experiences,
backgrounds, and desires. This network also functions
as the lubricant for new venture creation, as member
exchanges often serve as conduits for knowledge
transfer, knowledge creation, and innovation
(Bhagavatula et al., 2010). These member exchanges
function as a way to link people holding entrepreneurial resources to people desiring those resources
(Burt, 1992). Consequently, these networks serve as
a mechanism for members to develop, maintain, and
grow their social capital in the venture community.
The symbolic value that accrues indirectly from social
exchanges like VABs can help reinforce reciprocal
relationships (Molm et al., 2007).
Social capital here is defined ‘as the relationships
between individuals and organizations that facilitate
action and create value’ (Arregle et al., 2007: 75).
Social capital is often derived from the social status
of an individual. Individuals’ social status is often tied
to others’ perceptions of the utility of the individuals’
attributes that are deemed valuable based upon the
potential benefit to the group (or its members) or the
value they have been in the past (Wegener, 1992;
Hambrick and Cannella, 1993; Sutton and Hargadon,
1996; McFadyen and Cannella, 2004). As a
consequence, individuals gain social status formally
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

(via official positions and responsibilities) or
informally (via a positive reputation) from the history
of their social exchanges that are generous and/or
useful to others in their network (Blau, 1963; Flynn,
2003a, 2003b). Extensive research on assistive
behaviors in dyadic workplace relationships (Ames
et al., 2004; Flynn, 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Flynn
et al., 2006) suggests that the giving and receiving
of help, advice, and support is an activity that can
enhance a person’s reputation and social status for
both the givers and recipients (Blau, 1963; Flynn
et al., 2006). In the workplace, peer-to-peer assistive
behaviors positively impact the social status of the
giver, and if properly managed, the quality of the
exchanges often substitute for the quantity of favors
given (Flynn, 2003 a, 2003b). Those members that
confer favors and assistance less frequently or receive
more favors than they provide are often less likely to
possess status with the group (Blau, 1963). Moreover,
social capital from such assistive behaviors grows as
peer-to-peer exchanges increase (Flynn, 2003a,
2003b). Thus, venture advocates gain and lose social
capital as they either do or do not assist new ventures.
The development of social capital within a venture
community is associated with who is assisting whom
and how often a member collaborates with other
members (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; see also
Aldrich and Kim, 2007). The venture community
provides the network for the budding entrepreneur to
identify resource holders and find ways to close the
structural hole between themselves and those that
possess the resources (Burt, 2005; Aldrich and Kim,
2007; Dyer et al., 2008). The social capital of a
potential venture advocate can be a factor in assistance
seeking (Pollock, 2004; Pollock, Porac, and Wade,
2004) because community members use their
knowledge of who possesses the social capital within
networks and then seek them out (Aldrich and Kim,
2007). They then engage with these actors selectively,
through both strong and weak ties, to accumulate
necessary resources (Newbert et al., 2013). Founders
may also ask potential venture advocates to use their
social capital to close a structural hole and assist them
in creating a weak tie to another potential resource
provider (Burt, 2005). Given that the venture advocate
possesses the necessary means to assist the founder,
leveraging their social capital to provide assistance
to another member of the venture community can
increase their status within the community, produce
a positive reputation among community members,
and engender goodwill toward that venture advocate.
We propose that paying forward in this way is a
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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significant motivator for potential advocates seeking
to build social capital:
Proposition 2: A venture advocate’s desire to build
social capital is positively related to a willingness
to engage in venture advocate behaviors.

Expectations of outcomes
As noted, social exchanges are not only a function of
values, but also of expectations of outcomes (Meeker,
1971). Expectations of outcomes can provide both the
motivation and stimulus for advocates to take action
on behalf of an emerging venture. Propositions 1
and 2 focus on the values of the advocate. Now, we
turn to variables affecting advocates’ expectations of
outcomes.
Expectancy theory is helpful in understanding
motivation to engage in activities with differential
outcomes (Porter and Lawler, 1968; Steers, Mowday,
and Shapiro, 2004). Rooted in work by Lewin (1938)
and Tolman (1959), Vroom (1964) constructed a
more comprehensive development of expectancy or
(expectancy valence) theory. The essence of
expectancy theory can be expressed in the simple
equation E x V, indicating that motivation to engage
in a behavior is a function of the probability of the
associated outcome (E) times the desirability or value
of that outcome (V) (Steel and König, 2006).
Expectancy theory has been used to explain increases
in job performance and organizational citizenship
behaviors, as well as reductions in absenteeism and
turnover (Mitchell, 1997; Mowday, Porter, and Steers,
1982; Organ, 1988; Porter and Lawler, 1968).
Prospect theory is closely related to expectancy
theory in the motivation literature. Similar to
expectancy theory, prospect theory (Kahneman and
Tversky, 1979; Steel and König, 2006; Tversky and
Kahneman, 1992) holds that behavior is driven by
the likelihood of a positive outcome. When making
decisions under conditions of uncertainty, however,
individuals are even more likely to avoid a negative
outcome than seek to obtain a positive one
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).
Another characteristic of advocates we believe will
predispose their willingness and ability to engage in
VABs is related to their expectations of the
effectiveness of their own engagement. Self-efficacy,
or confidence in achieving goals and overcoming
challenges across a variety of work contexts or tasks
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(Wood and Bandura, 1989), is also closely associated
with expectancy theory (Kehr, 2004; Steers et al.,
2004). In the E x V equation of expectancy theory,
self-efficacy affects the E side of the equation—the
likelihood of a positive outcome. Self-efficacy has
been linked to motivation, goal setting (Bandura,
1997; Locke and Latham, 1990), and entrepreneurial
behavior more broadly (Markman, Balkin, and Baron,
2002). It has also become recognized as an important
founder trait in entrepreneurship research (Townsend,
Busenitz, and Arthurs, 2010; Zhao, Seibert, and Hills,
2005). Individuals are inclined to engage in behaviors
where they have a higher likelihood of success (Wood
and Bandura, 1989).
If an individual does not believe his/her input in
a social exchange will generate value, he/she is
less likely to perceive that reciprocity will be
forthcoming. That is, there is a reduced value of
paying forward. Translating this to the context of
VABs, members of the venture community are
much more likely to engage with founders and
offer assistance when they believe their own
abilities or expertise can have an impact. Thus,
venture advocates will engage in VABs that
leverage their known expertise and strengths if
they believe they will generate value. Extending
findings relating self-efficacy to social exchanges
in the venture community, we suggest that selfefficacy will affect the likelihood of VABs as
well:
Proposition 3: The self-efficacy of advocates is
positively related to their likelihood to engage in
venture advocate behaviors.
One of the inherent challenges of new venture
creation is the uncertainty—outcomes and probabilities are largely unknown. However, venture
advocates must make a reasoned assessment of
venture outcomes in light of opportunity costs
regarding the availability of their time and energy.
Likewise, on the E (expectancy) side, advocates are
more likely to help ventures they believe have a higher
chance of survival and success. The venture itself and
the venture advocate’s assessment of its prospects can
provide the stimulus that ignites motivation into
action.
Proposition 4: Venture advocates will be more
likely to engage in venture advocate behaviors
with ventures they perceive as having a higher
likelihood of success.
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Decision rules
As noted previously, norms of reciprocity or
exchange orientation vary by individual. These
norms can also vary by country and culture
(Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005; Parker, 1998;
Rousseau and Schalk, 2000). While reciprocity
may transcend time and distance, it is not
universally applied to the same degree by different
groups or cultures (Blau, 1964; Meeker, 1971).
Research on cultural differences has established
country and cultural differences between
individualistic versus collectivistic orientations
(Hofstede, 2001; Mead, 1937; Parsons, 1951).
Individuals have been found to be more likely to
engage in reciprocal behavior when they observe
similar behavior in peers (Bryan and Test, 1967).
Venturing is, to some degree, a local phenomenon.
Geographic concentration of ventures due to resource
proximity is well documented (Cattani, Pennings, and
Wezel, 2003; DeCarolis and Deeds, 1999; Lomi,
1995). Venture advocates and founders are members
of a professional, social, and localized network (albeit
sometimes informal) that frequently facilitates the
dissemination of innovative ideas and the creation of
new ventures, referred to as a venture community.
Some examples of more formal aspects of venture
communities include local venture clubs (for example,
Birmingham, Indianapolis, Lexington, and the
Rockies Venture Club among others), universitysponsored venture groups (such as Columbia and
Kellogg Venture Community, MIT Venture
Mentoring Service, etc.), angel investor networks
(the Angel Capital Association lists more than 200
angel investor groups), and even regional champions
from the Startup America Partnership, an initiative
of the White House started in January 2011. It is
likely, then, that the decision rules a potential
advocate adopts when engaging in social exchanges
will vary according to the norms of his/her
community. The predisposition of the local
community to VABs is likely to be part of the decision
rules increasing the motivation to help new ventures:
Proposition 5: The norm of reciprocity within a
venture community is positively related to a
willingness to engage in venture advocate
behaviors.
Experienced entrepreneurs often build and
maintain diverse social networks to facilitate idea
exchange, obtain different perspectives, and gain
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

access to tangible resources such as financial support
and people (Bhagavatula et al., 2010; Dyer et al.,
2008; Newbert et al., 2013). Within these networks,
venture advocates support budding entrepreneurs with
their ideas, perspectives, and resources. Evaluations
of such behaviors by both parties may elicit a
psychological attachment not easily broken
(Konovsky and Pugh, 1994). The venture advocate’s
feelings toward helping an entrepreneur may provide
him/her with psychological pleasure, increasing
feelings of self-efficacy (Markman et al., 2002; Wood
and Bandura, 1989). Likewise, founders develop an
attachment to the venture community since this is
the community that is providing the resources and
support necessary for the success of his/her new
venture. Consequently, a person’s identification with
the venture community and associations with
individuals in that social network should lead to more
discretionary behaviors. Such open-ended exchanges
address social and esteem needs with the symbolic
value of being an active part of the venture
community. This deepens the socioeconomic wealth
of each member with respect to that community.
Socioemotional wealth refers to the affective
endowment of noneconomic benefits tied to an
organization or entity (Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007).
Socioemotional wealth is theorized to include the
desire to exercise authority and social influence and
the maintenance and extension of one’s identity
related to an organization. To date, research in family
firms has confirmed that socioemotional wealth is
related to engaging in socially responsible activities,
long-term strategies including diversification, and
even managing earnings upward (Berrone et al.,
2010; Gómez-Mejía, Makri, and Kintana, 2010;
Stockmans, Lybaert, and Voordeckers, 2010).
Moreover, the perception of generous support
between members of an organization or network
will likely lead to an increase in identification and
commitment among exchange partners in that
professional network (Ashforth, Harrison, and
Corley, 2008; Flynn, 2006). Naturally, as venture
advocates spend time building social capital within
a network, they will identify more strongly with
and become more attached to that community.
Moreover, founders and venture advocates will
engage in more positive behaviors such as job
involvement, in-role performance, extra-role
performance, and other helping behaviors (Ashforth
et al., 2008; Riketta, 2005; Tajfel, 1978) when they
identify themselves with their context more
strongly.
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Specific to venture advocates, their identification
with and commitment to the venture community
becomes part of their decision rules in social
exchanges. Like the preservation of socioemotional
wealth, the provision of assistive behaviors may occur
to project positive images to others in the social
network, to maintain or build a positive reputation,
or to build upon a venture advocate’s self-efficacy
and self-worth (Flynn, 2006). Moreover, the
subsequent likelihood of providing members of the
community with counsel and resources increases over
time as their identification with the network increases.
In the spirit of paying back, we propose that a
potential advocate is more likely to engage in
reciprocal behaviors when their identification, via
socioemotional wealth, with the venture community
is strong.
Proposition 6a: The identification of venture
advocates with their venture community is
positively related to a willingness to engage in
venture advocate behaviors.

Proposition 6b: The benefits that venture advocates
feel they have received from their venture
community is positively related to a willingness to
engage in venture advocate behaviors.

VABs and venture performance
We have argued that engendering VABs is part of the
opportunity-building process a founder goes through
to more effectively and efficiently identify successful
business models and target markets, as well as to build
the human and financial capital necessary to launch.
The presence and enthusiasm of venture advocates
provides legitimacy to the emerging firm. Moreover,
their perceptions can help establish the precursors of
the venture’s initial reputation, a valuable intangible
asset (Fombrun, 1996; Hall, 1992; Saxton and
Dollinger, 2004). We further suggest that VABs can
reduce effect and response uncertainty endemic in
the entrepreneurial context (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006) and enhance the legitimacy of the fledgling
venture (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994). Indeed, some
entrepreneurs argue that these activities are the
backbone of a vibrant venture community. Given their
value, we would be remiss in not linking VABs with
venture performance. In the case of emerging
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ventures, ‘performance’ has multiple elements. We
will focus on two: the founder who benefits from
VABs will be more likely to launch by having
partners in the ‘mountain building’ process (Alvarez
and Barney, 2007) and more likely to survive beyond
the ‘entrepreneurial honeymoon’ period (Fichman
and Levinthal, 1991) due to enhanced legitimacy at
launch and through early growth. This leads us to
the last proposition:
Proposition 7a: Venture advocate behaviors are
positively related to the likelihood of launch for
an emerging firm.

Proposition 7b: Venture advocate behaviors are
positively related to the likelihood of survival for
an emerging firm.
Consistent with SET, these propositions capture
three elements we propose will affect the willingness
of the advocate to engage in VABs: the values and
characteristics of the venture advocate him/herself,
the expectations of outcomes, and the decision rules
associated with the venture advocate and venture
community. Our propositions rely, to a large degree,
on norms of reciprocity, which may vary by venture
advocate and venture community, and they
incorporate past obligations (i.e., paying back) as well
as investments in future obligations (i.e., paying
forward). We should also point out that potential
advocates do not always choose to help founders
who seek their assistance. We suggest that our
propositions also explain when potential advocates
choose not to engage in VABs. Finally, we suggest a
link between a founder’s ability to invoke VABs and
subsequent venture outcomes, including launch and
survival.

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
Startup America (now UP America and UP Global)
was formed in January 2011 to help cultivate
entrepreneurial ecosystems in states across the
U.S.A. (see www.s.co). By the end of 2012, Startup
America had 30 chapters formed at the state level,
with more than 11,000 venture company members.
It has been working with 48 of the 50 states at some
level to energize venture development in their
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communities. A key element to the establishment of a
chapter and its model of venture ecosystem
development, is the venture champions that commit
to the Startup America process. These volunteers,
more than 600 at present, promise to help founders
develop their ideas and launch without any defined
compensation or benefit. In our vernacular, these are
venture advocates engaging in VABs within an
informal community trying to become more
entrepreneurial. VABs are very real and a critical part
of venture ecosystem development. Yet, there is little
theoretical or empirical research exploring the
effective functioning of this key component of the
venture community.
Venture research has covered significant ground
over the last decade. The Panel Study of
Entrepreneurial Dynamics (see Gartner and Carter,
2003; Reynolds, 2000) provides considerable insight
into nascent entrepreneurs and the early activities in
which they engage (Liao and Gartner, 2007; Reynolds
et al., 2004). Research has also addressed the
variables that affect venture survival and performance,
such as founder experience, initial capital, and firm
strategy (Baum et al., 2001; Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon,
and Woo, 1994; Gilbert, McDougall, and Audretsch,
2006; Lyles, Saxton, and Watson, 2004; McDougall
et al., 1994; Singer, 1995; Stearns et al., 1995; Stuart,
Ha, and Hybels 1999).
Research has more recently delineated between
venture development in this stage as an exercise of
opportunity shaping and creation, rather than
discovery or identification (Alvarez, Barney, and
Anderson, 2013; Audretsch and Keilbach, 2007;
Vaghely and Julien, 2010). This is the critical stage
during which the founder has moved from ‘nascent’
to actual entrepreneur, but before the firm is
established and functioning as an organization
(Gartner and Carter, 2003). If opportunities are
exogenous and to be discovered/uncovered, the role
of VABs becomes more transactional, as an
opportunity has independent value and only needs to
be identified. In this perspective, the founder may
actually compete with others in the venture
community to find and monetize this opportunity,
and potential advocates might be conflicted about
helping the founder find such a ‘hidden treasure.’
If we instead view the fledgling organization as a
work in progress and the founder on a journey of
building mountains versus climbing them (Alvarez
and Barney, 2007), the opportunity is still being
created—and others who interact with the founder
are helping build that mountain. Research has been
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

particularly silent as to how the venture community
at large acts as a catalyst and knowledge source during
this critical but chaotic period in venture evolution.
The myriad connections entrepreneurs make and
leverage with members of the venture community
while dealing with the uncertainty surrounding their
ideas becomes a critical part of creating the
opportunity. The social exchanges that occur here
are critical components of founder and venture
development. Because the value of the opportunity
is undetermined, it is valuable to examine them
through a theoretical lens that illuminates these
exchanges when no prespecified quid pro quo can
be determined.
We suggest here that entrepreneurship research
needs to incorporate the role of venture advocates
and their behaviors for a more complete
understanding of venture development. SET is a
useful theoretical framework for exploration of this
phenomenon. VABs are critical to understanding both
ends of the entrepreneurial continuum—who actually
starts a company, as well as which ventures survive
and thrive. VABs have considerable potential to help
us understand how nascent entrepreneurs receive the
encouragement and reduce the uncertainty involved
in taking the leap to launch and interact with the
informal structures of their communities while they
form the reality of their new initiatives (Mole and
Mole, 2010). The presence of VABs may be the ‘X
factor’ that for some becomes the difference between
taking that leap and remaining in their current
situation (Townsend et al., 2010). As the venture
evolves, founders who invoke VABs successfully
may be able to more rapidly assemble the resources
and build the legitimacy necessary to navigate
through the ‘valley of death’ in the challenging early
stages of tie creation, funding, product development,
and team formation (Hallen and Eisenhardt, 2012;
Newbert et al., 2013). These formative experiences
and assets could also play a key role in subsequent
growth and performance beyond the entrepreneurial
honeymoon (Fichman and Levinthal, 1991). Empirical research substantiating the importance of VABs
and exploring the founder characteristics and actions
that cultivate these behaviors is a logical next step in
entrepreneurship research.
Research has linked economic growth and health at
the regional and national level with entrepreneurial
activity (Birley, 1986; Carree and Thurik, 2003;
Minniti and Levesque, 2010; Porter, 1990). As
McMullen and Shepherd (2006) noted, entrepreneurship research focuses on two levels of action:
Strat. Entrepreneurship J. 10: 107–125 (2016)
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the aggregate effect of entrepreneurial activity on
economic development and vibrancy and the
individual choice to act entrepreneurially. As they
and others observe, the two are certainly related. A
vibrant entrepreneurial community results from and
encourages further initiative at the individual level in
a reciprocal positive spiral of venture development.
On a practical basis, research should explore the
activities and programs (such as ‘venture clubs,’ angel
investor networks, and other local phenomena like coworking facilities) that lead to a vibrant venture
community. When there are more of these types of
activities, are more VABs and new ventures formed?
Are some activities more helpful in creating VABs
than others? Which local activities should a founder
participate in to encourage VABs?
VABs, therefore, become an integral component of
economic development. As part of the informal
structure of the venture community, the social
exchanges that occur between various members of
that community both mirror and complement the
formal structure. An important research question,
then, will be to understand the role of institutions
and other agents in promoting VAB opportunities.
To what extent do formal and organized activities like
venture club meetings, ‘start-up weekends,’ and even
economic development programs help facilitate
VABs? Alternatively, does a strong and visible
government role in venture creation diminish the
occurrence of VABs? Members of the venture
community may see less need to ‘volunteer’ if they
perceive that government is already providing
adequate assistance to would-be founders. Such
pressures may actually reduce the social capital of
the advocate and the perceived reciprocity that is
essential to social exchanges. Does the economic
development task change if government and other
agents view their role as promoting VABs as opposed
to stimulating venture development? Historically, the
focus is on the latter, with little explicit recognition
of the former; it is interesting to consider the potential
of a balanced approach between the two.
In terms of operationalizing VABs from an
empirical perspective, it will be important to capture
the range of these behaviors. VABs occur on a
continuum. Actions taken on behalf of a founder can
range from referral or redirection to a more prolonged
and active engagement. In each category, there is a
continuum—recommending a friend for employment
is not the same as working for an emerging venture
in the evenings for no compensation. Referring a
founder to an angel investor is certainly not the same
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level of obligation as cosigning a loan. Is it better for
founders to have many smaller VAs or fewer, more
engaged VAs? Are some types of VABs, like
connecting a founder to a potential investor, more
important than less engaged ones, like providing
general advice? Which types of VABs should
founders focus on enacting? Or should founders
simply take steps to engender VABs more broadly?
Future research can help address these issues.
Moreover, many of the characteristics of venture
advocates, founders, and the venture community we
propose are psychographic in nature. Researchers will
have to think carefully about how to operationalize
these characteristics. Behaviors like attending local
venture community events may indicate efforts to
build social capital. The size of an advocate’s network
could indicate an exchange orientation. Demographics like industry experience, number of previous
successful ventures, and age could be indicators of
self-efficacy. Careful attention will need to be given
to combining attitudinal survey measures with more
objective and/or observable ones. Identifying
indicators for these psychographics can help founders
better understand how to focus their efforts to enact
VABs.
Another interesting extension is the further
exploration of the traits and behaviors exhibited by
members of the venture community that engage in
VABs versus those that become entrepreneurs. Are
VABs a substitute for direct engagement in starting
a company? Or do VABs precede or follow starting
a company? Trait theories of entrepreneurship, or
those that promote the notion that entrepreneurs are
a breed apart identifiable by certain personal
characteristics or traits, largely have been discredited
(Gartner, 1988; Cooper, 2003). Other theories focus
on entrepreneurial action and behavior under
uncertainty (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). Still, it
is important to consider how the decision to undertake
VABs might differ from the decision to launch a
company. Members of the venture community who
are not entrepreneurs, i.e., those who choose to engage
with start-ups and attend venues where ventures
present and receive attention, are likely already
predisposed toward venture creation. Due to higher
opportunity costs, lower risk tolerance, or other traits
or situational characteristics though, they may not be
directly involved in starting a venture. Is undertaking
VABs a less risky substitute for starting one’s own
company under uncertainty? Or are they an efficient
way to increase self-efficacy in anticipation of the
time to start a company? Or are VABs an activity in
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which already successful entrepreneurs engage as a
way to give back? Empirical research on who chooses
to start companies versus who engages in VABs and
how participation in VABs affects the future
likelihood of starting a venture will be an interesting
and natural next step in this line of research.
A closely related research arena examines affect
and its role in entrepreneurial behavior. Baron
(2008) posits that affect, or feelings and emotions,
influences cognition and behavior and may similarly
influence entrepreneurial action. Positive affect can
enhance individual creativity and promote
identification of opportunity (Baron, 2008). Similarly,
positive affect may increase the likelihood of VABs
occurring within a venture community as it builds
trust and exchange orientation (Molm et al., 2007).
Engagement in VABs may also improve self-efficacy,
leading to further entrepreneurial activity. Thus,
regions that promote and celebrate entrepreneurial
activity by drawing members of the venture
community together may induce the positive affect
that facilitates VABs and stimulates future
entrepreneurial activity. This activity can help
enhance the sense of community that triggers social
capital formation for would-be venture advocates.
However, the reverse could also be true—negative
affect generated by, for example, visible venture
failure could diminish VABs, entrepreneurial
aspirations, and future entrepreneurial activity,
leading to lower socioemotional wealth. The role of
affect in the interaction between individual action
and venture community activity, including norms of
reciprocity, is rich in potential for economic
development research and community efforts. For
founders, geographic differences in new venture
success could be indicators of places that are more
helpful than others for launching a new firm. Part of
the decision to launch a new venture can also include
the decision as to where to launch, or even later, where
to grow a new venture. One could envision some type
of regional entrepreneurial affect measure that would
have implications for both researchers and founders.
While we do not claim to have a comprehensive
model of VAB predictors, this article presents some
promising variables for empirical examination. Other
factors may be important to explore as well. For
example, timing has important implications for
organizational change and innovation (Zaheer, Albert,
and Zaheer, 1999). Repeated interaction can enhance
trust and the likelihood of reciprocal behavior
including VABs (Blau, 1964; Molm et al., 2007;
Ring, 1996). When, as well as how, founders engage
Copyright © 2016 Strategic Management Society

with the venture community may have important
implications for evoking VABs. Timing in the
development of the idea may be important here. If a
founder ‘goes to market’ with his/her concept
prematurely, potential advocates may be unimpressed
with the venture potential or believe that the founder
has not done his/her homework. But, if a founder is
close to launch, has funding in hand, or is already
selling product to customers, potential advocates
may be less willing to volunteer and, instead, may
expect compensation in return for any help such that
economic considerations overwhelm social capital
creation—these exchanges transition from social to
economic. Founders will need to understand when is
the best time in their fledgling firms’ development to
seek out this help. Alternatively, if all VABs are good,
founders may need to constantly be soliciting them.
Understanding timing could identify whether this
should be a periodic or constant focus for building a
new venture.
Similarly, industry context may play a role in the
likelihood of observing VABs. Individuals may
experience more positive affect and social capital
gains in certain product/market configurations. Life
science businesses, for example, are a popular target
industry for economic development and venture
potential. It is easy to feel good about helping
someone cure diseases and make people’s lives better.
Similarly, ventures developing or deploying novel
technologies as first movers may be much more likely
to attract VABs than ‘copycat’ or mature
technologies. Feelings of reciprocity may be higher
for ventures that have a perceived collective gain for
society versus those with strong economic potential
alone (Parsons, 1951). The strategic ecosystem of
the expected venture, then, may be important to
understand or at least control for in empirical
investigation. founders could benefit from understanding if the industry they’ve chosen to focus in is
more or less attractive as a target for VABs.
Of course, the other end of the spectrum from
VABs can occur as well, with members of the venture
community choosing not to help or even undermining
the efforts of a founder. Anecdotally, all of the
members of the board of a local not-for-profit venture
club received an anonymous note and a copy of a
founder’s delinquent tax records from a neighboring
state during a critical period in fundraising. Payback
can have negative as well as positive connotations!
While perhaps more rare, such actions can certainly
disrupt the would-be founder. In future empirical
work, it will be important to capture both the positive
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and negative types of VABs. Possibly as important as
understanding how to enact VABs, founders would
benefit from understanding what actions to avoid so
they don’t suffer from negative VABs.

CONCLUSION
Ireland, Reutzel, and Webb (2005) call for research
that explores the interrelationship between individual,
firm, and societal action and outcomes (see also
Davidsson, 2004). This article introduces the concept
of VABs as a critical though informal part of the
venture community infrastructure that has been
overlooked in the extant research. We suggest that
social exchanges that occur between founders and
other actors in the venture community play an
important role in explaining venture success.
Leveraging the principles of SET and recognizing
how individuals build and leverage social capital, we
explore the role of venture advocate characteristics
and reciprocal relationships between the potential
advocate, the venture community, and founders to
explain the propensity for VABs. These behaviors
are driven by the values of the advocate, their
expectations of outcomes, and the decision rules they
follow (Meeker, 1971). Social exchanges via VABs
lubricate the wheels of the economic engine in venture
emergence. Past research on venture creation has
predominantly focused on the entrepreneur or the
idea. We envision the venture-creation process as a
series of social exchanges culminating in a unique
organization with economic value. We hope this
article serves as a platform for further theoretical and
empirical research on the role of VABs in supporting
individual entrepreneurs and cultivating a vibrant
venture community. Moreover, research on this topic
can help founders understand what steps to take to
elicit the VABs that will enable their new ventures’
success.
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